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ABSTRACT
This thesis aims to shed light on the process that undergoes the lumbar spine
as a result of intervertebral disc degeneration and different lumbar surgeries, paying
special attention on the main risk factors and how to overcome them.
Low back pain is the leading musculoskeletal disorder in all developed countries
generating high medical related costs. Intervertebral disc degeneration is one of the
most common causes of low back pain. When conservative treatments fail to relieve
this pain, lumbar surgery is needed and, in this regard, lumbar fusion is the “gold
standard”technique to provide stability and neural decompression.
Degenerative disc disease has been studied through two different approaches. An
in-vivo animal model was reproduced and followed-up with MRI and mechanical test-
ing to see how the water content decreased while the stiffness of the tissue increased.
Then, degeneration was induced in a single disc of the human lumbar spine and the
effects on the adjacent disc were investigated by the use of the finite element models.
Further on, different procedures for segmental fusion were computationally sim-
ulated. A comparison among different intersomatic cage designs, supplemented with
posterior screw fixation or placed in a stand-alone fashion, showed how the supple-
mentary fixation drastically decreased the motion in the affected segment increasing
the risk of adjacent segment disease more than a single placed cage. However, one of
the main concerns regarding the use of cages without additional fixation is the subsi-
dence of the device into the vertebral bone. A parametric study of the cage features
and placement pointed to the width, curvature, and position as the most influential
parameters for stability and subsidence.
Finally, two different algorithms for tissue healing were implemented and applied
for the first time to predict lumbar fusion in 3D models. The self-repairing ability of
the bone was tested after simple nucleotomy and after instrumentation with internal
fixation, anterior plate or stand-alone intersomatic cage predicting, in agreement with
previous animal and clinical studies, that instrumentation may be not necessary to
I
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promote segmental fusion. In particular, the intervertebral disc height was seen to
play an important role in the bone bridge or osteophyte formation.
To summarized, this thesis has focused in the main controversial issues of inter-
vertebral disc degeneration and lumbar fusion, such as degenerative process, adjacent
segment disease, segment stability, cage subsidence or bone bridging. All the models
described in this thesis could serve as a powerful tool for the pre-clinical evaluation of
patient-specific surgical outcomes supporting clinician decisions.
Keywords: Biomechanics; Finite element method; Lumbar spine; Intervertebral
disc; Disc degeneration; Animal model; In-vivo; Intersomatic cage; Stand-alone cage;
Pedicle screw fixation; Subsidence; Stability; Lumbar fusion; Bone remodelling; Tissue
healing
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INTRODUCTION
A brief description of lumbar spine anatomy and function is provided in this
chapter. Each of the structures which are part of the lumbar spine is defined with a
particular focus on the composition and function of the different tissues involved. Be-
sides, the most common pathologies that affect intervertebral discs are described, as
well as the surgical techniques used to treat these diseases.
Finally, a wide overview of the clinical, animal and computational studies made
on this topic is supplied with special emphasis on what still remains to be done. The
main goals and the thesis outline followed to achieve them are presented at the end of
the chapter.
1.1 The lumbar spine
The human spine is a complex anatomical structure with three main functions:
protection of the spinal cord and nerves, mechanical support of the body and provi-
sion of mobility to the head and torso.
The spine consists of 24 vertebrae articulated by cartilage elements named inter-
vertebral discs (IVD) (7 cervical (C1-C7), 12 thoracic (T1-T12) and 5 lumbar (L1-L5)),
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and 9 fused vertebrae at the sacrum and coccyx. As shown in Figure 1.11, the spine is
placed in the posterior mid-longitudinal axis of the back. It houses the spinal canal
formed from a central hole within each vertebra. The spinal cord travels through the
spinal canal and the spinal nerves emerge adjacent to each vertebra. The shape of
the spine varies with the region. The cervical spine has a convex forward curvature,
known as lordotic curve, the thoracic curve, concave forward is known as kyphotic
curve and finally, the lordotic curve in the lumbar region which is convex anteriorly
and ends in the sacrum. This sinusoidal shape acts to dissipate the great loads dur-
ing daily activities [78]. However, the lumbar spine’s lowest segments L4-L5 and L5-S1
bear the most weight and are, therefore, the most prone to degeneration and injury
[322].
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Figure 1.1: Spine anatomy: from cervical to coccygeal region.
A functional spinal unit (FSU) is defined as the smallest unit capable of carrying
out the main functions of the spine. Each FSU is comprised of two vertebrae with an
IVD between them and the group of ligaments and muscles which link the vertebral
1Adapted from:https://thrivewellnesscenter.com/hurley-osborne-new
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bodies. The two vertebrae are connected in the back part by two small joints called
facet joints which allow bending and twisting movements but control the amplitude.
At the same time, the ligaments and muscles that connect the bones provide stability
and flexibility to the entire trunk.
1.1.1 Lumbar vertebrae
Lumbar vertebrae, designated L1 to L5 starting at the top, are the largest bones of
the spine. Each vertebra consists of two main parts: vertebral body and vertebral arch
as detailed in Figure 1.2a. The vertebral body has a cylindrical shape wider from side
to side than antero-posterior and is concave at the upper and lower surfaces. The size
of the vertebral body increases in the inferior levels due to the fact that their main role
is to withstand the upper body weight. The vertebral arch comprises: two pedicles,
which join the arch to the vertebral body enclosing the spinal canal, two laminae and
a number of processes (spinous, transverse and articular), which are thick structures
that provide attachment to ligaments and muscles. In particular, the articular pro-
cesses project up and down and host the hyaline cartilage that takes part in the facet
joints with the adjacent vertebrae.
Body
Spinous
process
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   articular 
        process
Transversal
process
Spinal
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Cortical
bone
Trabecular
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a) b)
Figure 1.2: a) Lumbar vertebra anatomy. b) Vertebral bone distribution
The bone is composed of an outer cortical layer that covers the trabecular bone
as shown in Figure 1.2b. The cranial and caudal aspects of the vertebral body, named
bony endplates (BEP), are vascularized osseous layers which, together with the car-
tilaginous endplate (Section 1.1.2), form the endplate (EP). The main function of the
BEP is to ensure the delivery of nutrients such as glucose and oxygen to the avascular
tissues of the IVD [351]. Finally, regarding the strength of this thin layer, the central
region seems to be weaker while the outer part is thicker and stronger [213].
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1.1.2 Intervertebral disc
The IVD is an aggregate of different tissues that provides relative movement be-
tween two vertebral bodies and cushions mechanical loads. It is composed of the
nucleus pulposus (NP) surrounded by the annulus fibrosus (AF) and the cartilage end-
plates (CEP), placed caudal and cranial, which are the interface with the vertebrae. All
of these structures work as a whole when the disc is loaded, the AF being responsible
for withstanding tensile stresses and the NP for bearing compressive stresses [215].
Figure 1.3 shows the different parts of the IVD and their main attributes which are
explained in further detail below.
Due to the biochemical composition of the different tissues, the IVD is a highly
hydrated tissue that presents a swelling behaviour in an unloaded condition. When
an external load is applied, the hydrostatic pressure created in the NP is transmitted
radially to the AF, which thanks to its fibre network is capable of bearing the tensile
stresses. At the same time, the water is expelled from the disc reducing its height and,
afterward, recovered because of the osmotic pressure [87]. The mechanical properties
of the disc are greatly dependent on the magnitude of the applied load, while it offers
low resistance to small forces, it is stiffer under larger forces. The region where the
resistance is low is named the neutral zone. This concept was defined by Panjabi et
al.[270] to evaluate clinical instability of the FSU.
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Figure 1.3: Intervertebral disc anatomy and composition: nucleus pulposus, annulus fibrosus
and cartilage endplate
- Nucleus pulposus: The NP is a gel-like material placed in the core of the IVD
which is mainly made of water, proteoglycans and a loose network of collagen and
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elastin fibers suspended in a mucoprotein gel. Proteoglycans are the most abundant
macromolecules in the NP accounting for as much as 65% of the dry weight [156].
These molecules make it a tissue with a high swelling capacity as they allow for tissue
hydration [353]. As a result, the NP acts as a shock absorber cushioning the impact of
daily activities by the pressure transmission to the AF.
- Annulus fibrosus: The AF is a highly organized structure composed of concen-
tric layers of collagen Type I and II [6] fibres oriented ±30 degrees to the disc mid-
height plane [221]. These layers are arranged in a criss-cross pattern among adjacent
lamellae which, in turn, are linked together by elastin fibres [379] and embedded in an
extracellular matrix. Such organization provides the anisotropy to the AF and makes
it biomechanically adapted to withstand any type of shear deformation. Therefore, in
healthy conditions, the AF fibres resist the pressure transmitted by the NP preventing
it from leaking out of the core of the IVD.
- Cartilage endplates: The CEP is a thin layer of hyaline cartilage with a heteroge-
neous composition similar to that of the articular cartilage [300]. The fibres from the
AF are strongly attached to the CEP creating a capsule around the NP. As mentioned
above, the CEP, along with the BEP constitutes the EP, which is the interface between
vertebra and IVD that allows nutrients diffusion from the vascularized bone into the
avascular tissues. Changes in the composition of the EP, such as those occurring with
degeneration and ageing can result in nutrient transport alterations [301].
1.1.3 Lumbar ligaments
Figure 1.4: Lumbar ligaments
The spinal range of motion is passively re-
stricted by a group of ligaments which are fibrous
bands of connective tissue attached to the bone
as shown in Figure 1.4. The ligaments bear ten-
sile stresses to avoid excessive motion and to pre-
vent the failure of the IVD.
The anterior (ALL) and posterior (PLL) lon-
gitudinal ligaments run along the spine cover-
ing the vertebral bodies and IVDs and are the
primary stabilizers under extension and flexion
movements, respectively. The strongest ligament
is the ligamentum flavum (FL) which connects
the laminae and protects the spinal cord and
nerves. Moreover, the facet capsular ligament (FC) provides stability to the facet joints.
Finally, a group of ligaments connects the processes of adjacent vertebrae: the inter-
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spinous (ISL) and supraspinous (SSL) ligaments link the spinous processes and the
intertransverse ligament (ITL) links the transverse processes.
1.1.4 Lumbar spine biomechanics
One of the main functions of the spine, as mentioned above, is to provide flexi-
bility to the trunk. As such, the IVDs are constantly under mechanical loads exerted
by the musculature. External loads such as inertial effects and muscular forces are
related to body weight. In a standing position, the centre of gravity lies in front of
the spine creating a flexion moment. To balance it the posterior spinal muscles exert
a force that results in high compressive loads acting on the IVD [137]. Keeping and
changing postures increases the spinal loads and introduces more stress components
[253]. Since spinal loads cannot be easily measured in vivo, some studies investigated
the intradiscal pressure in different positions [371] reporting pressures of 0.1−0.2MPa
in supine rest that increases to 0.5MPa in standing position or 1.1MPa during flexion
reaching a peak value of 2.3MPa while carrying a weight in flexed position.
The state of hydration of the IVD and its intradiscal pressure are important de-
terminants of mechanical behaviour [17]. When subjected to compression force, the
pressure within the NP rises exerting pressure on the EPs and the AF. As a result of this
pressure, the fibres of the AF tighten and resist the applied force. In turn, a radial IVD
bulge may be observed. This bulge will be more pronounced in the areas where the
compression is more concentrated as shown schematically in Figure 1.5. For instance,
during flexion, the NP is pushed backwards and the bulging is more obvious in the
posterior part of the disc while, during extension, the NP is pushed towards and the
bulging is greater in the anterior part. In torsion, the excessive motion is prevented by
the zygapophysal or facet joints which bear 65% of the loads while the IVD contributes
the remainder [215]. Although difficult to measure, it is believed that the behaviour of
Standing up Flexion Extension Lateral bending Torsion
Figure 1.5: Main movements of the functional spinal unit.
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the AF during bending moments is different from that in compression. It has been
proposed that the collagen fibres change their orientation allowing the adjacent ver-
tebrae for a wider separation. The facet joints also play an important role in providing
resistance and stability under bending movements [5].
1.2 Intervertebral disc diseases
During life, the IVD is subjected to a physiological process of growth along which
the mechanical and biological characteristics of the disc undergo strong changes. Pro-
teoglycan fragmentation in the NP starts during childhood, and with age, proteogly-
can and water content in the disc decreases. However, due to the entrapment of the
AF fibres, the loss of proteoglycan fragments is slow as they develop a similar function
while they are entrapped [352]. At the same time, in the AF the collagen type II turns
into type I in the inner part while, in the outer, a thickening of type I collagen occurs.
With increasing age the NP becomes smaller and loses hydrostatic pressure, hence
more load should be borne by the AF which, in turn, becomes stiffer and weaker [87].
Nonetheless, the disc does not show a major decrease in height with ageing [102].
The difference between the normal aging process and the degeneration disease
progression remains unclear, but some authors agree on the understanding of the de-
generation as a cascade event that magnifies and accelerates structural failures and
biochemical changes related with age [6]. Disc degeneration and herniation are the
most common pathologies affecting IVD and the major source of back pain due to
nerve pinching or excessive load at the facet joints.
IVD Degeneration IVD Hernia
Cartilage endplate 
calcification
Loss of NP/AF boundary
Disc bulging
Blood vessel ingrowth
Nerve ingrowth
Widening of the 
interlamelar spaces
Osteophyte formation
Figure 1.6: Intervertebral disc degeneration and hernia. Adapted from [231] [368]
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1.2.1 Degenerative disc disease (DDD)
As defined by Adams and Roughley the IVD degeneration is an aberrant cell-
mediated response to progressive structural failure [6]. The degenerative process is
thought to be initiated at the NP [334] with a loss of proteoglycan content. This loss
is responsible for a fall in the osmotic pressure and, therefore, a loss of hydration that
has a major effect on the load-bearing behaviour of the tissue [352]. Meanwhile, the
collagen fibres of the AF change, as explained above, and become disorganized mak-
ing the NP/AF boundary unclear.
When a load is applied, the NP is unable to distribute compressive forces between
the vertebral bodies and, consequently, the forces are transmitted non-uniformly to
the AF. The AF is subjected to a progressive structural deterioration with alterations in
mechanical properties [259] that can lead to radial and circumferential tear formation
[135]. These tears are often followed by radial bulges or herniations of the NP.
In the healthy tissue the swelling pressure in the NP helps to maintain disc height,
but with degeneration, the biomechanics of the IVD is altered and the disc height is re-
duced. Such changes have a strong influence on other spinal structures. For instance,
the facet joints in the degenerated FSU may be subjected to abnormal loads and, as
a result, they may develop osteoarthritic changes [103]. Furthermore, the tensional
forces on the ligament flavum are reduced and could cause remodelling and thick-
ening, and eventually could lead to spinal stenosis [284]. To summarize, the macro-
scopic changes seen during DDD are shown in Figure 1.6. Considering the appearance
and severity of the changes previously explained, grading scales for IVD degeneration
have been established. In 1990, Thompson and co-workers classified the degenera-
tion grades from I to V regarding morphologic changes such as fibrous tissue forma-
tion in the NP, focal disruptions of the AF or bone osteophytes appearance at vertebral
body margins [344]. Later on, a classification system based on routine magnetic reso-
nance imaging (MRI) was codified by Pfirrmann et al. [277]. This system accounts for
aspects like signal brightness, a clear distinction between NP and AF or disc height.
Although the aetiology of IVD degeneration is not fully understood yet, some fac-
tors are known to influence the initiation and progression of the disease [305]. The
cells are sensitive to compressive stress so abnormal mechanical loads may trigger
disc degeneration as has been highlighted in experimental animal studies [211] [193].
On the other hand, endplate calcification seems to play a crucial role in disc degener-
ation as long as solute transport through the cartilage is important for physiologic and
metabolic processes. Movement of solutes depends on solute size, shape or charges
but also on cartilage matrix composition, hence changes in CEP composition may af-
fect transport and reduce nutrition of the tissues [301]. Finally, hereditary and genetic
factors could also predispose to disc degeneration [333] and are in continuous study
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as a promising tool for treatment of early DDD [334][231].
1.2.2 Lumbar hernia
When radial fissures in the AF allow the gel of the NP to migrate out of the IVD
core, the disc is said to be herniated [6] (Fig 1.6). Depending on the extent of nu-
cleus migration, the herniation could be classified as: disc protrusion, when the AF
fibres and the posterior longitudinal ligament are intact; extrusion, if these elements
are disrupted but there is an intact tail of nucleus material extending into disc space;
and sequestration, when the material from the nucleus is completely unconnected
to the IVD [368]. Because of the AF geometry, which is thinner in the posterior part
of the IVD, the herniation is more prone to appear in the posterior or postero-lateral
portions of the disc [135], thus invading the spinal canal or pinching the nerve roots
[294]. Although degeneration is one of the most probable causes of disc herniation,
an overloading of the disc, as the caused by weight lifting, can also lead to IVD hernia.
The NP hydrostatic pressure greatly increase when the spine is overloaded, pushing
the gel-like material to the annulus and causing the leaking of the nucleus material.
Another risk factors observed are obesity, posture or repetitive work [283][84]
1.3 Surgical procedures
In most of the cases, IVD diseases are treated with conservative therapies like
analgesia for inflammation and pain relief or physical therapy. When no successful
results are reached with these treatments, the surgical option may be considered. Op-
erative management includes minimally invasive discectomy or open procedures for
removal of herniated tissue, disc height recovery and spinal stabilization [366] (Fig.
1.7). In the last years, the research efforts have been focused on the regenerative ther-
apies to stop the degeneration progression and restore the physiological function of
the disc [260].
1.3.1 Nucleus discectomy
A discectomy or nucleotomy is the surgical removal of herniated disc material
that presses on a nerve root or the spinal cord relieving pain. The procedure involves
removing a portion of the NP which is invading the neural space. The first discectomy
was described by Love in 1939 [212] and, although the procedure has been refined,
it is still in use. In fact, discectomy is the most common surgery for the treatment of
IVD hernia. Later on, in 1977, Caspar [57] described a surgical microdiscectomy tech-
nique which reduced the size of the incision, and, with the development of technol-
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ogy, a minimally invasive technique was used for microendoscopic discectomy. This
evolution achieved a reduction in hospital stay and the time to return to work [37].
1.3.2 Segment fusion
One of the major concerns in degenerated discs is the loss of intervertebral space
which could lead to segment instability and osteoarthritis at the facet joints. To re-
store disc height and stabilize the FSU, fusion has proven to be a successful surgical
solution. The goal of spinal fusion is to immovilize the segment, restore the foraminal
height and promote bone growth until achieving a complete fusion between the two
adjacent vertebrae [264].
The first case of spinal fusion reported dates from 1911, when Hibbs [141] and
later Albee [11] described a process where the lamina and facet were decorticated and
fused with autologous bone graft. Unfortunately, these processes required months
of bed rest and immobilization for fusion to occur. Efforts to reduce the long post-
operative periods of immobilization prompted the development of internal fixation
devices. Multiple screws designs and placement were tested prior to reach the pedicle
screw system, which has become a common procedure over the past three decades
[43].
To improve the fusion rate and achieve a biomechanically superior fusion, con-
siderable attention has been directed towards interbody fusion procedures [189]. Orig-
inally, adding bone graft in the intervertebral space after nucleus discectomy had the
advantage of a better blood supply, weight-bearing and facilitated bony fusion [380].
However, the associated morbidity and the risk of space collapse drove to the devel-
opment of interbody cages or spacers which helps to prevent the collapse and pseu-
darthrosis seen with bone grafts [81][337]. There are many commercially available
cages with a wide range of shapes and characteristics depending on the surgical ap-
proach, anterior [ALIF], posterior [PLIF] or transforaminal [TLIF], each one with their
own advantages and disadvantages. ALIF has the advantage of avoiding nerve root
damage that can occur with the posterior approach, but the disadvantage of potential
damage to major vascular structures and sympathetic injury [39]. In turn, TLIF is a
variation of the PLIF technique in which the disc space is accessed via the far lateral
portion of the vertebral foramen. While less risky than the posterior approach, it can
result in the removal of important stabilizing structures [155].
Despite lumbar fusion with supplementary posterior screw fixation has been widely
used with high success rates [117] [134] [199], some biomechanical studies suggested
that interbody cages are stable enough to be used as stand-alone devices [380], i.e.
removing the screw fixation. Under the assumption that cages are introduced using a
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minimally invasive technique that ensures preservation of important stabilizing struc-
tures such as posterior musculature, anterior and posterior longitudinal ligaments,
and facet joints [10][75], it could be thought that they will provide stability and, at the
same time, the distraction of the ligaments will prevent the cage from migration. All in
all, the effectiveness of stand-alone interbody cages has been questioned, with some
investigators claiming that supplementary posterior fixation is required to produce
better long-term clinical results [264].
One of the major concerns regarding the use of stand-alone constructs is the risk
of subsidence of the device into the bone owing to the high contact pressures in the
bony endplates. While low-grade subsidence is an expected outcome, high-grade sub-
sidence could lead to a reduction in the intervertebral space height and eventually to
persistent pain or the need for re-operation [223]. In order to achieve bony fusion,
the disc and CEP are thoroughly removed and the underlying bleeding BEP is exposed
avoiding gross violation of the EP before cage insertion [299]. The cross-sectional EP
area available for cage and graft placement is an important factor because it allows for
a larger surface for bone growth and for bearing cage pressure reducing the risk of sub-
sidence [342]. In addition, the EP strength is highly variable depending on the region.
While the center of the bone, where implants are usually placed, is the weakest part of
the lumbar endplates, the posterolateral region of the endplate provides the greatest
resistance to subsidence [122][213]. Furthermore, large scale clinical studies have also
demonstrated no differences in reoperation rates between patients with stand-alone
cages versus those with additional posterior fixation [196][295].
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Figure 1.7: Summary of the surgical options used to treat intervertebral disc herniation and de-
generation.
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Indeed, interface strength in axial compression does not appear to be substan-
tially enhance by supplementary instrumentation [264]. In conclusion, parameters
such as the geometry of structural support and the position and preparation of the
endplate can influence the resistance of an interbody cage to subside.
Cage material has been another key aspect of the evolution of interbody spacers.
Cages are typically composed of titanium alloys or polymers such as PEEK2, which
has a markedly lower Young's modulus. An advantage that supports the use of PEEK
is that it provides similar stability than titanium while reducing stresses on the end-
plates. Furthermore, because cages are commonly used in combination with bone
graft (which is resorbed and replaced by bridge of trabecular bone), a cage that shares
the load with the graft is preferable to promote bony fusion according to Wolff's law
because load sharing is an important prerequisite for bone healing [356][240].
Although lumbar spinal fusion has yielded good clinical results in decreasing
pain and fatigue with high union rates, it has been proposed that the immobilization
of one segment may alter the biomechanics of the entire lumbar spine, especially in
the upper and lower segments, leading to adjacent segment disease (ASD) [30][194].
Despite the exact mechanism remains uncertain, altered biomechanical stresses ap-
pear to play a key role in the development of ASD. The addition of posterior fixation,
the use of pedicle screws, the number of segments fused, individual patient charac-
teristics or age have emerged as risk factors [272]. The development of ASD is prob-
lematic because it often requires reoperation and has adverse effects on long-term
clinical outcomes [61]. To avoid the cascade degeneration effect, several new tech-
nologies such as dynamic stabilization devices, interspinous process implants or total
disc arthroplasty have been developed as alternatives to fusion.
1.3.3 Total disc replacement
Total disc replacement is intended to restore or preserve the natural biomechan-
ics of the intervertebral segment and to reduce further degeneration of adjacent levels.
Fernstron is considered as the pioneer of artificial disc replacement. He implanted a
spherical stainless steel prosthesis in an attempt to restore disc spacing and articula-
tion by creating a mobile center of rotation [96]. However, these balls were reported to
have high failure rates because the sphere eroded the vertebral bodies as shown Figure
1.8.
2Polyether ether ketone (PEEK) is an organic thermoplastic polymer with a Young's modulus of 3.6
GPa that can be tailored to closely match cortical bone by preparing carbon-fibre-reinforced composites
with varying fibre length and orientation. Its biocompatibility has brought it to be widely used in surgical
applications [195].
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Figure 1.8: Total disc replacement: Fernstron ball and SB Charité (DePuy Spine). Adapted from
[96][310]
From the time of Fernstron's balls, multiple designs for total disc replacement
have been developed following two main principles: replace the motion characteris-
tics of the discs with sliding plates and a central plastic core; or replicate the normal
viscoelastic and hydrostatic properties of the nucleus, usually with hydrogels encased
in a polymeric jacket [39][111]. The first disc prostheses approved by The United
States Food and Drug Administration (FDA) was the Charité Artificial Disc (DePuy
Spine, Raynham, MA). It consists of two cobalt chromium endplates with an ultra-
high molecular weight polyethylene (UHMWPE) sliding core which allows the motion
in all planes. It proved to have a quantitative clinical outcome equivalent to that with
ALIF. Indeed, the range of motion (ROM) after surgery was restored and maintained
while the disc space height was restored with less incidence of subsidence [38][230].
A literature review showed that ASD occur more likely after fusion procedures
than after total disc replacements. However, the differences in the primary outcome
parameters between both procedures were small and did not exceed clinical rele-
vance. [168]. Furthermore, an increased facet joint loading after total disc replace-
ment was found in human cadaveric studies [306]. This is why lumbar fusion remains
the ’gold standard’ technique for the treatment of intervertebral diseases.
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1.3.4 Regenerative therapies
Even though the wide range of available treatments for low back pain presented
above has proven to be successful, they only offer symptom’s relief instead of address-
ing the underlying causes. Furthermore, those treatments are often accompanied by
loss of function, mobility and altered biomechanics which could lead to ASD and fur-
ther pain [298]. To overcome those limitations, current research efforts are focused
on the development of biological therapies to repair or prevent the IVD degeneration.
Cell-based therapies attempt to restore the structure and function of the tissue and
potentially influence on native cells. Several studies have aimed to restore either nu-
cleus, annulus or the whole IVD with the use of native NP cells, notochordal cells or
mesenchymal stem cells (MSC) as reviewed elsewhere [60][298][260]. MSCs have been
proposed as an ideal cell source for IVD regeneration with a large number of studies
demonstrating their ability to differentiate into NP cells. However, these treatments
are in early stages of translation into the clinic and much more effort is required to
reach a feasible solution to lumbar diseases.
1.4 State of the art
Low back pain has been largely studied from different points of view. The un-
derstanding of IVD degeneration and the design of surgeries and new techniques to
remove pain or restore functionality have been of great concern. Here, a brief review
of the animal, clinical and computational studies developed so far is provided.
1.4.1 Animal experimentation
Over the past decades, animal models in different species have been widely used
to investigate changes in structural, biological and biochemical properties along the
degeneration as well as treatments to stop or even reverse this process [262][174][261].
Nonetheless, there are several important issues which should be considered in the
translation of the results to human tissue due to the anatomical and biomechani-
cal differences, changes with age, and loading conditions of the IVDs. For that rea-
son, scaling is required in the interpretation of the findings, so the relationship be-
tween the geometrical factors and the behaviour being tested should be clear. In small
quadrupeds the loads are probably smaller than in humans, however, since their discs
are much smaller; the intradiscal pressure might be similar. In particular, the study
of Beckstein et al. [33] compared normalized axial mechanical properties, GAG and
water content among species and showed that once the measures were normalized,
they did not present significant differences across species. Furthermore, in pilot pre-
clinical studies the use of the rabbit disc model may still be relevant and cost effective
[12].
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Several methods have been used to induce IVD degeneration in large and small
animals such as spontaneous initiation [200], chemical injections [16], biomechani-
cal alterations [193] or disc lesions [329], among others. The most extensively used
technique has been to provoke damage to the AF. In 1980 Lipson and Muir [208] were
the first to induce degeneration through a stab with scalpel in the AF. In their experi-
ment, they observed changes in proteoglycan and water content, and hyaluronic acid
concentration over time. After that, many studies focused their efforts on achieving
a slowly progressive degeneration model via stab incisions, needle punctures or per-
cutaneous needle punctures. While stab injuries caused a quick degeneration or even
an immediate herniation of the nucleus pulposus, annular punctures resulted in slow
and reproducible degenerative process [89][335]. In most of the cases, the progression
of IVD degeneration has been followed up with MRI and histologic evaluation along
time showing a decrease in water content as well as a reduction of disc height and
a loss in MRI signal intensity [182][383]. Later on, changes in mechanical behaviour
were studied with dynamic compression [238], creep tests [205], tension/compression
[131] and flexion/extension tests [139] seeing that degeneration alters the mechanical
properties of the IVD tissues. A common limitation of these studies is that they per-
formed different surgical procedures at each level of the spine preserving one level
intact to serve as control and, therefore, the influence of degeneration over the adja-
cent segments was neglected.
An animal model capable of reproducing the biology of the degeneration process
would be a powerful tool for the evaluation of new treatments such as regenerative
therapies. An extensive review of the results achieved with the use of disc chondro-
cytes, MSCs, and other stem cells in different animal models was performed by Oehme
et al. [260] who underlined the importance of the animal model selection based on
biological processes, quadruped posture and economical and ethical constrains. He
also pointed to the success of preclinical studies in disc height maintenance, increase
in MRI signal and proteoglycan synthesis, and eventually, the deceleration in the de-
generation process. These promising results have led to small clinical trials with cell
treatments that are still in early stages. However, hydrogels functionalized with anti-
angiogenic peptides and seeded with bone marrow cells failed to decelerate degener-
ation in merino sheep [296]. Growth factor’s influence over degeneration has been an-
other therapy extensively studied with the use of animal models. Osteogenic protein-1
[238], bone morphogenetic protein 2 (BMP2), tissue inhibitor of metalloproteinase 1
[205] and platelet-derived growth factor BB [265] have shown to be able of restoring
disc height, increasing proteoglycan and collagen content, maintaining disc structure
and biomechanical function and, therefore, delaying degenerative changes.
Apart from degeneration and gene therapies, large animal models have also been
used for the assessment of bone fusion after different surgeries. A study in sheep com-
paring bone graft alone versus cylindrical and box-shaped cages filled with bone graft
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showed that the introduction of a cage improves significantly the distractive prop-
erties [175]. Other studies regarding the stiffness of the cage were carried on in goat
models exhibiting that a reduced stiffness enhanced interbody fusion [358] but further
experiments revealed that soft cages, such as the resorbable poly-(L-lactic acid) cages
had insufficient stability when used as stand-alone and needed from supplementary
fixation [191]. On the other side, different cage filling materials have been compared
in sheep spines. RhBMP2 absorbable collagen sponge increased segment stiffness and
fusion in comparison with autograft [346] Similarly, osteoconductive scaffold seeded
with MSCs achieved similar or better fusion rates than autograft [370].
1.4.2 Clinical studies
From the beginning of lumbar surgery, a large number of case reports, prospec-
tive and retrospective clinical trials, and comparative studies have been published to
show the effectiveness of different techniques and help in the selection of the opti-
mal surgery. There is consistent evidence from this literature that lumbar spine fu-
sion provides improvements in pain and function with acceptable patient satisfaction
[279]. However, systematic reviews that adhere strictly to the principles and rigorous
methodology of evidence-based medicine often conclude that there is insufficient ev-
idence to demonstrate the superiority of a certain approach. This situation makes
challenging to make decisions regarding the most appropriate treatment [136].
Most clinical studies based their conclusions in clinical and radiological outcomes.
Oswestry Disability Index (ODI), which measures the degree of disability and esti-
mates the quality of life in a person with low back pain [92], has emerged as the ’gold
standard’ measure for clinical results [115]. Visual Analogue Scale (VAS) and patient
satisfaction are other questionnaires for the assessment of pain levels and treatment
success, respectively. In the radiological images, fusion rate is usually assessed based
on the amount and quality of bone formed after the surgery, which is quantified with
scales like the one defined by Brantigan and Steffee [45]. Subsidence and migration
are other important factors in the evaluation of surgery success when it involves the
use of interbody devices. While the first is quantified as the disc height loss after cage
insertion due to bone failure, the second accounts for the relative position of the cage
between the vertebrae. Both of them could lead to the need of re-operation either to
add supplementary fixation or to remove the device. Last but not least, lumbar insta-
bility, defined as abnormal lumbar motion during physiological loading of the spine,
is measured with functional radiography. That is, performing X-rays with patients in
flexion and extension bending postures and using the Cobb method [74] to measure
the angle formed by the endplates [140].
Several studies suggested the ability of lumbar fusion to alleviate low back pain
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and achieve improvements in disability and quality of life. Randomized controlled tri-
als (RCT) comparing surgery versus conservative treatments [188] have demonstrated
that fusion is superior to conservative treatment irrespective of the patients degree of
affectation. One of the first RCT regarding the effectiveness of lumbar fusion to treat
low back pain compared non-surgical therapies with fusion interventions [101] in a
cohort of 294 patients with radiological evidence of disc degeneration. ODI and VAS
questionnaires were used as indicators of treatment’s outcome during a 2-year follow-
up period. Back pain was reduced in the surgical group by 33%, compared to 7% in the
non-surgical group while ODI was reduced by 25% after surgery compared to 6% after
physical therapy. Those results led to the conclusion that lumbar fusion can dimin-
ish pain and decrease disability more efficiently than commonly used non-surgical
treatments. Recently, another study with a cohort of 304 patients randomly assigned
to surgical (discectomy or fusion) or conservative treatments, showed a greater im-
provement in ODI score in the group subjected to lumbar surgery [369]. The decrease
in disability occurred during the first six months and remained constant for two years.
However, no available data after this period were provided.
In a clinical study published in 2015 examining the trends of surgical treatments
of lumbar spine diseases in the United States it was seen that the most common di-
agnoses for low back pain were IVD degeneration, herniated NP, and spinal steno-
sis. For the treatment of all of them, the most common fusion method was PLIF with
postero-lateral lumbar fusion (PLF) (45%) [271]. However, no statistical evidence of
superior efficacy of any approach is provided in the literature. In a comparison be-
tween ALIF and PLF, no significant differences were found in clinical outcome or fu-
sion rate [288]. Similarly, another comparative study of PLF, PLIF and PLIF+PLF re-
ported no significant differences among them. Nevertheless, PLIF without PLF pre-
sented advantages such as the elimination of donor site pain, shorter operating time,
and less blood loss [183]. Furthermore, although no differences in radiological and
clinical outcomes have been noted, perioperative complications were more likely to
appear when posterior or circumferential (posterior+anterior) approaches were used
than when a transforaminal (TLIF) approach was considered [155][360]. Indeed, The
guideline for the performance of lumbar fusion for degenerative disease of the lumbar
spine, first published in 2005 and then updated in 2014, endorses the use of pedicle
screw fixation (PSF) as a supplement to PLF only for patients in whom there is an
increased risk of non-nunion when treated only with PLF [125]. Otherwise, no signif-
icant benefit is provided, as fusion rates were similar, and its use increases the costs
and complication rates [100][71].
In regard to the use of interbody devices, the medical evidence continues to sug-
gest that they are associated with higher fusion rates compared with PLF alone [244].
Moreover, for lumbar DDD without instability, there is moderate evidence that the
stand-alone cage has better clinical outcomes than the open PLF instrumented with
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interbody device and PSF. Recent case reports with different cages placed in stand-
alone construct have demonstrated good rates of fusion and improvements in clini-
cal outcomes [10][75][223][13]. In a comparative study between ALIF in stand-alone
and supplemented with PSF, better clinical outcomes were reported in the stand-alone
group without differences in fusion rate [340]. However, the lack of large comparative
clinical studies added to the subsidence and migration risk and the possible segment
instability, make the stand-alone option a very controversial issue.
Comparative trials regarding cage material were also carried out to analyze the
differences between PEEK and titanium. While titanium is an osteoconductive mate-
rial which could promote bone growth [254], PEEK has mechanical properties which
allow load sharing with the bone graft and reduce the rate of subsidence [67]. A promis-
ing alternative is a PEEK cage with a titanium surface coating, which has exhibited
similar fusion rates and clinical outcomes compared to the current standard PEEK
and added the benefit of a titanium interface for cellular attachment and osteoblastic
phenotype expression [24].
A frequent criticism to the use of fusion is the possibility of increasing the rate of
ASD, as observed by some authors reviewed by Radcliff et al. [293]. However, based
on the available scientific literature, it is still unclear whether these radiographic and
clinical findings are the result of the spinal fusion with the consequent segmental stiff-
ening or whether these represent the natural history of the underlying degenerative
disease [142]. Besides, in a study comparing total disc replacement versus ALIF+PSF
the ROM measured in the adjacent segments did not present significant differences.
Thus, the reoperation rate was not higher in the fusion group [132]. By contrast, a
comparison of total disc replacement with circumferential fusion showed that the seg-
ment stiffening caused by fusion increased ROM in cranial segments, while the slight
ROM decrease with total disc replacement was compensated with the caudal FSU [25],
therefore maintaining a more physiological lumbar biomechanics.
1.4.3 In vitro studies
Accurate mechanical characterization of the IVD is required not only to under-
stand how ageing and degeneration can influence the material properties, but also to
obtain accurate data to input into finite element models with which develop and test
surgical implants [255].
The constituents of AF [21], NP [160] and CEP [300] have been characterized
by histological and microscopical observations. These studies have quantified wa-
ter content, type of collagen or fibre organization of each tissue. From the mechanical
point of view, the NP properties have been measured in confined compression [172],
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unconfined compression [73] and shear [159] giving the bulk, effective and shear mod-
uli. Other studies have reflected the viscoelastic behaviour of the tissue [156] and the
influence of the fluid inside it, which is responsible for the hydrostatic pressure that
helps to withstand compressive loads [233]. The tensile properties of the AF lamellae
have been investigated in tension tests [144] showing that along the fibre orientation
the lamellae has the stiffest behaviour. Strain within the disc has been also studied
under different loading cases [77]. Furthermore, Ebara et al. [87] explained the differ-
ences in tensile properties among the inner/outer and anterior/posterior regions of
the AF and quantified them. The CEP has not been extensively studied, some authors
have inspected its strength to understand failure mechanisms. Indentation tests have
revealed that the underlying BEP is stiffer and stronger around the periphery of the
vertebra than in the central region [122].
From the biomechanical point of view, Schultz et al. [321] were the first who anal-
ysed the lumbar response under flexion, extension, lateral bending and axial rotation.
But the greatest contribution to the study of lumbar spine biomechanics was made
by Panjabi and co-workers [267]. In their study, they measured the ROM of each seg-
ment in nine human lumbar spines under±10Nm in each of the three axes. The same
author also defined the concept of neutral zone (NZ) [270] as the region around the
neutral position where little resistance is offered to the movement. Some studies sug-
gested that an increase in the NZ is a better indicator of clinical instability than an
increase in the total ROM [237][112]. This led to the use of in vitro studies to anal-
yse biomechanical alterations caused by IVD degeneration [110]. While some works
showed an increment in spinal flexibility for early and mid degenerated discs [341] in
axial rotations, others found an increase in segmental stiffness3 with progressing de-
generation [237][179]. Widely accepted results are the ones reported by Mimura et al.
who showed reduced flexibility in flexion, extension and lateral bending and higher
flexibility in axial rotation. At the same time, they observed an increase of the neutral
zone size in all directions for degenerated discs, which may indicate clinical instability
in severe degeneration stages.
In vitro testing has been also used to evaluate lumbar biomechanics after surgery.
In a comparison among different approaches, it was shown that anterior plates, uni-
lateral, and bilateral screw fixation significantly increased segment stiffness and de-
creased the NZ [201]. Furthermore, with bilateral PSF no differences were seen from
one approach to the others. When rigid fixation was compared to dynamic instrumen-
tation, it was observed that the last one allowed motion that was closer to the intact
ROM indicating more natural and favourable kinematics [276]. In a recent study com-
paring among stand-alone constructs and different supplemental instrumentations
(lateral plate, unilateral and bilateral PSF) it was shown that all conditions caused a
3The segment stiffness is defined as the applied force divided by the ROM achieved.
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significant ROM reduction in comparison with the intact spine [51]. As mentioned
before, in this study bilateral PSF provided the greatest reduction in segment motion
with similar results among all approaches. In stand-alone construct, extreme lateral
interbody fusion (XLIF) achieved more stiffness than ALIF [31] or TLIF [138].
To reveal motion changes in segments adjacent to lumbar surgery, three different
approaches have been adopted. These test protocols mainly differ in the assumption
on the postoperative motion behaviour of the patients. With the flexibility protocol a
predefined load is applied to the top of the lumbar spine while maintaining the bot-
tom part rigidly fixed. With the stiffness protocol a predefined displacement is applied
instead of the load [269]. As a combination of both, the hybrid protocol takes the total
ROM of the intact spine as a reference and applies a load on the surgical specimen
until the reference ROM is reached [266]. It has been observed that with the flexibility
protocol the motion of the adjacent segments remains unaltered, and hence the total
ROM is reduced. By contrast, when the stiffness of hybrid protocol is used, there is an
increase in ROM equally distributed among all the lumbar segments but the treated
level. The only difference is that for the stiffness protocol the target ROM is predefined,
whereas for the hybrid one it is defined by the intact movement of the patient.
Volkheimer et al. [362] reviewed the effects that a lumbar surgery has over the ad-
jacent segments. Nearly all the studies which used the flexibility or stiffness protocols
were not able to see any change at those levels. However, when the hybrid protocol
was used, an increase in ROM, intradiscal pressure and applied load were registered
at the caudal and cranial FSU adjacent to the fusion site. Yet, no such changes were
reported in the levels adjacent to total disc replacement. Given that, the different pro-
tocols are defined by the assumption of postoperative motion behaviour, the stiffness
and hybrid protocols do not appear to be correct as far as it was shown that the mo-
tion of the lumbar spine in patients tends to decrease after fusion [217]. The flexibility
protocol could predict this motion decrease. Nonetheless, when used in combination
with pure moments no differences can be observed in the adjacent segments and,
therefore, no conclusions can be drawn.
1.4.4 Computational works
The finite element (FE) method, originated from the need for solving complex
continuum elasticity and structural problems, has become a valuable complemen-
tary approach for the study of lumbar function and failure. Since the first application
of the FE method to the biomedical field in 1972 [46] applied to a femur were reported,
an enormous growth in these models has arisen [313]. The first to analyse the lumbar
IVD were Belytschko et al. [34]. They used axisymmetric FE models with linear or-
thotropic properties to account for axial compression response. After that, the use
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of more accurate geometries emerged, including endplate curvature [315], 3D mod-
els [207] and real geometries extracted from computerized tomography (CT) [91]. In
fact, there are parametric studies which have identified the disc height as the most
influential parameter on the mechanical behaviour of the IVD [250][234]. Thus, it is
important to accurately determine the disc height to estimate the spinal stiffness.
Regarding the material characterization, a tremendous evolution has been expe-
rienced since the first orthotropic models. The complexity has been increased incor-
porating the anisotropy of the annulus due to the collagen fibres, the fluid content, the
osmotic pressure and the regional variation in tissue composition [173]. In simulating
annulus behaviour, either truss elements within a matrix of solid elements [315], or
anisotropic properties have been used to include the effect of fibre orientation [320].
Both options have proven to be equivalent [376]. However, as explained above, colla-
gen fibre orientation and mechanical properties change depending on the region of
the AF. Malandrino et al. [218] defined different fibre orientations for four different
regions of the IVD: posterior outer, anterior outer, posterior inner and anterior inner
and suggested that fibre variations might be an effective tool to calibrate IVD mod-
els. Further on, another study developed a model which defined a continuous varia-
tion of local annulus material properties based on radial-circumferential distribution
and showed a strong influence of fibre distribution on disc biomechanics [224]. To
simulate the time dependent response of the tissue, a biphasic behaviour should be
defined including a porous solid phase to describe the collagen-proteoglycan compo-
nents, and an incompressible fluid phase representing the interstitial fluid. The first
who implement a poroelastic material behaviour for the disc were Simon et al. [328].
They used an axisymmetric model to study creep response. More complex mathe-
matical models were thereafter implemented with non-linear fibres and a permeabil-
ity dependence with deformation [22][320]. Besides, osmolarity regulates the swelling
pressure and disc hydration contributing to the load-bearing. To include this phe-
nomenon, the diffusion of mobile ions that interact with the fixed charges of the pro-
teoglycans are required. Assuming an instantaneous chemical equilibrium through-
out the tissue, swelling has been incorporated in biphasic formulation with osmotic
pressure gradients expressed as a function of the fixed charge density that depends on
volumetric deformations [320][108].
Finally, transport model studies have been carried on to investigate how the nu-
trients are supplied to the avascular disc tissues via endplates and peripheral annulus
routes. Ferguson et al. [95] linked a convection/diffusion model with a poroelastic
structural model to evaluate solute transport over a diurnal cycle. Soukane et al. [338]
performed a parametric analysis of how EP area, EP properties, and the mechanical
loads influence the diffusion of oxygen, glucose and lactic acid. Posteriorly a very de-
tailed model described by Galbusera and co-workers showed how the endplate poros-
ity, cell population, diffusivity and consumption rates affect considerably the glucose
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and oxygen concentrations [105].
To aid in the understanding of the degenerative process and biomechanical ef-
fects of lumbar treatments, a model of a complete FSU or even a whole lumbosacral
FE model is required. As well as for the IVD, the geometries are often obtained from
image data like CT or MRI, and then, some structures are simplified. For modelling
of the FSU, other structures such as ligaments and facet joints should be considered.
The ligaments are usually modelled as truss or spring elements with a cross-sectional
area and either linear [183] or non-linear [94][372] elastic behaviour. However, some
recent studies have modelled the ligaments as 3D solid structures with hyperelastic
behaviour and proposed that this approach could reflect more effectively the mechan-
ical behaviour of the FSU than using truss and spring elements [375]. In a sensitivity
study about the parameters that influence more the movement of the spine, the au-
thors reported that posterior ligaments play a dominant role in the response to flex-
ion, whilst the capsular and anterior ligaments were more influential under extension
[206]. Lastly, ligament pretension, which is often overlooked or not reported, was also
found to have a significant impact in spine biomechanics. The facet joints have been
modelled in different ways, chief of which are gap elements whose stiffness alters as
the gap closes [304], and explicitly modelling of the cartilage layer with a frictionless
contact or low coefficient of friction [314]. Furthermore, the facet morphology was
found to have a considerable effect on the lateral bending and axial rotation of the seg-
ment [145]. A complete 3D non-linear poroelastic L1-L5 model was built by Schmidt
et al. [318] to study the response under different diurnal loading cycles as well as disc
recovery. However, they simplified the real geometry of the spine. In the same direc-
tion, Moramarco et al. developed a 3D non-linear poro-hyperelastic model with fi-
bre anisotropy in a real lumbosacral geometry and studied the ROM of each segment
and the stress distribution within the IVDs under different loads [241]. More accurate
geometry segmentation processes for patient-specific modelling have been recently
published [198][275], although these techniques have not been used to FE simulation
yet.
One of the major goals of FE modelling in the lumbar spine is to help in the com-
prehension of the degenerative process initiation and progression. Commonly the de-
generation process has been simulated by changing mechanical properties and disc
morphology. Parameters such as disc height loss, endplate sclerosis, water content,
tissue permeability and depressurization have been tested in FSU models [107]. It
was seen that a decrease in disc height or water content caused a decrease in ROM
and facet force, while a NP depressurization leads to an increase in disc stress pos-
sibly inducing failure. The same authors built a series of models with random com-
binations of degenerative changes and found a tendency of increasing segment stiff-
ness with progressing degeneration and also a decrease in facet forces and fluid loss
[106]. Other studies simulated the different grades of degeneration by varying the elas-
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tic properties and permeability in an axisymmetric model and suggested that changes
caused by degeneration may lead to further structural changes in the tissues [228]. A
simulation of a lumbosacral FE model using the hybrid loading protocol showed how
degeneration at one level changed the motion patterns in the upper and lower seg-
ments. The ROM and facet forces of those levels increased, which could rise the risk of
injury [307]. As already told, the nutrition of the disc plays a crucial role in maintain-
ing the homeostasis of the tissues. Cell viability in the disc has been studied in a 3D
geometry of the IVD coupled with mechanical deformation [167]. It was seen that, in
the degenerated disc, the nutrient supply was bellow the levels required to maintain
cell viability, and therefore, cell density decreased. A more detailed study based on
a bio-mechano-eletro-chemical continuum mixture theory showed that a reduction
in the nutrient supply had long-term effects on disc degeneration [129]. Lastly, the
damage of the tissue was also simulated with a continuum damage formulation to in-
vestigate the initiation and progression of mechanical damage [292]. As the severity of
degeneration increased, the number of cycles to failure decreased. A complete model
of subject-specific geometry for different degeneration stages was recently published
[219]. They included a validation of non-linear behaviour of the IVD tissues against in
vitro creep tests, a transport cell viability model and tissue damage. With all of that,
they found relationships of the disease with osmotic pressure, water loss, and disc fi-
brosis.
However, the FE models have not only been used for the study of the biomechan-
ical function of the spine and its behaviour when healthy, diseased or damaged, but
they also serve as a tool for the design and application of spinal instrumentation. Sev-
eral computational works have been developed to evaluate and compare the effects
of different surgical techniques and approaches over the affected and adjacent seg-
ments. Movements of the affected and adjacent segments, cage-endplate interface
pressure and relative displacement, stress distribution within the disc, and facet joint
forces have been primarily taken as output variables in the large number of studies
regarding different surgical techniques. Implants such as dynamic pedicular devices
[104], interspinous devices [210], nucleus replacements [312], TDR [85] or interbody
cages (reviewed in [381]) have been computationally simulated and compared in an
attempt to appraise for the benefits and drawbacks of each one.
This thesis is framed in the study of lumbar fusion using interbody cages with
or without supplementary PSF. In this regard, some authors had simulated lumbar
biomechanics after cage insertion in a single FSU [94][109][180] and others in a com-
plete lumbar spine [67][70][93][209]. All of them agreed that PSF provides a higher
segment stiffness [104][15], but segment stability was also reported when cages were
placed as stand-alone devices. Since the goal of lumbar fusion is to stabilize the seg-
ment, restore the IVD space and maintain the lumbar lordosis, the major concerns re-
garding surgery complications are: segmental instability [151], cage subsidence into
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the vertebrae [229] and cage migration [65]. Furthermore, lumbar fusion has been
associated with the risk of adjacent segment disease because it induces biomechani-
cal alterations [61]. The change in stress distribution in the segments adjacent to the
fused level were also considered in many studies [304][171]. However, there is a lack of
a model of the whole lumbar spine with complex material behaviours that takes into
account all these key-factors to design an improved device for the treatment of IVD
degeneration and hernia.
Finally, computational mechano-biological models have been used to predict
the healing process after surgery [14][242], so it could be possible to follow the tis-
sue growth around the intervertebral cage. The relationship between the mechanical
stimulus and the biological response was empirically obtained through the study of a
long bone callus [72][197]. Many clinical applications of these models could be found
in literature. However, there is only one recent model which study lumbar fusion after
different cage insertions [286][29]. It consists of an axisymmetric model regulated by
a mechano-differentiation process. Thus, it allows for the study under compressive
loads but not under bending moments.
1.5 Motivation
Low back pain has become one of the most common causes of disability, with
recent reports indicating a lifetime prevalence as high as 85% in industrialized coun-
tries [27]. As with many other musculoskeletal disorders, the prevalence of low back
pain increases with age, suggesting that incidence is likely to increase due to a global
ageing population, changes in lifestyle and occupational stresses.
In fact, according to the recent Global Burden of Disease study, low back pain is
the most common musculoskeletal disorder and the leading cause of years lived with
disability in all developed countries [363]. In Spain, it is the second main reason of
chronic problems in the adult population (Fig. 1.9) and it is the main cause of work
absenteeism, which increases the costs and worsens quality of life [56].
Those problems have a high social and economical cost. I.e. the total cost of
back pain in the UK is estimated to be between 1% and 2% of gross domestic product,
equating to between 14 and 28 billion lost per annum [220], while in the United
States the costs have been estimated at around Ł85.9 billion [226].
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Figure 1.9: Main causes of chronic problems in the adult Spanish population (INE 2014 [162]).
In those cases where conservative treatments failed, a surgical intervention may
be needed. However, until today no surgery has shown clear advantages over the oth-
ers and, despite the large amount of clinical, in vitro and computational studies avail-
able, a big controversy is still present about the long-term consequences of lumbar
fusion, which is the ’gold standard’ technique. Thus, this thesis is motivated by the
need to understand the underlying problems of lumbar pathologies and current surg-
eries. Furthermore, it is expected to overcome the demands of new implants thought
specifically for each patient.
1.6 Objectives and thesis outline
The main objective of this thesis is to shed light on the biomechanical behaviour
of the lumbar spine affected by different pathologies or surgeries and to suggest al-
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ternatives that may help to improve the long term clinical outcomes. To fulfil this
principal goal, the following partial aims were defined:
• Computational simulation of the intact lumbar spine biomechanics: The de-
velopment of a realistic FE model of the lumbar spine which will serve as a base-
line for two purposes: build further models and act as the control.
• Create an animal model of disc degeneration: Understand the biological and
biochemical changes that happen during IVD degeneration and how they cor-
relate with the mechanical behaviour of the structures.
• Computational simulations of the degenerated lumbar spine biomechanics:
Studying the influence that the degenerative process has over the affected and
adjacent structures.
• Computational simulations of the lumbar spine biomechanics after different
surgeries: Cross-compare among different surgical protocols and implant de-
signs, as well as suggest alternatives or beneficial features from a mechanical
point of view.
• Development of an algorithm capable of predicting tissue growth and bone
remodelling: Expand the knowledge extant in other fields to the study of the
tissue response after lumbar surgeries.
The results obtained during this thesis have been organized in seven chapters,
including the present one as enumerated below:
Chapter 1: An introduction to the lumbar spine, its function, composition and
behaviour; the intervertebral disc diseases; and the available surgical solutions, is pre-
sented. Then, a broad review of the work that has been done over the years on this par-
ticular topic is summarized. Finally, the motivation, goals and methodology in which
are based this work are explained.
Chapter 2: The development of the intact FE model is detailed. This chapter
gathers the geometrical aspects of the different structures, the mesh employed to dis-
cretized the geometry and the material behaviour used to characterize each tissue.
Additionally, the loading and boundary conditions imposed to the model are explained,
together with the validation of the model.
Chapter 3: This chapter shows the animal model created to understand the de-
generation process of the IVD. New Zealand white rabbits were used to study the re-
lationships among physical observations, mechanical properties and biomechanical
behaviour by using MRI, mechanical testing and FE models.
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Chapter 4: The influence of degenerative factors such as biphasic properties,
morphological, and biomechanical changes are studied. A single IVD FE model was
used to understand how the permeability, proteoglycan content and porosity altered
the disc behaviour. MRI images from patients with different grades of degeneration
were analysed to look for morphological changes. Finally, the model presented in
Chapter 2 was modified to see the effect of degeneration on the lumbar spine.
Chapter 5: A comparison of the biomechanical behaviour of the lumbar spine af-
ter different surgeries is presented in this chapter. In particular, four different FE mod-
els of lumbar fusion are described and analysed: two different intervertebral cages
(bean shape and two rectangular parallel cages) supplemented with posterior screw
fixation or in a stand-alone construct (without any supplementary fixation). Addi-
tionally, a parametric investigation of different cage design features and positioning is
presented in a single FSU with an inelastic characterization of the vertebral bone to
study the risk of cage subsidence. Finally, the alternative of 3D printed PCL cages was
studied and summarized.
Chapter 6: Two different algorithms for tissue healing are described and imple-
mented in this chapter, together with a bone remodelling algorithm. A mechano-
regulated and a bio-mechano-regulated theories were used to predict fusion after nu-
cleotomy, internal fixation, anterior plate placement and stand-alone cage insertion.
The role of disc height and loading protocol is discussed.
Chapter 7: In this chapter the main conclusions, original contributions and fu-
ture works are summarized.
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FINITE ELEMENT MODEL DEVELOPMENT
The object of this chapter is to present in a detailed and comprehensive way the
finite element model used to simulate the human lumbar spine. A description of the
different tissues included, geometry reconstruction, meshing process, material char-
acterization, and loading and boundary conditions applied is depicted.
Additionally, the biomechanical behaviour of the model is validated by compari-
son of the numerical results with in vitro and computational data from the literature.
2.1 Geometry definition
A computed tomography of the lumbar spine from an asymptomatic 46-year-old
male subject was used to reconstruct the bone geometry [241]. The software Mim-
ics®(Materialise, Belgium) was employed for the segmentation of the mineral tissue.
Then, the soft tissues were modelled according to anatomical characteristics. The in-
tervertebral discs were reconstructed from the surfaces of the vertebral bodies above
and bellow the disc, 0.5mm layers were defined in the upper and lower ends of the disc
to mimic the cartilaginous endplates. Additionally, the rest of the disc was divided into
nucleus pulposus and annulus fibrosus considering that the NP occupies a 30% of the
total disc volume [121]. Seven major ligaments, corresponding to anterior (ALL) and
posterior longitudinal ligaments (PLL), intertransverse (ITL), interspinous (ISL) and
supraspinous ligaments (SSL), capsular ligament (JC) and ligamentum flavum (LF)
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were defined according to anatomical descriptions. A view of the whole assembled
model, as well as a split view of each component is shown in Figure 2.1.
L1
L2
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L5
S1
SSL
ITL
ISL
ALLJC
PLL
EP
LF
D12
D23
D34
D45
AF
NP
D51
Z
Y
X
Figure 2.1: Ligamentous lumbosacral lumbar spine. Lateral view and split view of the differ-
ent components of the spine (vertebrae (from L1 to S1), intervertebral discs (from D12 to D51)
composed of: endplates (EP), annulus fibrous (AF) and nucleus pulposus (NP); and ligaments)
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2.2 Finite element mesh
To build the finite element mesh, different element types have been used as ex-
plained below (Fig. 2.2). Linear tetrahedral elements were used to mesh the verte-
brae. The mean size for these elements was 2mm at the surfaces which increased
towards the centre of the vertebral body. The IVDs were meshed with linear hexa-
hedral elements after a sensibility test to determine a mesh size of 1.5mm. In turn,
the seven spinal ligaments were modelled as uniaxial truss elements with different
cross-sectional areas shared among the number of elements employed to mimic each
ligamentous membrane. Finally, triangular shell elements of 0.2mm thickness were
used for the facet joints cartilage.
Facet joints
Triangular shell
Ligaments
Truss
Intervertebral discs
Hexahedral
Vertebrae
Tetrahedral
Figure 2.2: Finite elements employed to mesh each structure of the model.
2.3 Materials
Once the model was built and discretized, each material tissue has been charac-
terized an introduced into the model as follows. Linear poro-elastic properties were
assigned to the vertebral bodies differentiating between cortical and cancellous bone.
Likewise, the cartilaginous EP were also characterized by a linear poro-elastic ma-
terial. A poro-hyperelastic Neo-Hookean material was used for the NP, which strain
energy density function was defined by Equation 2.1. Additionally, the osmotic be-
haviour (explained in detailed bellow) was included to account for the high water con-
tent present in the NP.
W =C1(I1−3)+D1(J −1)2 (2.1)
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I1 is the first invariant of the isochoric part of C (Eq. 2.2), C the deformation
gradient C= FT F and F the right Cauchy-Green deformation gradient.
I1 =C= (detC)−1/3C= J−2/3I1 (2.2)
The annulus fibrosus of human IVD presents a very particular structure. It con-
sists of a solid porous matrix, saturated with water, which mainly contains proteo-
glycans and collagen fibres. To simulate its behaviour a 3D osmo-hyperelastic model
reinforced with two families of fibres was constructed and implemented in a UMAT
user Abaqus subroutine.
The strain energy density function (Eq. 2.3), initially presented by Eberlein et
al. [88] to characterize fibre reinforced materials and extensively used for biological
tissues, was modified to introduce the contribution of the osmotic pressure. This term
takes into account the effect of the electrically charged proteoglycans and it can be
coupled with the biphasic formulation.
Ψ(C,A1,A2)=Ψg s (C)+Ψ f (C,A1,A2)+Ψvol (J )
=C10(I1−3)+C20(I1−3)2
+ K1
2K2
{
exp[K2(I4
∗−1)2]−1
}
+ K1
2K2
{
exp[K2(I6
∗−1)2]−1
}
+ 1
D
(J −1)2
(2.3)
where the invariants are calculated as (Eq. 2.4)
I1 = tr C;
I4 = a0Ca0;
I6 = b0Cb0
(2.4)
considering that the vectors a0 and b0 define the initial direction of the two fam-
ilies of fibres (Eq. 2.5), which are distributed circumferentially in concentric layers
forming an angle of φ=±30°with respect to the disc mid-height plane.
a0 =
 cosφsinφ
0
 ;b0 =
 cosφ−sinφ
0
 (2.5)
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The energy function is therefore divided into different components correspond-
ing to the ground substance (gs), the fibres network (f), and the material compressibil-
ity (vol). Accordingly, the 2nd Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor S is defined by the Equation
2.6, and the contribution of each part can be expressed as Eq. 2.7
S= 2∂Ψ
∂C
= Sg s +S f +Svol (2.6)
Sg s = 2
∂Ψg s
∂C
= 2 ∂
∂C
(C10(I1−3)+C20(I1−3)2)
= 2J 2/3P : C10I+4J 2/3P : C20I
(2.7)
S f = 2
∂Ψ f
∂C
= 2 ∂
∂C
2∑
n=1
K1
2K2
{
exp[K2(In
∗−1)2]−1
}
= 2J 2/3P :
2∑
n=1
2K1
{
exp[K2(In
∗−1)2](In∗−1)An
}
Svol = 2
∂Ψvol
∂C
= 2
D
J (J −1)C−1− J (4Π+µ f )C−1
where the term relative to the material compressibility has been modified to in-
corporate the osmotic pressure contribution. Thus, the water chemical potential can
be defined as Eq. 2.8 [320],
µ f = p−Π (2.8)
while the osmotic pressure gradient (Eq. 2.9) is calculated by means of the exter-
nal and internal osmotic pressures (Eq. 2.10):
4Π=Πi nt −Πext (2.9)
Πext = 2φext RT cext (2.10)
Πi nt =φi nt RT
√
c2F +4c2ext
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Both external and internal osmotic pressures depend on the external and internal
osmotic coefficients (φ), respectively, and on the external salt concentration (cext ).
Besides, the internal osmotic pressure depends also on the fixed charged density (cF )
that is related to the proteoglycans content as defined by Eq. 2.11
cF = cF,0
(
nF,0
nF,0−1+ J
)
(2.11)
Furthermore, as the tissue is compressed, the fluid is expelled diminishing the
porosity. As a consequence, the decreasing hydraulic permeability (k) of the ground
substance matrix can be assumed to be dependent on porosity changes in the follow-
ing way (Eq. 2.12):
k = k0
(
n
n0
)m
(2.12)
where k0 is the initial permeability, n0 and n the initial and actual porosity, and
m a positive coefficient equal to 15. All material parameters are listed in Table 2.1
Finally, the seven spinal ligaments were characterized with a strain-dependent
behaviour under traction and without resistance to compression as summarized in
Table 2.2.
Table 2.1: Material elastic and biphasic properties assigned to the different tissues of
the lumbar spine.*[95][22] >[317] ♦[241][158][320].
Elastic parameters Biphasic parameters
E[MPa] ν
k0
[m4/Ns]
e (void
ratio)
cF,0
[meq/mm3]
nF,0
Cortical bone* 17,000 0.3 5.77e-18 0.05 - 0.05
Cancellous bone* 100 0.2 5.55e-11 0.41 - 0.29
Endplate* 20 0.4 7.22e-13 4 - 0.8
Facet cartilage> 35 0.4
C10 C20
D
[MPa−1]
K1
[MPa]
K2
Annulus♦ 0.1 2.5 0.306 1.8 11 1.85e-15 2.7 1.8e-4 0.72
Nucleus♦ 0.45 2.5 0.306 1.8 11 1.92e-16 4.8 2.4e-4 0.8
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Table 2.2: Material properties [63][282] and initial pretension [302] of the lumbar
spinal ligaments.
E1[MPa] E2[MPa] ε12
Number of
elements
Area
[mm2]
Prestress
[MPa]
ALL 7.8 20.0 0.12 10 32.9 0.804
PLL 1.0 2.0 0.11 9 5.2 0.019
LF 1.5 1.9 0.062 6 84.2 0.02
ITL 10.0 59.0 0.18 16 1.8 0.026
SSL 3.0 5.0 0.2 4 25.2 0.017
Spine level
Stiffness
[N/mm]
v
Number of
elements
Area
[mm2]
Prestress
[MPa]
JC
L1-L2 42.5±0.8
0.4 14 43.8 0.237
L2-L3 33.9±19.2
L3-L4 32.3±3.3
L4-L5 30.6±1.5
L5-S1 29.9±22.0
ISL
L1-L2 10.0±5.2
0.4 11 35.1 0.028
L2-L3 9.6±4.8
L3-L4 18.1±15.9
L4-L5 8.7±6.5
L5-S1 16.3±15.0
2.4 Loading & boundary conditions
The interactions among the different components of the model were defined as
follows. All the elements were assumed to be tied but the facet joints, which were mod-
elled as frictionless surface-to-surface contact combined with a penalty algorithm for
normal contact, with a normal contact stiffness of 200N/m.
Initial ligament pre-strain was set as initial condition according to the experi-
mental values from literature [302]: 5.3% in the anterior longitudinal ligament (ALL),
and 4.3% in the interspinous ligament (ISL).
Once the model was built, a number of boundary and loading conditions were
imposed to the model to simulate the body weight and bending movements. First
of all, a total displacement and rotation restriction was imposed on the lower face of
the sacrum. The first step consisted of 8 hours of free swelling during which the fluid
came into the IVDs increasing the volume and intradiscal pressure. Then a follower
pre-load of 100N was applied followed by ±10Nm moment load in flexion-extension,
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lateral bending (LB) and axial rotation (AR) [267][49][120]. All simulations were run
and post-processed using ABAQUS 6.13 (SIMULIA, Providence, RI, USA).
2.5 Validation of the ROM
The material model used for the characterization of the intervertebral disc tissues
was extensively tested and validated in previous works [241].
For that reason, in this thesis the ROM of the intact model was validated compar-
ing the rotation of each segment with experimental and computational results from
literature [267][130][273][50] as shown in Figure 2.3.
Comparing the moment-rotation curves in flexion, extension, lateral bending
and axial rotation of each segment, the model presented in this thesis showed to be
in agreement with the results from literature but in extension and axial rotation at the
lower levels, where the movement reported in the in vitro literature was lower. The
rotation in these directions was influenced by the contact at the facet joints which
is geometry-dependent and may be the cause of this disagreement in the lower seg-
ments.
On the other hand, the total motion of the lumbar spine was in agreement for
extension, lateral bending, and axial rotation (Fig. 2.3b). In flexion, the total rotation
recorded in the presented lumbosacral FE model was above the range reported by
Campbell et al., however, the segmental ROM matched closely the rest of the studies.
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Figure 2.3: a) Moment-rotation curves in flexion, extension, lateral bending, and axial rota-
tion. ROM comparison of among FE results, in vitro and computational models from literature
[267][130][273] in each segment of the intact spine. b) Total rotation of the lumbar spine in com-
parison with the results of 18 FE patient-specific models [50].
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ANIMAL MODEL OF INTERVERTEBRAL DISC DEGENERATION
In this chapter, an animal model of disc degeneration is presented. Animal mod-
els have been extensively used for the study of degenerative diseases and evaluation
of new therapies to stop or even reverse the disease progression. The aim of this study
was to reproduce lumbar intervertebral disc degeneration in a rabbit model by per-
forming a percutaneous annular puncture at L4-L5 level. The effect of this damage
on the spinal behaviour was analysed combining three different techniques: imag-
ing processing, mechanical testing, and computational modelling. A finite element
model was built based on MRI and mechanical testing findings to add new biome-
chanical information that cannot be obtained experimentally.
Although extrapolation to humans should be carefully made, the use of numeri-
cal animal models combined with the experimental ones could give new insight of the
overall mechanical behaviour of the spine.
*This study was carried out in strict accordance with the recommendations in the Royal Decree 1201/2005
of 10 October 2005 (BOE from Oct. 21) on protection of animals used for experimentation and other scientific
purposes. Experimental protocols were approved by the Committee on the Ethics of Animal Experiments of
Minimally Invasive Surgery Centre Jesús Usón and by the Council of Agriculture and Rural Development of
the Regional Government of Extremadura, Spain.
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3.1 Introduction
Intervertebral disc degeneration is one of the most common causes of chronic
disability and low back pain in the elderly population [149]. However, to date, few
clinical options are available to manage the underlying problem of the degeneration
and the treatment is limited to surgical joint replacement and pain relief due to the
lack of knowledge of its aetiology and pathogenesis [361].
Urban and Roberts [352] described the degeneration of the IVD as “an aberrant
cell-mediated response to progressive structural failure ”. To investigate changes in
structural, biological and biochemical properties during the degenerative process as
well as treatments to stop or even reverse this process, animal models of different
species have been used [174][262][261][297]. Nonetheless, there are several impor-
tant issues which should be considered in the translation of the results to human tis-
sue due to: anatomical and biomechanical differences, changes with age and loading
conditions of the IVDs. For this reason, scaling is required in the interpretation of the
findings, so the relationship between the geometrical factors and the behaviour being
tested should be clear. In small quadrupeds the loads are probably smaller than in
humans, however, since their discs are much smaller; the intradiscal pressure might
be similar. Thus, in pilot pre-clinical studies the use of the rabbit disc model may still
be relevant and cost effective [12].
Several methods have been used to induce IVD degeneration in rabbit animal
models such as spontaneous initiation [200], chemical injections [16], biomechani-
cal alterations [193] or disc lesions [208], among others [329]. The most extensively
used method has been to provoke damage to the annulus fibrosus. Within these tech-
niques, stab with a scalpel was the first one used and described by Lipson and Muir
[208] who observed changes in proteoglycan, water content, and hyaluronic acid con-
centration. After that, many studies focused their efforts on achieving a slow progres-
sive degeneration model via stab incisions, needle punctures or percutaneous nee-
dle punctures. While stab injuries seemed to cause a quick degeneration or even an
immediate herniation of the nucleus pulposus, annular punctures resulted in a slow
and reproducible degenerative process [335][89]. In most of these works, the pro-
gression of degeneration was analysed using magnetic resonance imaging data and
histologic evaluation over time showing a decrease in water content, a reduction of
disc height and a decrease in MRI signal intensity [335][182][383]. However, these
studies applied different surgical procedures at each level of the spine preserving one
level intact to serve as control, and neglecting the influence of degeneration on the
adjacent segments [184]. Furthermore, they did not assess changes in mechanical
behaviour as was later on studied with dynamic compression [238], creep [205], ten-
sion/compression [131] and flexion/extension [139] tests showing significant alter-
ations in mechanical properties with degeneration. In particular, the study done by
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Beckstein et al. [33] compared normalized axial mechanical properties, glycosamino-
glycan (GAG) and water content among species and showed that once the measures
are normalized, they do not present significant differences across species.
On the other hand, the use of computational models could give significant infor-
mation for in vivo studies and mechanical testing. Thus, a better understanding of
internal pressures, local stresses and strains, which can be easily measured in finite
element (FE) models, would be helpful to give new insight into IVD diseases. Previous
studies [317] have built FE models in other species and proved that, when species-
specific material properties are included, the human and animal discs are functionally
adapted to produce similar internal stresses despite the large variation in geometry.
Recently, some authors have developed animal FE models for the study of different
disorders, e.g. a sheep cervical spine to serve as a model to test different treatments
and surgeries [83], a porcine spine as a tool to test fusionless instrumentation for sco-
liosis treatment [133] or a compression-induced degeneration mouse model as an aid
to interpret histologic and biologic data [211]. However, no FE model has been built
to reproduce rabbit disc degeneration using data from an experimental protocol.
In this work, a disc degeneration animal model has been developed and anal-
ysed using MRI data, mechanical testing, and numerical modelling. As other authors
[335][238], the New Zealand rabbit was used as the animal model. This degeneration
model was obtained by performing a percutaneous puncture at one disc level remain-
ing intact the rest of the rabbit spine. Thus, the progression of the degeneration in
the whole spine was assessed by means of medical imaging and mechanical testing.
These results have been used to construct a FE model of one specimen of rabbit spine
to reproduce each step of the surgery. Thus, the goal of this study was to reproduce a
progressive IVD degeneration in a rabbit model using a minimally invasive technique
and to study the relationship between mechanical and structural changes seen exper-
imentally and the stresses computed numerically.
3.2 Materials & Methods
Twenty mature female New Zealand White rabbits (5.5-6.5kg body weight) were
used. The animals were randomly divided into two different groups: experimental
(n=16), whereby the L4-L5 IVD was punctured; and control (n=4). The animals were
followed up by MRI before surgery and three-six months after the surgery. In order
to perform the mechanical test, half of the experimental group (randomly selected)
were euthanized at three months and the rest of them at the end of the study. Data
from MRI and mechanical testing were statistically analysed. Due to the small sample
size, the non-parametric Mann Whitney U Test was used to test for differences [227].
Finally, a FE model of a rabbit spine was constructed to simulate the progression of the
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degeneration after surgery using the data from the experimental test. A summarized
workflow of the whole study is shown in Figure 3.1. Each step is explained below in
detail.
RESULTS
POSTPROCESSING
EXPERIMENT 
DESIGN
Experimental 
group- Puncture 
at L4L5 level
Control 
group
CT IMAGES
(1 control specimen)
MRI
(All samples - before 
surgery)
MRI
(Sacrified specimens)
Mechanical testing
(Sacrified specimens)
3 and 6 months
 after the surgery
EXPERIMENTAL 
DATA
CORRELATION BETWEEN STRUCTURAL CHANGES 
AND BIOMECHANICAL PATTERNS 
Figure 3.1: The experimental protocol was designed using a control group (n=4) and an exper-
imental group (n=16) in which a puncture was performed at L4L5 level. Three months after
surgery the animals of the control and half of the experimental group were sacrificed. Six months
after surgery, the remaining half of the experimental group was sacrificed. Spines were resected en
bloc, harvested and conserved. Mechanical testing was performed on these spines to measure the
evolution of the IVD mechanical properties with degeneration. The spines were followed up dur-
ing all the study using MRI. Using the experimental data, a finite element model of a rabbit was
developed to simulate the different steps of the surgery and the progression of the degeneration.
3.2.1 Surgical technique
An 18-gauge hypodermic needle (Spinocan®B.Braun Melsunger AG, Germany)
was used to induce disc injury at L4L5 level using a postero-lateral approach. The nee-
dle was inserted, in a percutaneous manner, at 30-35mm right to the midline spinous
process and with an angle of 35-40°with respect to the horizontal plane. The penetra-
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tion depth was checked under fluoroscopic control until reaching the nucleus pulpo-
sus, with a penetration depth between 35-40mm (Figure 3.2).
During the surgical procedures a sedation was induced and maintained with anaes-
thetic propofol (Diprivan®, Zeneca) (4mg/kg) through the marginal ear vein. The
anaesthetic maintenance was performed via inhalation anaesthesia with sevoflurane
(Sevorane®, Abbott) in a 1.1-1.2% concentration.
3.2.2 Image acquisition
The evolution of the degeneration process was followed up by MRI before surgery
and three and six months after the surgery with a 1.5T equipment (MR System In-
tera Release 2.1, Philips Medical System Nederland B.V). For image acquisition rab-
bits were tranquilized with propofol (Diprivan®, Zeneca)(4mg/kg) administered via
the intravenous route. A sagittal sequence TSE T1-weighted (slice thickness 1.5mm;
TE=8ms; TR=400-600ms) and T2 (slice thickness 1.5mm; TE=100ms; TR=2500-4000ms)
were taken. In addition, a transversal T2 Balance TFE was made to the discs of interest
(slice thickness 1mm; TE shortest; TR shortest). The DICOM image data were pro-
cessed with MicroDicom®and 3D Slicer4.3.0®to obtain: area, disc height, and mean
signal intensity of nucleus pulposus. Since the MRI of the nucleus pulposus of a de-
generating disc potentially could show changes in area, signal intensity, or both si-
multaneously, an additional MRI outcome measure named “MRI index ”, defined by
Sobajima et al. [335], was computed to serve as a more comprehensive measure of
the degenerative changes. This index was calculated as the product of nucleus pulpo-
sus area and its average signal intensity. Thus, it amplifies the differences along the
experiment when both events take place at the same time.
3.2.3 Mechanical testing
To perform the mechanical test, lumbar spines were resected en bloc, harvested
and conserved at a temperature of 193K embedded in physiological saline serum after
each sacrifice. Twenty-four hours prior to dissection, the specimen was transferred
from âL´Š80°Cto âL´Š20°C. Twelve hours prior to dissection, the specimen was placed
at room temperature to continue thawing. Three functional spinal units (FSU) (the
injured level L4L5 and its adjacent ones: L3L4 and L5L6, for the experimental group
and the three levels L3-L6 for the control group) were analysed from each spine (Fig-
ure 3.3a). The FSUs were obtained cutting the vertebral bodies with a circular saw,
perpendicular to the longitudinal axis. Then, all posterior and anterior elements were
carefully removed with a scalpel. The superior and inferior cut surfaces of the complex
were rasped in order to align them parallel and to make both end plates thin enough
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35º
35mm
Figure 3.2: The needle was inserted, in a percutaneous manner, at 30-35mm right to the midline
spinous process and with an angle of 35-40°with respect to the horizontal plane. The penetration
depth was checked under fluoroscopic control until reaching the centre of the IVD.
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(∼2 mm) to maintain the integrity of the whole disc as a functional unit. Each disc was
tested in an INSTRON 5548 (INSTRON, Canton, Massachusetts) equipment between
two 316L stainless steel porous pucks (100 µm pore size; Mott Corporation; Farming-
ton, CT) and covered with physiological serum as shown in Figure 3.3b.
Axial 
displacement
Dynamic viscoelastic testing
Bone- disc-
bone complex
Porous 
pucks
b)a)
L2
L3
L4
L5
L6
L7
Puncture
Figure 3.3: a) Three FSU were analysed: the punctured level (L4L5) and its adjacent ones (L3L4
and L5L6) for the experimental group and L3L4, L4L5 and L5L6 for the control group; b) Sam-
ples preparation for the viscoelastic test; The dynamic viscoelastic test of the IVD has been made
placing the bone-disc-bone complex in an INSTRON equipment between two porous pucks and
surrounded by physiological saline solution.
A dynamic compressive test was carried out following an oscillatory curve in ac-
cordance with the protocol described by Miyamoto and co-workers [238]. The load-
ing shaft was slowly loaded onto the disc (0.005 mm/s) until the contact criterion of
5N compression was reached to maintain contact with the disc during the unloading
cycle of the test. The samples were preconditioned by applying 10 sinusoidal strain
cycles at 1Hz with an amplitude of 10% of the disc height. After a 3-minute recovery
from preconditioning, three compressive loading cycles (10% disc height) were ap-
plied at different frequencies (0.05, 0.2 and 1Hz). Each load cycle was followed by a 3
minutes recovery.
The viscoelastic properties of each IVD were quantified in accordance with the
well-known Maxwell viscoelastic model [236] defined by Eq 3.1,
| E∗ |= σ0
γ0
(3.1)
where σ0 is the maximum stress, γ0 is the maximum strain in each compression cy-
cle, and E∗ is the complex modulus vectorially divided into storage (E ′) and loss (E ′′)
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moduli which are defined as E ′ =| E∗ | cosδ and E ′′ =| E∗ | senδ, where δ is the phase
angle between the stress and strain curves.
3.2.4 Finite element model
A three-dimensional L2-L7 FE model was created using data from a computer to-
mography (CT) performed to a rabbit of the experimental group at the beginning of
the experiment (slices obtained by 0.5 mm intervals of 512x512 resolution). The verte-
bral bodies were segmented using the software Mimics®(Materialise, Belgium). The
cortical and trabecular parts of the vertebra were identified by grey scale. The inter-
vertebral discs were reconstructed based on the upper and lower vertebral endplates
using Rhinoceros 5.0®(McNeil, Seattle, USA). The final dimensions of the interver-
tebral discs were checked by a trained neurosurgeon using the MRI data of the same
rabbit. In this model, no muscles or ligaments were introduced since only a pure com-
pression test was analysed and no reliable data of these elements can be found in the
literature. The model is shown in Figure 3.4a.
This model was then modified to simulate the different stages of the surgery and
the degeneration process (Figure 3.4b). Four different scenarios were simulated: 1)
preoperative situation when the spine was intact; 2) immediately after surgery: a hole
was performed at L4L5 level following the same protocol explained in Section 2.2
(35mm right to the midline with an angle of 35°and a penetration depth of 40mm (see
Figure 3.2) and the height of the punctured disc was kept intact; 3) three months after
the surgery the height of the punctured disc was decreased by 15% to take into ac-
count its flattening measured from MRI data and 4) six months after the surgery the
height was decreased by 30%.
The entire model was meshed using linear tetrahedral elements of 0.8mm length
for the vertebra and 0.4mm length for the IVDs using Abaqus 6.13 (SIMULIA, Provi-
dence, RI, USA). The size was determined after a mesh sensitivity analysis. With re-
gard to the interaction between elements, all the discs were assumed to be fixed to the
endplates, therefore, no relative movement between them may exist. Moreover, facet
joints were modelled using gap elements with a non-penetration condition.
As mentioned before, the viscoelastic properties obtained by mechanical test-
ing were used to simulate the different stages of the surgery and the degeneration
progress. Taking into account that higher frequencies correspond to physiological val-
ues, here the data from 1Hz test was used for the intervertebral discs (see Table 3.1).
The material behaviour was implemented as a viscoelastic material in a frequency do-
main using the Prony series. The four scenarios described before were simulated us-
ing the following mechanical properties: 1) and 2) all the discs were considered intact;
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Figure 3.4: a) FE model of the whole rabbit spine; b) A schematic diagram of the 4 analysed
scenarios. The disc height reduction at 3 and 6 months has been applied to the initial height; c)
Schematic diagram of a functional spinal unit for its validation using the data from Leckie et al.
[205] and Beckstein et al. [33].
3) the viscoelastic properties measured 3 months after surgery were assigned to the
punctured disc and its adjacent ones. The rest of the discs were considered intact; 4)
exact methodology as in 3) but with viscoelastic properties measured 6 months after
surgery. Thus, the disc was treated as a continuous material neglecting the different
behaviour of the annulus and the nucleus. On the other hand, vertebral bodies were
simplified using elastic and homogeneous material taking into account the cortical
and trabecular parts of the bone.
Taking into account that the experimental protocol was design as a pure com-
pression test, and since there is scarce data in the literature about the biomechanics
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Table 3.1: Mechanical properties of the materials involved in the finite element simu-
lation. Intervertebral discs properties are collected from the experimental setup. Ver-
tebra mechanical properties are obtained from literature [317][83].
Viscoelastic model
E’ [MPa] E” [MPa]
Intervertebral
discs
Intact discs 2.89 0.35
3 months
after
surgery
L3L4 4.96 0.49
Punctured- L4L5 4.67 0.53
L5L6 5.11 0.59
6 months
after
surgery
L3L4 5.25 0.56
Punctured- L4L5 5.39 0.61
L5L6 4.51 0.57
Elastic model
E [MPa] ν
Vertebra
Cortical bone 10,000 0.3
Trabecular bone 100 0.2
of the spine rabbit, a FE model of L4L5 FSU was validated in compression using the
results of the literature. Data from Beckstein et al. [33] and Leckie et al. [205] was used
to check the viscoelastic behaviour. In both works, a spinal unit of a rabbit spine was
mechanically loaded under a creep test (Figure 3.4c).
Finally, a pure compression displacement of 0.6mm, equivalent to the summa-
tion of 10% disc height of the five discs, was applied to the whole model on the up-
per face of L2 in 1s and was maintained during 10 minutes. The displacements and
rotations at the lower face of L7 were completely restrained through the simulation.
Abaqus 6.13 (SIMULIA, Providence, RI, USA) was used to analyse and post-process
the results.
3.3 Results
3.3.1 MRI analysis
Degeneration of punctured discs (L4L5) with time was qualitatively observed us-
ing MRI as shown in Figure 4a with a reduction of the nucleus area and signal intensity.
In Figure 3.5b, the evolution of the nucleus area, signal intensity (SI), MRI index and
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disc height (DH) for the punctured disc (L4L5) and for its adjacent ones (L3L4 and
L5L6) are shown.
Regarding the punctured disc, a significant reduction (p-value<0.05) in area, MRI
index and DH was found at three months. Moreover, six months after the surgery, all
parameters measured showed a significant reduction (p-value<0.001) from the begin-
ning of the experiment. In addition, the flattening of this disc during the progression
of the degeneration was measured. Thus, an average decrease of 15% was obtained at
3 months, and it decreased by 30% of the initial height at 6 months. These values were
used to feed the FE simulation as explained in section 2.5.
In turn, adjacent discs did not show significant changes at three months in area,
SI of MRI index, however six months after the surgery both discs experienced a sig-
nificant decrease in all MRI parameters (p-value<0.01). Meanwhile, the adjacent disc
height progressively decreased and it was statistically significant at both time points.
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Figure 3.5: a) Slices from MRI in the median sagittal plane showing IVD degeneration at the
punctured level (arrows) over time (intact, 3 months and 6 months). b) Boxplots showing the
evolution of disc characteristics with time: nucleus area, mean signal intensity (SI), MRI index,
and disc height (DH). These values are measured using MRI data for punctured and adjacent
discs. [*p-value<0.05; **p-value<0.01; ***p-value<0.001].
3.3.2 Experimentally measured mechanical properties
Regarding the punctured discs, the evolution of the viscoelastic properties mea-
sured at 1Hz is shown in Figures 5a and 5b. It was obtained that the storage modulus
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(E') gradually increased with degeneration by 56% (Figure 3.6a). Significant differ-
ences (p<0.05) were obtained in the first 3 months, but no significant differences were
obtained between 3 and 6 months follow-ups. On the other hand, the phase angle δ
was slightly lower as the degeneration progressed (Figure 3.6b). However, due to the
high dispersion of the data, no significant differences could be found.
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Figure 3.6: Evolution with degeneration in the punctured discs: (a) Storage modulus (E') at 1Hz;
(b) phase angle (δ) at 1Hz; (c) Effect of loading frequency on storage (E') and loss (E'') moduli.
On the other hand, the influence of loading frequency on storage (E') and loss
moduli (E'') showed in Figure 5c, was not significant for neither of the two parameters
in any of the follow-ups. However, storage and loss moduli increased with increasing
frequencies. Moreover, the elastic component, characterized as the ability to store
deformational energy, was much greater than the viscous component, understood as
the energy dissipation during deformation.
Likewise, the viscoelastic properties of the caudal and cranial adjacent discs changed
with degeneration. As can be seen in Table 3.2 this change was more significant at
L3L4 level than at L5L6 level. As occurred at the punctured level, it was obtained that
for the adjacent discs both viscoelastic parameters increased with the degeneration.
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Table 3.2: Mean (± std dev) values of storage (E'[MPa]) and loss (E''[MPa]) moduli
obtained in the viscoelastic frequency dependent test for the discs in the control and
experimental group at both follow-ups. For the experimental group a distinction was
made between damaged, upper adjacent and lower adjacent discs.
E'[MPa] E''[MPa]
Frequency
[Hz]
0.05 0.2 1 0.05 0.2 1
Control 2.77±1.1 2.88±1.3 2.89±1.3 0.001±7e-4 0.023±3e-2 0.350±0.18
3 months
L3L4 4.59±1.5 4.82±1.7 4.96±1.7 0.002±1e-3 0.076±0.03 0.487±0.24
Punctured 4.15±0.5 4.46±0.4 4.67±0.3 0.002±1e-3 0.073±8e-3 0.533±0.08
L5L6 4.73±1.5 4.97±1.5 5.11±1.5 0.017±3e-3 0.074±0.02 0.593±0.17
6 months
L3L4 4.85±2.5 5.08±2.6 5.25±2.7 0.016±2e-3 0.080±0.03 0.564±0.35
Punctured 4.92±2.0 5.18±2.1 5.39±2.1 0.003±1e-3 0.146±0.07 0.614±0.32
L5L6 4.29±2.2 4.43±2.3 4.51±2.3 0.013±2e-3 0.096±0.05 0.526±0.31
3.3.3 Finite element model
The FSU was validated in relaxation and frequency oscillatory tests. Relaxation
behaviour was compared with data from literature [205][33] by testing two different
levels of pressure. In both cases a good agreement between experimental and com-
putational curves was obtained (Figure 3.7a). The greatest difference appeared at the
stabilization time, where the FE model predicted higher displacements for the same
load because of the lower stiffness registered in our experiments in comparison with
that of the literature. However, our results are comprised between the limits defined
by Beckstein et al. [33]. Besides, the mechanical experiment at three different frequen-
cies (0.05, 0.2 and 1 Hz) performed in this study was numerically reproduced and the
reaction force was compared with the experimental data. As shown in Figure 3.7b, the
FE model was capable of predicting the average force in each group of discs: intact,
punctured and adjacent at the different follow-ups.
The results of the pure compression test of the whole rabbit spine are shown in
Figure 3.8 for the four simulated scenarios. Minimum principal stresses were chosen
as the output variables to plot given that they were the greatest ones after the com-
pression load. Nonetheless, the maximal principal stresses were analysed to observe
that the tensile stresses did not show a significant variation with degeneration apart
from the boundaries of the puncture (see Figure 3.9 for more information). The most
remarkable outcome was the transient behaviour. Just after the loading period, the
outer part of the disc suffered tensile stresses while the inner part compressive ones.
However, during the relaxation period, the tensile stresses appeared in the inner part
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Figure 3.7: a) Compression relaxation test at 0.48 and 1MPa for validation with data from litera-
ture [205][33]. The shaded area shows the limits of the experimental data from Beckstein et al. b)
Force needed to achieve a 10% of DH displacement at different frequencies for each group of discs
tested in the study.
and the periphery was relaxed. Figure 3.8a shows the stress distribution along the
laterolateral direction of a frontal cut of the IVD. The stresses are shown for the punc-
tured disc and for its adjacent ones. Figure 3.8b shows a colour map distribution of
the minimum principal stresses on the discs. Firstly, the instantaneous response just
when the load is applied was analysed. It can be observed that at the puncture level,
a slight increase in compressive stresses occurred just after the surgery. Three and
six months before surgery, these stresses were increased by 70% respect to the pre-
operative stage. Regarding the adjacent segments, the same trend was observed but
the stress increase was less marked (an increase of 65% in L3L4 disc and 35% in L5L6
disc). Moreover, it was seen that at every level the most significant change took place
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the first three months and after this period the degeneration was smoother. Regarding
the eigenvector corresponding to the minimal principal stress, it was uniformly dis-
tributed in the vertical direction through the disc while the eigenvector corresponding
to the maximal principal stress had an antero-posterior direction in the centre of the
disc and a circumferential component in the periphery. The eigenvectors were altered
by the needle puncture making them circumferential at the hole boundaries but they
were not affected by the degeneration.
Attending to the transient response, the stress relaxation was larger where the
puncture was performed. There were no significant differences between the adjacent
levels. Although the punctured level underwent higher stresses when the displace-
ment was applied, the final stress value after relaxation was more similar to the adja-
cent discs. However, comparing again with the intact situation, the minimum prin-
cipal stresses increased by 100% at the punctured level and by 45%-40% at L3L4 and
L5L6 disc respectively.
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Figure 3.8: Comparison between the minimum principal stresses at the four stages ((1) Pre-
operatively, (2) post-operatively, (3) 3 months after the surgery and (4) 6 months after the surgery)
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Colour maps of minimum principal stress distribution after loading and after relaxation period.
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3.4 Discussion
The main purpose of this study was to reproduce IVD degeneration in a rabbit
model taking into account that the degeneration of one disc alters the behaviour of
the whole spine, and to study the relationships between mechanical and structural
changes. A percutaneous minimally invasive surgery was performed at one lumbar
level and the disease progression was followed-up during six months by MRI and me-
chanical testing. After that, a FE model was built based on the experimental data to
evaluate the spine biomechanics during the degeneration process.
Firstly, the degeneration progression was analysed by MRI. The height of the
punctured disc decreased by 30% of the initial IVD height six months after the surgery,
which is in accordance with the data presented in literature [182][181], where a 25% of
disc height reduction was reported. The disc height of the adjacent discs was also af-
fected by degeneration showing a significant decrease three months after the surgery.
All MRI parameters in the damaged discs were significantly affected by the degenera-
tion three months after the surgery apart from SI which did not show a significant de-
crease until six months. These findings are in accordance with the results showed by
Sobajima et al [335]. The reduction of all the MRI parameters at the 6 months follow-
up can be related with the degeneration process as it has been described in the liter-
ature. With degeneration, the nucleus pulposus loses its hydrophilic nature [3][156].
Moreover, the collagen proportion increases and, therefore, the tissue becomes more
fibrotic and does not behave in the same manner as a healthy disc [3][6][344]. Degen-
erative changes in structural properties may be represented as consequences of these
changes in material properties of the substructure of the disc [161].
To relate the MRI findings with the mechanical properties of the disc, an exper-
imental set up focused on the analysis of the degenerative changes in viscoelastic
properties of the whole disc was developed. As it is known, the storage modulus, loss
modulus, and δ are important parameters in evaluating viscoelasticity of tissues and
biomaterials. The storage modulus reflects the elasticity, the loss modulus reflects the
viscosity, and tan δ, the ratio of the storage and loss modulus. When the compres-
sion loads on the disc, the viscoelasticity enables the disc to absorb the energy and
dissipate to surrounding tissue via shape changes. After the load disappears, the vis-
coelasticity enables the disc to release energy and dissipate to surrounding tissue via
recovery of shape.
The values obtained in the mechanical tests for the storage modulus were sim-
ilar to those obtained in previous works [19]. It was observed that, six months after
the surgery, the storage modulus of specimens in the degenerated discs was statis-
tically greater than those in the control group revealing that the degeneration made
the disc tissue significantly stiffer. These results can be correlated with the MRI find-
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ings and support the hypothesis that the tissue is more fibrotic as the degeneration
progresses. On the other hand, the phase angle related to the lag between the ap-
plied stress and the resulting strain slightly decreased during the study. However, the
loss modulus significantly increased with degeneration. This result is more controver-
sial since there are different studies that support this finding [384][159][98] but others
which just showed the opposite trend [82][48]. It is known that a degenerated disc
becomes stiffer due to the fibrosis of the nucleus. The high collagen content might
contribute to maintain the viscoelastic behavior of the disc during degeneration, al-
though the nucleus has lost a large amount of water. This explanation can be proved
using the data obtained from Freeman et al. [98] where both storage and loss mod-
uli were obtained from nucleus, annulus and fibrous repair tissue. It was seen that the
viscoelastic contribution by means of the loss modulus was very similar in the annulus
and the fibrous tissue and even slightly greater than for the nucleus.
Finally, the mechanical testing was designed to analyse the influence of frequency
in the viscoelastic mechanical properties of the discs. Both storage and loss moduli ex-
perimented a significant increase with frequency. Although these results are contrary
to Miyamoto and co-workers [238] who found that loss modulus decreased at higher
frequencies, it is in accordance with several other studies [156][159][98][76][204]. The
results of the dynamic frequency sweep indicate that the store and bulk moduli in-
creased with frequency indicating that the tissue became stiffer and more dissipative
as frequency increased. Thus, disc tissue was found to be sensitive to loading rate
and this behaviour was generalized for intact and degenerated discs. This sensitiv-
ity may be a consequence of the biphasic composition of the disc. When the load
is applied, the incompressible interstitial fluid absorbs it and then transmitted it to
the solid phase as the fluid drain. Under higher loading rates, the load transmission
between fluid and solid phases is not instantaneous creating a higher resistance to
deformation, and therefore a stress increase.
To complete this animal model study, a FE model was built to add new infor-
mation that cannot be obtained experimentally. A complete rabbit lumbar spine FE
model was developed and a pure compression relaxation test was performed. Due to
the several assumptions done to construct this kind of computational models, the de-
rived conclusions should be always considered as qualitative trends. Here, we tried
to simulate the different stages of the evolution of the degeneration after performing
the surgery. For the four scenarios analyzed, data from MRI and experimental testing
were used. MRI data were used to reproduce the morphological changes in the rab-
bit intervertebral discs during the 6 months follow-up, while the experimental testing
was used to assign the mechanical properties that were measured in each stage of
the study. The novelty of this research is that it allows us to qualitative compare the
mechanical behaviour of the intervertebral discs of this rabbit spine in a virtual simu-
lation of the surgery with the behaviour of an intact spine. It was obtained that the in-
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fluence of the puncture at one level modified the biomechanics of the rest of the spine.
This result has been widely proved using experimental set-up as it has been done in
the present paper, but as far as the author's knowledge it has not been numerically
simulated. Several authors have numerically demonstrated the different biomechani-
cal behaviour of degenerated versus healthy segments, modifying the disc height, the
mechanical properties or even the nutrition and cell viability [107][106][307][219], but
a multisegmental FE model of the spine including MRI and experimental findings
has not yet been constructed. Here, the change of the magnitude of the minimum
principal stresses (that can be assumed as compressive stresses) along the degenera-
tion progress has been evaluated for every segment using an animal model. Although
these values can only be used for cross comparison, relevant consequences could be
derived. First of all, the instantaneous response of the spine under a pure compres-
sion displacement was studied. The higher increase (70%) of compressive stresses was
undergone by the punctured disc but the adjacent discs also suffered larger stresses
(L3L4 disc âA˘S¸ 65%; L5L6 disc âA˘S¸ 35%). This behaviour was practically obtained only
3 months after surgery, revealing that the progression of the degeneration to the adja-
cent discs was very fast [205][139]. Moreover, the transient response of the spine pro-
vides more information to the degeneration progress, since it was obtained that after
the relaxation period the most loaded disc was the punctured one (a 100% increase
relative to the preoperative situation) while the adjacent ones underwent smaller in-
creases (L3L4 disc âA˘S¸ 45%; L5L6 disc âA˘S¸ 40%). This result implies that although the
degeneration progresses to one level affects to its adjacent ones, this change is not as
sudden as the instantaneous response seems to be. The viscoelastic behaviour of ei-
ther healthy or degenerated intervertebral disc prevents the tissue from suffering too
high stresses, and therefore the changes in the biomechanical behaviour of the spine
are very progressive.
3.4.1 Assumptions and limitations
As with any model that attempts to simulate the complexity of an animal body,
this study has several limitations and underlying assumptions.
Firstly, the number of rabbit spine specimens was limited by ethical issues and
they must be separated into two different groups in order to compare the evolution
of the degeneration with the control group. Furthermore, it was necessary to sacrifice
half of them at the middle control point for mechanical testing. Due to the small sam-
ple size and the high variability intrinsic to the biological experiments some changes
could not be proven to be statistically significant.
Additionally, the size of the control group was lower than the experimental one
because it was considered that it would have less inter-specimen variation given that
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no surgical procedure was applied to them. Moreover, the biomechanical test used in
this study was performed on a bone-disc-bone complex and the material behaviour
considered, which included nucleus, annulus and terminal endplates, was a viscoelas-
tic one. Since it was not possible to separate each tissue in this particular test, the
multidirectional behaviour of the disc could not be taken into account. However, al-
though nucleus and annulus which are composed of the same basic components dif-
fer in their organization and relative amounts, the clear distinction between the two
tissues disappears with degeneration [359]. Finally, the biomechanical testing was
performed applying uniaxial compression only. Because the human spine has mul-
tidirectional flexibility, supported by the mechanical properties of the IVDs, several
variations in the biomechanical testing on in vivo rabbit IVDs need to be performed
in the future.
Attending to the FE simulation, there are several assumptions that have to be
addressed. First of all, a FSU was used for validation in compression. To validate it
in flexion only data from Grauer et al. [124] could be used. The cited work reported
multi-directional flexibility tests in rabbit L4-L7 spine. However, this model includes
the ligaments and the joint capsules and, since there is no available data about the me-
chanical properties of these elements for the rabbit spine, a non-accurate FE model
would have been constructed. Here, as the mechanical properties were obtained us-
ing a pure compression test, only a compression load case, neglecting the ligaments
contribution, was taken into account and therefore the FSU validation can be consid-
ered suitable. This validation allowed us to construct a FE model to infer qualitative
trends and to cross compare. On the other hand, the spatial resolution of the images
may affect the geometry of the spine model. While the vertebral body is not expected
to have a significant influence in the outcome, the curvature and gap size of the facet
joints could change the range of motion allowed in each segment. Moreover, a co-
registration between MRI and CT images would allow for a more precise segmentation
of the soft tissues. However, given that the goal of this work was to qualitatively study
the possible relationship between mechanical and structural changes, the quantita-
tive results from the finite element model should be interpreted as trends instead of
absolute values.
Regarding the mechanical properties of the different tissues involved, some sim-
plifications were also made. Vertebrae were considered elastic and no change with
degeneration was considered. Bone tissue is a very complex material that presents a
poroelastic behaviour and adapts to its mechanical environment. Here, we have fo-
cused on the IVD degeneration and therefore the complexity of bone structure has
been simplified. Concerning the IVD, as mentioned previously, neither annulus nor
nucleus was distinguished. As these authors have simulated in previous papers [241][59]
an accurate constitutive modelling of these components is essential to construct re-
liable FE spinal models. If the differentiation between annulus fibrosus and nucleus
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pulposus would have been considered, the stress distribution shown in Figure 7a would
present a different profile, with higher stresses in the annulus and lower stresses inside
the nucleus. Additionally, considering the anisotropy of the tissue, the circumferential
lamellas would have had higher stresses in the outer part of the annulus, increasing
confining of the nucleus and therefore its internal pressure. Nevertheless, the stiffen-
ing of the tissues seen experimentally indicated that the stress would follow the same
trend with degeneration. Furthermore, the purpose of this work was to use the me-
chanical testing and the MRI data to construct a FE model capable of simulating the
different stages of the experiment, and therefore the disc was treated as a viscoelastic
homogeneous material. Finally, the fibrous tissue that appears before the puncture
was not taken into account but it could be added in future works.
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MODELLING THE DEGENERATION AND AGEING OF THE LUMBAR SPINE
In this chapter, a deep study of the events which may trigger the intervertebral
disc degenerative process is presented. A simplified FE model of an intervertebral
disc is used to investigate the difference in the mechanical behaviour for each degree
of degeneration. Then, a series of patients with different grades of degeneration were
analysed to look for morphologic changes in the IVD which may change the spine
biomechanics. Finally, one IVD of the complete lumbar spine have been considered
to be degenerated and the mechanical consequences on the spinal motion and the
adjacent segments have been compared with the healthy spine. An additional com-
parison of a lumbar spine with a fused segment was performed with the purpose of
searching for possible reasons of adjacent segment degeneration.
4.1 Introduction
Degenerative disc disease is a progressive pathology that alters the biochemistry
and morphology of the IVD leading to low back pain. Although its aetiology is not
well understood [23], it has been suggested that the degeneration may mimic the
age-related changes of the disc but at an accelerated rate [6][203]. The main patho-
logic mechanism of ageing is the loss of proteoglycan content [7][8][21][330]. The cell
metabolism is regulated by growth factors, particularly the IGF-1, secreted by the cells,
which stimulates cell proliferation and proteoglycan synthesis [289]. With ageing, the
decrease in IGF-1 receptors and the production of IGFBP, that void the IGF-1, dimin-
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ish the proteoglycan production. This loss of proteoglycan and water content leads
to a decrease of swelling pressure inside the nucleus pulposus originating a more fi-
brotic and stiffer tissue due to the change of collagen I into collagen II [353][161][135].
The gradual changes in collagen type and the disorganization of the annulus fibrosus
structure suggest a mechanical influence of the degeneration, translated as a change
of permeability [319][128]. As the degeneration progress, some tears appear in differ-
ent regions of the annulus increasing the risk of nucleus herniation.
On the other hand, the DDD seems to be related to the modification of the biome-
chanical functioning of the spine. Abnormal mechanical loads and/or motion pat-
terns have been related to the risk of injury to the spine [4][339]. Despite the numer-
ous studies on the mechanics of the degenerated disc, there is limited data on how this
condition affects the adjacent caudal and cephalic segments or the lumbar spine sta-
bility contributing to the progression of disc degeneration [6][158][2][21][303][248][251]
[330]. The results of these studies vary considerably. Similarly to Kirkaldy-Willis &
Farfan [186], some authors report instability during the early stages of degeneration
[103][341] while others rather show the opposite [192][237].
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Figure 4.1: Flow-chart of the degeneration process on an IVD depending on the possible effects
which may trigger the initiation of the disease.
Endplate calcification has been pointed as another possible trigger for DDD [352].
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This calcification hinders the nutrient diffusion [300], provoking a decrease of the pH
and glucose content and, in turn, accelerating cell apoptosis [245][355][36]. Further-
more, the decrease in cell concentration is again connected with a decrease in proteo-
glycan production and a change in the ground matrix synthesis. All of those intercon-
nected events are depicted in Figure 4.1, where the possible initiators of degeneration
are related to the mechanical behaviour of the disc.
To better understand the mechanical changes that take place in the degenerated
invertebral disc and how these changes affect the adjacent discs, the chapter has been
divided into three partial goals:
• First of all, a FE model of an ideal intervertebral disc was used to investigate the
influence of the biphasic properties in the behaviour of the disc.
• Secondly, a morphologic analysis of the disc was performed based on MRI im-
ages of 18 patients with different grades of degeneration in each lumbar level.
• Finally, the lumbar FE model presented in Chapter 2 was modified to include a
degenerated segment and in a further step a fused segment. The purpose was to
describe how DDD or surgical procedures at one single level alter the adjacent
discs. The range of motion and loading patterns in the whole lumbar spine were
measured for a healthy, degenerated and fused spine to cross-compare.
4.2 Materials & Methods
4.2.1 Single disc FE model
A simplified FE model of a single disc was built to investigate the influence of the
biphasic properties into the mechanical response of the IVD. The model consisted of
bony and cartilaginous endplates with an elliptic cross-sectional area of 1235 mm2,
the nucleus pulposus and the annulus fibrosus (divided into inner and outer part)
with a constant height of 12.5mm. Linear hexahedral elements of 1mm mean size
were used to mesh all the tissues. The materials used to characterize the behaviour of
each tissue are defined in Chapter 2. Only the biphasic properties of the nucleus and
annulus were changed to represent four grades of degeneration in accordance with
the data presented in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2: Variation of the biphasic properties: fixed charge density, porosity and initial perme-
ability in the three principal directions, with the progression of degeneration in the nucleus, inner
annulus and outer annulus [21][128][249].
The bottom surface of the model was completely constrained while an axial dis-
tributed load of 1,000N was applied, after 8h of free swelling, and maintained during
16h. Once the stability was reached for the first grade of degeneration, the biphasic
parameters were modified to simulate the second grade of degeneration. And it was
continued in the same way until the last degeneration grade.
4.2.2 Patient-specific data for the morphologic study
MRI images of a total of 18 patients with ages ranging from 31 to 64 years old were
taken and analysed in collaboration with an expert neurosurgeon to assess the grade
of degeneration of each segment in accordance with Thopmson scale [344] (Table 4.1).
A high prevalence of severe degeneration was encountered in the lower segments
(D45 and D51), while the upper IVDs presented a healthy or mid degenerated state.
This difference, also reported by most of the clinical studies may indicate that the
higher loads supported by those segments, together with the lordosis of this region
could accelerate the ageing process.
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Table 4.1: Number of discs affected by each grade of degeneration differentiating
among each lumbar level.
Grade I Grade II Grade III Grade IV Grade V
D12 12 3 3 0 0
D23 11 4 3 0 0
D34 6 6 4 2 0
D45 3 3 8 0 4
D51 1 0 4 7 6
Additionally, the mid-sagital slice of each MRI was analysed to measure the fol-
lowing dimensions using a DICOM viewer (Fig. 4.3): Total disc area, nucleus area,
disc height at the central position and antero-posterior distance. In order to make the
magnitudes comparable, the nucleus area was calculated as a percentage of the total
disc area, the antero-posterior distance was divided as well by the disc area, and the
height was divided by the antero-posterior distance.
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Figure 4.3: Mid-sagital slice of MRI images taken from six patients with different degrees of de-
generation on the lumbar IVDs.
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4.2.3 Lumbar spine FE model including degeneration
As shown above, during degeneration annulus stiffness increases and annulus
permeability decreases due to a reduction in proteoglycans and water content. On
the other hand, in the nucleus, proteoglycan content decreases while its permeabil-
ity increases [157]. In agreement with the prevalence of high degeneration grades in
the lower segments seen in Section 4.2.2 and the prevalence of interventions reported
in the literature at L4-L5 segment [322], a Grade IV degeneration based in Thomp-
son grading system was simulated at this level [344]. Starting from the intact model
described in Chapter 2, D45 IVD was degenerated changing its elastic and biphasic
material properties in accordance with the values presented in Table 4.2. Therefore,
the risk of cascade degeneration effect was studied in L3-L4 and L5-S1 segments.
Table 4.2: Material properties of the degenerated nucleus pulposus and annulus fibro-
sus [158][251][320][59][228]
Elastic parameters Biphasic parameters
C10
[MPa]
C20
[MPa]
D
[MPa−1]
K1
[MPa]
K2
cF,0
[meq/mm3]
k0
[m4/Ns]
n f ,0
e (void
ratio)
Annulus 0.45 2.5 0.306 1.8 11 0.9e-4 1.45e-15 0.7 2.4
Nucleus 0.0314 0 0.36 - - 1.5e-4 1.3e-15 0.78 2.45
For comparison, a lumbar FE model with a fused segment (L4-L5) was created
adding a posterior screw fixation. The fixation consisted of four screws (one per pedi-
cle) and two rods, all of them of 5mm diameter and made of titanium (E= 100,000MPa,
ν= 0.33)[373]. Linear tetrahedral elements of 1mm size were used to mesh the implant.
Before screw insertion, L4 and L5 vertebrae were perforated and a tied contact was as-
sumed at the bone-screw interface.
A hybrid method was applied for the loading conditions considering the hypoth-
esis that people try to bend their spines in the same way independently of their sur-
gical or healthy state [66][70]. Therefore, a pure moment of ±4Nm was applied at the
centre of L1 vertebra in flexion-extension and lateral bending directions in the intact
model. In the degenerated and fused models, the magnitude of the load needed to
achieve a total lumbar rotation equivalent to that of the intact one was calculated re-
sulting in the loads showed in Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.4: Moment needed to reach the same motion in the whole lumbar spine in the healthy,
degenerated and fused cases under flexion-extension and lateral bending.
4.3 Results
4.3.1 Effect of degeneration on disc biomechanics
A loading-relaxation cycle was simulated mimicking a diurnal cycle of 16h of ac-
tivity and 8h of rest for a single disc with changing biphasic properties. With the de-
generation of the IVD, a progressive decrease in the disc height was observed (Fig.
4.5a). It may be a consequence of the less proteoglycan content in the nucleus, which
reduced the water attraction capacity decreasing the swelling of the disc in the relax-
ation state.
The same response could be observed in the osmotic pressure (Fig.4.5b), where it
was shown that the more degeneration, the less osmotic pressure in the centre of the
nucleus. Therefore, the fluid influx decreased not only because of the permeability
reduction but also because of the osmotic gradient.
In turn, the intradiscal pressure of the disc showed significant variations with de-
generation (Fig. 4.5c). The higher the grade, the higher the pressure created inside
the disc. Furthermore, after 16h of maintained load, the disc with severe degenera-
tion presented a higher pressure, uniformly distributed throughout the disc, than the
healthy one. Just after load removal, a high negative pressure occurred in the healthy
state, which means that the ground substance was subjected to traction allowing the
fluid to fill the pores. Meanwhile, the negative pressure in the severely degenerated
nucleus was lower.
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4.3.2 Effect of degeneration on disc morphology
A morphologic study of the degenerated disc exhibited how the first signs of de-
generation were not very noticeable. Conversely, the discs with severe degeneration
presented a completely different geometry as shown in Figure 4.6a.
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Figure 4.6: a) Graphic representation of the mean morphology change of each disc differentiating
between annulus and nucleus. b) Quantification of the effect of degeneration in the area of each
disc occupied by the nucleus, the antero-posterior distance and the central height. The last two
magnitudes have been normalized to make them comparable among patients.
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It was observed that with the progression of degeneration the area occupied by
the nucleus pulposus decreased until be unrecognisable at Grade V. This change could
be related with the loss of water retained by the nucleus which, in turn, is linked to a
reduction of proteoglycan content and therefore, with the gradient of osmotic pres-
sure. The relation between the antero-posterior distance and the total disc area was
less affected by the degeneration. However, in high grades, it presented an increase
which may be understood as a bulging annulus due to the loss of height. On the con-
trary, the disc height presented a progressive decrease with degeneration, clearly vis-
ible in segment D34 (Fig 4.6b). In the latest degeneration states, not only the height
was decreased, but also the lordosis was rectified turning the disc into a flat structure.
4.3.3 Effect of degeneration on the overall behaviour of the lumbar spine
Figure 4.7 compares the motion of the affected segment (L4-L5) in the healthy,
degenerated and fused stages. A slight decrease of the ROM in the degenerated disc
was observed while the fused model had a stronger reduction of the rotation.
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Figure 4.7: Comparison among the ROM of the affected disc (L4-L5) of the healthy, degenerated
and fused lumbar spine under flexion-extension and lateral bending.
The use of screws also reduces the pore pressure in the operated disc achieving
the decompression goal as reported in Table 4.3. This pressure loss was higher in lat-
eral bending than in flexion-extension which was also seen for maximal and minimal
principal stresses and strains in the affected disc.
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Table 4.3: Intradiscal pressure of D45 in the healthy, degenerated and fused model
under different loading conditions.
Intradiscal pressure [kPa] Intact Degenerated Fused
Flexion 3.84 2.95 2.47
Extension 2.59 2.53 0.09
Right bending 3.75 2.9 0.14
Left bending 3.57 2.62 0.218
As shown in Figure 4.8, the changes in one segment altered the biomechanics
of the whole spine. In fact, the effect over the adjacent discs was accentuated by the
segment fixation. The ROM increased with degeneration in order to compensate the
reduction in the pathologic segment. With the screw fixation, this effect was magnified
reaching the highest ROM growth in flexion movement for both, the upper (55%) and
lower (70%) adjacent discs. The variation in lateral bending was lower, around 20%.
Attending to the pore pressure results, the degeneration did not have a significant
effect over adjacent discs in comparison with the fused model. Flexion movement was
the worst loading condition, like in ROM analysis, for the cranial disc. However, the
caudal disc was nearly unaffected by this movement.
It is also possible to note that, the stresses were more influenced by the immo-
bilization of one segment than the pore pressure. They showed a 20-30% of increase
in most cases, reaching the increment peak with right bending for D51 in the fused
model (42%). The maximal principal stress distribution maps plotted in Figure 4.9
reflect the areas with more traction stresses for upper and lower discs in flexion move-
ment. The stress peaks were found in the antero-lateral part of the discs near to the
inferior endplate increasing the risk of annulus disruption and nucleus retropulsion.
It is important to observe that the stress levels in the lower adjacent disc are consider-
ably higher than in the upper one.
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Figure 4.8: Influence of the degeneration and fusion over the upper and lower adjacent discs
quantified as percentage over the intact values for the ROM, pore pressure and maximal stress
parameters.
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Figure 4.9: Stress distribution maps for upper and lower adjacent discs in flexion movement for
the healthy, degenerated and fused models.
4.4 Discussion
The main goal of this chapter was the study of one of the most common patholo-
gies which affects the invertebral disc and which is a recurrent source of pain and dis-
comfort for the patients. With that purpose, three different studies were carried on. In
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the first one, the influence of the biphasic properties on the mechanical behaviour of
a single disc was analysed. In the second one, the geometrical changes that undergo
the IVD during the progression of the disease were examined using MRI from 18 pa-
tients. Finally, the lumbar spine FE model was used to compare the influence that the
degeneration or fusion of one segment has over the adjacent ones.
The variation of the fixed charge density and permeability with the degeneration
caused a variation of the axial displacement in accordance with experimental and nu-
merical data [228][22] reported in the literature. Disc height decreases with degener-
ation [95] due to less recovery of axial displacement which may be caused by a de-
crease in permeability and proteoglycan content. Furthermore, the osmotic pressure
in the nucleus, directly related to the proteoglycan content, decreased with the lat-
est states of degeneration. Therefore, the amount of water which was attracted back
to the disc was reduced avoiding the disc swelling and height recovery. Additionally,
the intradiscal pore pressure variation followed the same trend and magnitudes than
those reported in previous studies [318]. The decrease in the radial and circumferen-
tial permeability, together with the loss of water content caused a higher pore pressure
in the nucleus centre in the loaded state and a less negative pore pressure in the re-
laxed state.
After the evaluation of the 18 patients afflicted by different grades of DDD, it
was observed, in agreement with previous clinical studies [322][69], that the lower
segments had a higher prevalence for severe degeneration while the upper ones just
showed the first signs. With regard to the morphologic changes, no significant effect
over IVD geometry was observed for the first grades of degeneration. However, when
severe degeneration affected the disc, three main changes were noticed: a marked
reduction in the nuclear area, even unrecognisable in the more degenerated discs,
which may be a result of the tissue fibrosis; a decrease in the disc height together with
a lordosis rectification; and an increase in the antero-posterior distance, which may
be related with an increase in the axial disc area because of the disc bulging. Equiva-
lent to these observations, Peloquin et al. [275] found a decrease in disc height and an
increase in the axial area with the progression of degeneration. In fact, the height re-
duction was in agreement with the results of the previous section, where a less height
recovery was predicted for the most degenerated disc. These geometrical changes
have exhibited to highly influence the biomechanical response of the spine. In a para-
metric study, Niemeyer et al [258] found that the disc height was one of the most in-
fluential parameters in a FSU FE model. In addition, Malandrino et al. [219] showed
in a recent study how disc geometry determines cell nutrition.
Studying the effect of the degeneration and fusion over the lumbar spine, a dras-
tic loss of motion in the fused segment was seen (Fig. 4.7) together with a reduction in
the nucleus intradiscal pore pressure as evidenced in Table II. Previous clinical reports
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showed that spinal fusion with pedicle screw instrumentation demonstrates good sta-
bility and reduces the disc overload at the surgical level [216][42][155] in agreement
with the findings presented here. It is important to note that the magnitude of the
pore pressure was lower than the values reported in other studies [171][318] because
the velocity of the applied load was slower. Despite this fact, the disc decompression
with surgeries could be noticed.
To perform the analysis it has been taken into account the hypothesis presented
by Goel et al. [118] who suggested that in real life people bend their spines until
achieving a similar movement regardless of whether their spine is healthy or has un-
dergone spinal surgery. Therefore, different moment loads, reported in Figure 4.4,
have been applied so that the same overall ROM was reached for all the models. The
necessary load was around 30-50% over the initial load, which is in accordance with
other FE studies [80].
It has been also hypothesized in previous studies that screw fixation could trigger
a cascade degeneration effect over the adjacent discs. Randomized clinical studies re-
ported a rate of clinical ASD between 10-30% at different follow-up periods [64][116].
Sears et al. [322] gathered in their study that a 13% of the procedures required further
surgery after the development of DDD at an adjacent level. It may be possible to find
a relationship between the increased load seen above and the ASD presented in the
clinical data.
In order to distinguish the effect in the adjacent discs, ROM, pore pressure, and
maximal stresses were analysed as a percentage of the intact value. Those results
showed an increase in ROM, nucleus pore pressure and maximal stress in all loading
directions more pronounced in the lower adjacent segment. Other authors showed
the same trend in their studies [364][326]. Chen et al. [66] remarked that the stresses
on the adjacent disc annulus increased and were concentrated at the outermost layers
close to the endplate regions, which was also reported in this work as can be seen in
Figure 4.9.
Some limitations of this work should be addressed. First of all, the geometry used
for mimicking the pathologic disc was the same as for the healthy one, contrary to the
findings of the morphologic analysis. The variation of disc height with degeneration
would be an important factor and should be analysed in a posterior research. How-
ever, the main goal of this work was to compare between surgeries and their effect on
the global spine biomechanics. In a first approximation, the disc height loss in the de-
generated spine could be neglected assuming that the fusion techniques attempt to
restore the physiologic IVD space. Also, a reduction of the disc height would reduce
the ROM of this segment, and in turn, increase the motion of the adjacent segments
and their stresses. On the other hand, the stiffening process was introduced chang-
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ing the material properties and neglecting the fibre re-orientation and damage. The
changes in the collagen type and its structure are key aspects for reproducing the dif-
ferent degeneration grades but, as well as for the previous limitation, they did not have
a significant contribution in the surgeries comparison.
To summarized, in this chapter, the different aspects of the intervertebral disc de-
generation were studied showing that both material behaviour and geometry had an
important role in the pathology and, therefore, they should be considered in combi-
nation. In fact, a relation may be found between the less capacity of swelling and the
reduction of the disc height. Finally, an effect of the degeneration on the adjacent seg-
ments was predicted. This change in the mechanics of the discs may lead to a cascade
of degeneration which might be aggravated by the use of posterior fixation.
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SURGICAL PROCEDURES SIMULATION: FROM COMMERCIAL CAGES TO
NEW INTERSOMATIC CAGE DESIGNS
Segment fusion using interbody cages supplemented with pedicle screw fixation
is the most common surgery for the treatment of low back pain. However, in the last
years, a controversy regarding the use of cages in a stand-alone fashion has arisen.
The goal of this chapter is to compare the influence that each surgery has into lum-
bar biomechanics. Given that one of the major concerns about the use of stand-alone
cages is the risk of subsidence of the device into the bone, a parametric study is pre-
sented to understand the effects of intervertebral cage design and placement on the
biomechanical vertebral bone damage. Finally, the possibility of a 3D-printed cage
was experimentally studied and evaluated under lumbar spinal loads.
5.1 Introduction
Segment fusion with intradiscal cage and pedicle screw fixation is the “gold stan-
dard ”treatment for lumbar hernia and degenerative intervertebral disc diseases. How-
ever, stand-alone interbody cages have shown to be a feasible surgical technique for
the treatment of discogenic back pain [75][10]. The aim of these surgeries is to sta-
bilize the segment and restore the intervertebral disc height. A simple discectomy
without cage insertion reduces the disc height creating slack in all longitudinal liga-
ments [216]. Nevertheless, if the IVD space is distracted by a cage insertion, the liga-
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ments are pre-strained contributing to spine stabilization [380]. Furthermore, using a
minimally invasive approach, important stabilizing structures such as posterior mus-
culature, anterior and posterior longitudinal ligaments and facet joints are preserved
helping to control segment kinematics [309][190][256]. In spite of that, some physi-
cians advocate for the use of supplementary PSF to assure long-term stabilization and
to avoid the risk of non-union [264][254]. However, this additional fixation, apart from
being more invasive, has been reported to present some complications such as screw
loosening or implant failure.
However, few clinical prospective randomized studies have been made compar-
ing stand-alone construct versus fusion with supplemental PSF [357][244]. These stud-
ies did not show significant differences in clinical outcomes while several advantages
were reported for the use of cages as stand-alone in degenerated lumbar segments
without previous instability: the surgical technique is less demanding, it takes less
time, the implant cost is lower and pedicle screw-related complications are avoided.
Besides, different cohorts of patients undergoing a stand-alone cage implantation
have been followed up showing good clinical outcomes, a high rate of fusion and a
low incidence of cage subsidence and migration [75][10][252][223][202][13]. In vitro
studies comparing among different cages and fixations have shown that additional fix-
ation substantially reduced the range of motion in all loading directions but segmental
stability was also reported for stand-alone cages [113][51][120].
On the other hand, several computational works have been developed using fi-
nite element models to simulate lumbar biomechanics after cage insertion in single
functional spinal unit [94][109][180] or complete lumbar spine [70][67][209][93]. All of
them studied the spinal movement showing that PSF provides a higher segment stiff-
ness than stand-alone cages [171][108], but segment stability was also reported for the
last ones. Since the goal of lumbar surgery is not only to stabilize the segment but also
to restore the IVD space and maintain the lumbar lordosis, the major concerns regard-
ing surgery complications are: segmental instability [151], cage subsidence [380] and
cage migration [65]. Furthermore, lumbar fusion has been associated with the risk
of adjacent segment disease because it alters the biomechanical environment of the
whole spine [61]. However, all these key factors have not been studied together yet in
a complete lumbar spine model with accurate constitutive material models.
Additionally, the ligaments play an important role in segment behaviour, particu-
larly in bending. Ligament pre-strain is thought to be responsible for spinal stability in
the absence of active muscle contraction [173]. However, ligament pretension is often
overlooked or not reported in lumbar spine FE models because of the lack of experi-
mental data. Recently, some FE studies have introduced the experimentally character-
ized pre-strain of some spinal ligaments in healthy lumbar spines [302][148] showing
its influence on the overall spine biomechanics. Despite the importance that the liga-
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ment pre-strain may have on lumbar surgery success, few computational works have
considered this condition after cage insertion [94].
As mentioned above, one of the major concerns about the use of stand-alone
cages is the risk of subsidence of the device into the bone owing to the high contact
pressures on the bony endplates. For this reason, a deeper investigation of the bony
structures behaviour has been performed for possible solutions of cages in stand-
alone construct. Although subsidence in early postoperative stage may increase the
contact area, avoid the peak pressures caused by irregularities and prevent the pro-
gression of subsidence, high-grade subsidence can lead to a reduction in the interver-
tebral space height [223]. Thus, the use of an appropriate constitutive material of the
vertebral bone incorporating a plasticity formulation would lead to a better predic-
tion of the risk of subsidence in a stand-alone fashion. In previous studies, Von Mises
equivalent stress has been used as the criterion for bone yielding. However, consid-
ering that the tensile strength of bone is smaller than its compressive strength, bone
should be treated as a brittle material and the Von Mises criteria would not be suitable
[35]. Furthermore, compressing collapse of crushable bone cells allowed for a gradual
decrease of the stresses and a local hardening of the tissue. This behaviour was stud-
ied by Kelly et al. [178] who proved that a crushable foam plasticity formulation with
pressure dependent yield behaviour provided the best approximation to the stress-
strain curve of the bone. Other studies [35][278] have shown that the Druker−Prager
formulation is able to predict the post-yield behaviour of the bone that can be im-
proved by the definition of the hardening. Therefore, the modified Drucker−Prager
Cap model, which takes the contribution of hydrostatic stress into consideration as
the yield criterion, was used in this model.
On the other hand, cage characteristics such as shape, material and positioning
were also expected to have a significant influence on subsidence risk. Previous stud-
ies have used FE models to compare among commercial cages, but only some of them
have discussed the influence of cage material [109] or shape [150][62] using paramet-
ric or optimization methods. In their study, Hsu et al.[150] used a genetic algorithm
to find the cage shape with an optimal subsidence resistance. However, they assumed
flat endplates instead of real geometry which may lead to a more uniform pressure
distribution and an underestimation of subsidence risk. Later on, a study compar-
ing a standard cage with a custom-fit one showed that patient-specific cage geometry
could reduce the stress concentration on the endplates [62]. However, these studies
provided a limited prediction of subsidence as they used elastic material models.
Lastly, in the last years, some efforts have been made to develop patient-specific
devices based on 3D-printed technologies. Applying this technique to the interverte-
bral spacers would allow to individualize the implant design in accordance with the
predicted biomechanical behaviour. Moreover, the use of scaffolds offers the oppor-
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tunity of functionalise the material with osteoinductive proteins to achieve a quicker
and more solid bony fusion. However, the relatively weak initial material strength
compared to permanent materials may be problematic. In addition, although degrad-
ability is a desirable feature of orthopedic implants for bone healing, the reduction
in material properties due to degradation should be timed to coincide with the in-
crease in mechanical stability resulting from bone growth. Previous studies showed
the suitability of these devices following the evolution of bony fusion in animal models
[1][377]. Other researchers found that cages printed by integrated global-local topol-
ogy optimization were able to withstand typical human lumbar spinal loads and anal-
ysed computationally the mechanical integrity of the cage within the spine [176].
This chapter aims to fulfil three different goals:
• First of all, a FE model of the whole human lumbar spine was simulated in the
intact stage and after surgery with the cage placed in a stand-alone fashion or
in combination with PSF. In addition, two different cage designs corresponding
to postero lateral interbody fusion (PLIF) and transforaminal interbody fusion
(TLIF) were compared. The role that ligament pre-strain and cage-endplate in-
terface play in spinal behaviour was discussed in a FSU. Thus, the biomechanics
of the affected and adjacent segments were investigated and, whether a stand-
alone cage is a feasible option for the treatment of lumbar disc diseases or not,
was discussed.
• Secondly, the influence of different cage parameters on segment stability and
subsidence risk was studied in a patient-specific FSU. The main contribution of
this study was the evaluation of cage subsidence with an elasto-plastic material
formulation with different behaviour for traction and compression for the bone.
This work may provide a useful tool for the preclinical evaluation of the device
and the prediction of surgery outcomes in each specific patient.
• Finally, different scaffolds designs, manufactured using additive 3D-printed tech-
niques, were built and mechanically tested to evaluate whether it may be a suit-
able option to build patient-specific implants or not.
5.2 Materials & methods
5.2.1 FE models of the surgical treated lumbar spine
The poro-hyperelastic FE model of the whole lumbar spine (L1-S1) presented in
Chapter 1 was modified to create four different post-surgical models adding instru-
mentation as shown in Figure 5.1. These models can be summarized as follows: 1)
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Intact; 2) Stand-alone cage (TLIF); 3) Stand-alone cage (PLIF); 4) Cage (TLIF) + PSF;
and 5) Cage (PLIF) + PSF.
5.2.1.1 Stand-alone cage
Two different commercial cages were modelled using Rhinoceros 5.0 (Robert Mc-
Neil & Associates, USA): the first one, used for TLIF approach was a single bean shape
piece (OLYS®, Scient’x, Alphatec Spine Inc., France); the second, used for PLIF ap-
proach, consisted of two rectangular parallel pieces (NEOLIF®, Biomet, Germany).
Both of them were made of PEEK (E=3,600MPa, ν= 0.38) [346] and meshed with tetra-
hedral elements with a mean element size of 0.5mm. For both cases, a discectomy
was simulated, the NP was completely removed and the AF was adapted to the cage
geometry. The cages were placed as shown in Figure 5.1b, maintaining the facet joints
and all ligaments intact as described elsewhere [28]. Penetration of the cage through
the annulus was avoided, whereas a surface-to-surface sliding-contact with a 0.5 fric-
tion coefficient [348] was set to the cage-endplate interface considering the effect of
the serrated faces of the cage. The implant size was determined by an expert physi-
cian according to the patient spine geometry: 12mm height for OLYS cage and 10mm
height for NEOLIF. The remaining AF was characterized as Grade IV degenerated tis-
sue based on the Thompson grading system [344] with the material properties out-
lined in Table 5.1. A 5% of intervertebral space distraction was considered [94] and the
corresponding ligament pre-stress was introduced in the model as initial conditions
(Table 2.2).
Table 5.1: Material elastic and biphasic properties of grade IV degenerated annulus
[251][228].
Elastic parameters Biphasic parameters
C10[MPa] C20[MPa] D[MPa−1] K1[MPa] K2 k0[m4/Ks]
e (void
ratio)
cF,0 n f ,0
Degenerated
annulus
(grade IV)
0.45 2.5 0.306 1.8 11 1.45e-15 2.4 0.9e-4 0.7
Additionally, the sensibility of the lumbar segment motion to ligament pre-stress
was studied in a FSU instrumented with a stand-alone OLYS cage. The FSU motion
was tested in all loading directions for distractions ranging from 0 to 20% of the disc
height, and taking into account that each distraction caused a different initial pre-
stress of the ligaments (Table 5.2). Moreover, to check the influence of friction on cage
migration, three different friction coefficients (0.1; 0.3; 0.5) were simulated in the same
FSU without distraction to study the influence on cage migration.
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a)
b) c)
2) Stand-alone cage (TLIF)
3) Stand-alone cage (PLIF)
4) Cage (TLIF) + PSF
5) Cage (PLIF) + PSF
OLYS
(TLIF)
NEOLIF
(PLIF)
AF
NP
Facet
joints
Frictionless
Sliding contact
Vertebra perforation
Screw placement
Tied contact
screw-bone
L1
L2
L3
L4
L5
S1
Friction
contact
Non penetration
AF-cage
1) Intact model
ITL
ALL
SSL
ISL
JC
PLL
FL
Friction
contact
Figure 5.1: a) (1) Intact model (L1-S1). Frontal and lateral view of the whole lumbar spine with a
schematic representation of the boundary and loading conditions and the ligaments [Antero lon-
gitudinal ligament (ALL); Postero longitudinal ligament (PLL); Intertransverse ligament (ITL);
Interspinous ligament (ISL) capsular ligaments (JC); flaval ligament (FL); Supraspinous liga-
ment (SSL)] (left). Top view of L5 and the disc between L4L5 (right). b) Stand-alone models. Two
different cages were introduced in the L4L5 interbody space: (2) TLIF cage (OLYS) and (3) PLIF
cage (NEOLIF). A lateral view of the whole lumbar spine and the top view of cages placement are
shown. c) Cage + PSF models. The stand-alone models have been supplemented with PSF after
the perforation of L4 and L5 vertebrae: (4) TLIF + PSF and (5) PLIF + PSF.
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Table 5.2: Ligament pre-stress in stand-alone models caused by intervertebral space
distraction (from 0 to 20% of the intact IVD height) during cage insertion.
Pre-stress
[MPa]
Intervertebral space distraction
0% 1% 2% 3% 4% 5% 7.5% 10% 15% 20%
ALL 0 0.168 0.344 0.499 0.663 0.804 1.227 1.620 2.410 3.160
PLL 0 0.003 0.007 0.011 0.015 0.019 0.034 0.051 0.097 0.016
LF 0 0.003 0.007 0.011 0.015 0.020 0.035 0.053 0.101 0.169
ITL 0 0.004 0.009 0.014 0.020 0.026 0.052 0.085 0.199 0.387
JC 0 0.051 0.104 0.150 0.197 0.237 0.358 0.471 0.673 0.848
ISL 0 0.006 0.012 0.017 0.023 0.028 0.042 0.056 0.081 0.105
SSL 0 0.003 0.006 0.009 0.013 0.017 0.030 0.046 0.090 0.154
5.2.1.2 Cage with PSF
To provide additional stability, the previous models were supplemented with PSF.
L4 and L5 vertebrae were perforated before screw insertion as shown in Figure 5.1c. A
tied contact was assumed at the bone-screw interface. The fixation (diameter of rods
and screws of 5mm) was made of titanium (E= 100,000MPa, ν= 0.33)[373] and meshed
with tetrahedral elements of 1mm size.
5.2.2 Parametric study of subsidence risk
5.2.2.1 FE model of a FSU
L4-L5 segment was isolated from the model presented in Chapter 2 to evaluate
the influence of cage insertion (Figure 5.2a). The model was remeshed to increase the
accuracy of the results in the bone. The cortical bone was assumed to have a constant
thickness of 0.5mm [325] and meshed with quadratic hexahedral elements of 2mm
size. The cancellous bone was meshed with tetrahedral elements of 2mm mean size.
Bone was characterized as a transversal isotropic material with a Druker−Prager cap
plasticity formulation (see Section 5.2.2.3). The free space between the AF and the
cage was filled with granulation tissue and meshed with tetrahedral elements. The
mechanical properties for the cortical and cancellous bone are summarized in Table
5.3.
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Radius
Axes distance
Thickness
Hole 
height
Curvature
c) d) e)
Radius
Axes distance
Thickness
Hole 
height
Curvature
AP position [Y]
AP position
18 [16..20] mm
4 [3..5] mm
2 [1..3] mm
10 [0..20] %
None [2..8] mm
0 [-3..3] mm
Y
X
a) b)
Cortical bone
Cancellous
bone
EP
AF
Cage
ALL
FJ
FL
ITL
JC
SSL
ISL
PLL
Friction contact Frictionless sliding
contact
Normal non-penetration condition
Z
Y
AF
FJ
Figure 5.2: a) FSU model including cortical and cancellous bone, endplates (EP), annulus fibro-
sus (AF), ligaments. b) Details of the mesh and contact definitions of the FE model. c) Interbody
cage design and parametrization. d) Cage placement on L5 vertebra, the cage was moved along
the anteroposterior direction. Granular tissue was considered between the annulus fibrosus (AF)
and the cage. The facet joint (FJ) cartilage of L5 is shown. e) Parameter variation (Neutral values
[min..max]).
5.2.2.2 Parametric FE model of the intervertebral cage
A parametric model of a bean-shaped cage was created using Python scripting
in ABAQUS 6.13 (SIMULIA, Providence, RI, USA) (Figure 5.2c). The nucleus pulposus
was removed and the annulus scraped to host the cage. Furthermore, due to the lat-
eral approach, no ligament was resected. The cage was placed at a central position
and moved along the anteroposterior direction as shown in Figure 5.2d. Different fea-
tures were modified: the axes distance, radius and thickness modified the cage size
and cross-sectional area; the curvature, defined as the percentage of the difference
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Table 5.3: Elastic and inelastic material properties of the vertebral bone. *[214][185]
>[214][187]
Young modulus
[MPa]
Poisson coef.
Yield stress
[MPa]
Ultimate
yield
strain [%]
Cortical
bone*
EX X =EY Y =11,300 νX Y =0.0484 Tension 155
-
EZ Z =22,000 νY Z =νX Z =0.203
GX Y =3,800 Compression 173
GY Z =GX Z =5,400
Cancellous
bone>
EX X =EY Y =140 νX Y =0.045 Tension 1.75 1.59
EZ Z =200 νY Z =νX Z =0.315
GX Y =GY Z =GX Z =48.3 Compression 1.92 1.45
between the central and the lateral height of the cage, varied the congruence between
the cage and the vertebral bodies. In addition, a transversal hole (7mm width) with
a modifiable height was introduced to vary the effective stiffness of the cage. Each
parameter was varied uniformly between minimum and maximum values with a to-
tal of 9 values per parameter. Neutral parameter values corresponded to the standard
shape of commercial implants. One parameter was varied at a time while maintaining
neutral values for all other parameters. The upper and lower limits and the neutral
values for each parameter are summarized in Figure 5.2e. The cage was meshed with
linear hexahedral elements after a sensitivity mesh analysis (0.7mm size) and made
of PEEK (E=4100MPa, ν=0.36, Yield stress=100-115MPa)(PEEK-OPTIMA®, InvibioTM
Biomaterials Solutions).
5.2.2.3 Druker−Prager Cap plasticity formulation
The plasticity model presented by Drucker & Prager in 1952 [86] has been ex-
tended including modifications such as the Cap surface. The addition of that cap al-
lows plastic consolidation modelling. The yield surface in the meridional (p-q) stress
plane is defined by a line representing yielding in shear (Fs ), and an arc representing
yielding in compression (Fc ) as shown in Figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.3: Drucker-Prager Cap yield surface.
According to the diagram, p is the
equivalent pressure stress (Eq 5.1) and q
the Mises equivalent stress (Eq 5.2).
p =−1
3
tr ace(σ) (5.1)
q =
√
3
2
(S : S) (5.2)
Where S is the stress tensor.
The shear yielding surface is defined by Eq 5.3 with t representing the yield surface
in the deviatoric plane (Eq 5.4), β the friction angle (43°for bone [235]) of the material
and d the cohesion of the material related to the uniaxial compression yield stress (Eq
5.5).
Fs = t −p tanβ−d = 0 (5.3)
t = 1
2
[
1+ 1
K
−
(
1− 1
K
)(
r
q
)3]
(5.4)
Where K is the ratio of the yield stress in triaxial tension to the yield stress in
triaxial compression and r the third invariant of deviatoric stress.
d =
(
1− 1
3
tanβ
)
σc (5.5)
On the other hand, the compression cap yielding surface is defined by Eq 5.6.
Fc =
√
(p−pa)2+
[
Rq
1+α−α/cosβ
]2
−R(d +pa tanβ)= 0 (5.6)
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Where α is a small number to define a smooth transition between the cap and
the shear surface, R a material parameter which defines the cap shape, and pa repre-
sents the volumetric plastic strain driven by hardening. For this model, α and R were
arbitrarily set to 0.07 and 0.5, respectively. Instead of assuming ideal plasticity, a hard-
ening law was defined by the evolution of pb with the volumetric inelastic strain. After
an element underwent compressive yield, Young’s modulus was reduced to the post
yield modulus, which was set to 5% the initial elastic modulus [257].
5.2.2.4 Boundary conditions
For the whole lumbar spine, the loading and boundary conditions were those ex-
plained in Section 2.4. For the parametric model an axial preload of 500N was applied
followed by±7.5Nm moment load in flexion-extension, lateral bending and axial rota-
tion at the centre of L4 while movement at the lower portion of L5 was restricted [119].
A surface-to-surface contact with a friction coefficient of 0.5 was assigned to the cage-
endplate interface [356]. The penetration of the cage into the granulation tissue was
avoided with a normal non-penetrating contact (Fig 5.2b).
5.3 Results
5.3.1 Comparison among cages alone or in combination with PSF
5.3.1.1 Movement of the affected segment
Moment-rotation curves were analysed and compared for all the models to see
the effect of surgery over the segment mobility as shown in Figure 5.4. When PSF
was used, a dramatic loss of motion occurred regardless the load direction or surgical
approach, although the immobilization was more pronounced in flexion, extension
and LB than in AR. Meanwhile, the stand-alone cages allowed for a wider ROM without
exceeding the movement of the intact segment. The stiffness, defined as the moment
applied divided by the ROM achieved, of L4-L5 segment in models (2) and (3) were
greater in extension and AR movements (around 75%) than in flexion and LB (around
25%). Comparing between cages, the one used for TLIF approach (2) showed a higher
ROM restriction in AR, whereas the one used for PLIF (3) approach reduced more the
extension rotation. In flexion and LB the behaviour of the spine with both surgeries
was similar.
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Figure 5.4: Range of motion in L4-L5 segments in flexion, extension, lateral bending and axial
rotation for TLIF (top) and PLIF (bottom) approaches in comparison with the intact movement.
Regarding the influence of ligament pre-stress, the sensibility study showed that
ALL, JC and, at high distraction levels, ITL were the most affected by space distraction
(Table 5.2). The movement was reduced in all loading directions by increasing the dis-
traction, contributing to segment stabilization. ALL affected the extension movement,
while JC decreased the rotation primarily in flexion and AR. LB movements were the
less influenced by the pre-stress (Figure 5.5).
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5.3.1.2 Subsidence risk
To evaluate the risk of subsidence, and therefore, the intervertebral space height
reduction, the contact pressure in the cage-endplate interface was studied for the
stand-alone models (2) and (3). With both cages the magnitude of contact pressure
was similar; however, as shown in Figure 5.6, the footprint left by each cage differed.
When NEOLIF was used, the pressure was more concentrated at the corners of the
cages, while with the OLYS cage the contact pressures were distributed in a larger area
on the central region. These results suggest that the cage geometry and placement
may be important parameters in the prevention of the subsidence risk.
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5.3.1.3 Cage migration risk
The relative displacement of the cages within the vertebrae, summarized in Table
5.4, was smaller when the OLYS cage was used excluding flexion. The highest slip
distances were reported in AR with NEOLIF cage, which are the only ones exceeding
150µm. Furthermore, as expected, the displacement direction of the cage depended
on the applied loads: for flexion-extension movements the highest slip occurred in
antero-posterior direction; while for LB and AR, the cage slipped in lateral direction.
Table 5.4: Maximum relative displacement between cage and endplate at the top and
bottom surfaces in flexion, extension, lateral bending (LB) and axial rotation (AR). The
direction of the displacement was represented in brackets: (AP) Antero-posterior and
(LAT) Lateral.
Relative displacement [µm] OLYS (2) NEOLIF (3)
FLEXION 79 (AP) 36 (AP)
EXTENSION 54 (AP) 75 (AP)
LB RIGHT 27 (LAT) 94 (LAT)
LB LEFT 7 (LAT) 83 (LAT)
AR RIGHT 88 (LAT) 295 (LAT)
AR LEFT 92 (LAT) 452 (LAT)
In the study of the FSU, the relative movement showed to be greatly dependent
on cage-endplate friction coefficient. By decreasing the friction, the relative displace-
ment of the implant increased as shown in Figure 5.7.
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Figure 5.7: Influence of cage-endplate interfacial friction on the relative displacement of the
stand-alone OLYS cage and the directions where the maximum displacement took place. (EXT:
Extension; FLEX: Flexion; LB: Lateral bending; AR: Axial rotation)
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5.3.1.4 Biomechanical changes in affected and adjacent IVD.
In the remaining AF of the affected segment (L4L5), the maximal and minimal
principal stresses almost disappeared when PSF was used in flexion-extension and
LB and were reduced to a half in AR, as shown in Figure 5.8. On the other hand, the
models with stand-alone cages suffered compressive stresses higher than those of the
intact discs and tension stresses lower with the exception of NEOLIF cage in right ro-
tation.
Attending to the adjacent segments, the PSF caused a higher increase of principal
stresses as shown in Figure 5.8. In flexion, the increase in stresses was more pronounce
in the upper adjacent disc than in the lower one. However, in LB and AR the influence
over upper and lower discs was similar but depends on the load direction and surgical
approach. The adjacent discs to stand-alone constructs experienced a smaller change
but it was also higher in the cranial disc during flexion.
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5.3.2 Parametric study of the cage design and placement
5.3.2.1 Segmental stability
The range of motion (ROM) of the FSU for each cage design and position is shown
in Figure 5.9 together with the rotation of the intact segment. The parameters exerting
the strongest effects were radius and anteroposterior position. The segment stability
was improved increasing the radius, which means a wider cage, in all loading direc-
tions. A longer cage, increasing the axes distance, improved the stability in extension
and lateral bending while a higher curvature led to the opposite outcome. In addi-
tion, in axial rotation a flat cage was more unstable than a biconvex one. On the other
hand, the antero-posterior positioning of the cage had a different impact depending
on the load direction: an anteriorly placed cage increased the stability in flexion, lat-
eral bending and axial rotation but decreased it in extension. However, an extreme
posterior placement also increased the rotation in extension.
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segment would be unstable.
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5.3.2.2 Facet joint forces
In flexion, the facet joints remained unloaded for the intact model. However, the
presence of a cage led to the appearance of facet forces, which were not significant in
comparison with those depicted in Figure 5.10 for extension, lateral bending, and axial
rotation. As mentioned before, short cages and high curvatures caused instability of
the segment increasing the facet forces more than 20% in extension and lateral bend-
ing, and more than 30% in axial rotation. On the contrary, a drastic reduction of the
facet forces was obtained when the cage was posteriorly placed because most of the
load was transmitted through the endplates instead of through the posterior elements.
Although in general, more stability was accompanied by a facet force reduction, this
force was in many cases higher than in the intact segment. This increment is related
to the displacement of the instantaneous centre of rotation (ICR).
5.3.2.3 Risk of cage subsidence
After a careful analysis of the results, it was observed that the maximum peak
contact pressures appeared for flexion and lateral bending movements at the bottom
endplate. Due to the irregularities of the endplate geometry, these peak pressures
took place on small areas and did not follow a uniform trend with the variations of
the parameters. Therefore, the nominal contact pressures were analyzed. Once again,
flexion and lateral bending transmitted the highest forces through the endplates and:
radius, curvature and anteroposterior positioning, exerted the greatest influence. Re-
garding the bone integrity, it was observed that these parameters also had the greatest
influence in the appearance of inelastic strains. Furthermore, caudal vertebra pre-
sented a higher volume of failed bone. Here the most significant results are shown;
more details can be found in the Online resource 2. Figure 5.11 depicts the change in
bone volume that had undergone inelastic strains with the most influential cage pa-
rameters. In flexion, it was observed that a cage with a curvature higher than 12.5% or
a radius higher than 4.25mm caused bone failure preceding cage subsidence. In turn,
an anteriorly placed cage also led to bone failure.
On the other hand, in extension, the yield zone moved backward to the vertebral
arch and the facet joints, where the inelastic strains in the arch were primarily caused
by tensile stresses due to the contact between the facet joints. Furthermore, plastic
strains on the endplates were obtained with a posterior positioning of the cage.
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Figure 5.10: Change in the force supported by the most loaded facet joint due to the variation of
each parameter under extension, lateral bending (LB) and axial rotation (AR) in percentage of
the intact force. At the right of each gr ph, the scheme of L5 has been depicted with the direction
and value of the facet joint forces in the intact FSU. The instantaneous center of rotation has been
plotted for the intact case, and the maximum and minimum values of the parameters which
affect the most the facet joint forces (axes distance, curvature and AP position).
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5.4 Discussion
5.4.1 Comparison among cages alone or in combination with PSF
The first aim of this chapter was to compare among intervertebral lumbar cage
surgeries with and without supplemental PSF and argue whether a stand-alone cage
is a feasible solution for lumbar disc degeneration and hernia or not. The analysis of
ligament pre-stress and cage-endplate interface behaviour has allowed for a deep dis-
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cussion of segment stability and cage migration. Five different variations of a whole
lumbar spine FE model were built to compare between cages commonly used for two
different approaches (TLIF and PLIF) and those in combination with PSF. Addition-
ally, a FE model of a single FSU was used to test the sensibility of lumbar motion
to changes in ligament pre-stress, and the relative displacement due to variations in
cage-endplate friction.
The results revealed a drastic reduction in ROM when PSF was used in flexion,
extension and LB. In AR the addition of posterior fixation considerably reduced the
movement but it allowed for around 1°of rotation. Meanwhile stand-alone cages al-
lowed for a greater ROM. The segment stiffness increased around 25-35% in flexion
and LB and approximately 70% in extension and AR. Considering that spine instabil-
ity occurs if the ROM of the affected segment exceeds that of the intact segment for
the same moment load [263], all the surgeries kept the segment stable as the stiffness
increased in all cases. And, although the PSF achieved a much more stable union,
stand-alone cages have proven to be sufficient for intervertebral fusion when used in
combination with bone graft [10][223][222]. Furthermore, when no graft is added, a
fibrosis occurred around the implant preventing from migration and preserving some
segmental motion [28]. Other authors have evaluated the ROM for a variety of cage de-
signs and load magnitudes from a computational and experimental point of view. In
vitro studies reported ROM reductions with stand-alone cages between 6 and 70% of
the intact movement in flexion-extension and LB for complete lumbar spines [51][343]
or FSUs [49]. This wide range in experimental findings may be caused by the differ-
ent cages and surgical approaches used. However, all of them agreed in showing that
the restriction in the AR is lower and, in some cases, it was even higher than the in-
tact movement. Moreover, all of them reported a significantly greater segmental stiff-
ness when the cage was augmented with PSF. As well as in vitro studies, FE models
from literature also reported a broad range of ROM reduction depending on cage de-
sign, material and simulation simplifications in whole lumbar spines [70][67] and FSU
[94][180]. But, as happened in experimental works all of them showed a less stabiliza-
tion for AR and more rigid segments with the use of PSF, which is in accordance with
the results of this work except in AR with stand-alone cages. In this work the seg-
ment was stiffer in AR, which could be a consequence of ligament pre-stress, specially
the capsular ligaments. Here the role of ligament pre-stress due to cage insertion in
the stabilization of the segment was considered. ALL and JC ligaments, which are
dominant under extension [206], were the most affected by space distraction. Conse-
quently, the ROM in extension was reduced with increasing distraction. The capsular
ligaments also restricted flexion and AR movements, providing additional stability.
Apart from stability, the interaction between cage and endplate was studied. Cage
subsidence and migration are the most common causes of failure in lumbar surgeries
[223][171] and contact pressure and slip distance can be related to these phenom-
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ena [336]. Herein, both parameters were analysed to assess the risk of failure for each
cage design. The OLYS cage showed an homogeneous contact pressure distributed in
a large contact area. On the contrary, the NEOLIF cage exhibited concentrated con-
tact pressures at the cage edges, as shown in other studies [348][67]. However, while
OLYS cage laid in the central part of the endplate, NEOLIF contact pressures were lo-
cated in the outer part of the bony endplate, where its strength is higher [213]. It is
known that subsidence risk depends on bone properties and is different for each pa-
tient [264][123][178], so a deeper analysis including the local strength of the bony end-
plate would be necessary to discuss which cage is more likely to subside.
On the other hand, relative micromotions on the cage-endplate interface were
in the range reported by Chen et al. (2008) [68]. The slip distances found were un-
der the critical level of relative micromotion of 150µm for bone ingrowth [280] except
for AR with NEOLIF cage, thus no risk of migration was encountered for stand-alone
cages. In general, LB is the less risky movement, while AR has a higher probability of
causing relative displacements of the cages. In fact, cage retropulsion is more likely
to be caused by flexion, where the slip distances were under the above-said threshold.
For this analysis, a friction coefficient of 0.5 was assumed because of the serrated cage
surfaces. A study of the influence that friction has in the relative displacement of the
cage showed that decreasing friction coefficient increased the slippage, especially for
very low friction values.
Finally, the stress distribution in the affected and adjacent segments was anal-
ysed. The addition of PSF reduced the maximal and minimal principal stresses in the
remaining annulus by more than 50%. The stand-alone construct also caused a reduc-
tion in the maximal stresses around 30%, however the minimal principal stresses were
increased in some movements. Additionally, it has been hypothesized that the addi-
tion of PSF could lead to the development of IVD degeneration in the segments adja-
cent to the fused level due to alterations in the stress-strain distribution [90][117][352].
In this work, a greater increase in tension and compression stresses has been reported
for the models with PSF, while the stand-alone slightly alters the stress distribution in
the adjacent segments, which is also seen in the literature [68]. Moreover, the change
in stresses in the cranial segment was greater than in the caudal one, which matches
with the incidence of reoperations reported clinically [322].
Although special care has been taken in reproducing the physiological behaviour
of the tissues and the events after the surgery, this work has several limitations. De-
spite spinal ligaments exhibit a non-linear, anisotropic and viscoelastic response [302]
[44][63][147], they have been simulated as non-linear uniaxial elements. A shell or 3D
model of the ligaments would allow for the implementation of a more accurate ma-
terial behaviour and for taking into account the tension caused by disc bulging [147].
However, the pre-stress has been demonstrated to influence more than anisotropy in
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intersegmental motion. Furthermore, few experimental data are available regarding
spinal ligament pretension. For deeper studies more experimental work is needed. A
tie contact was defined at bone-screw interface assuming bone growth. This assump-
tion is valid if the surgeries are evaluated in a long-term state. Only quasi-static loads
were applied to the models. For a more accurate evaluation of the surgical technique,
cyclic and impact loading should be considered.
5.4.2 Parametric study of the cage design and placement
The second goal of this chapter was to investigate the effect of varying interbody
cage design and placement on the risk of subsidence. FE models with a post-yield
characterization of the vertebral bone were used to achieve this purpose. Because this
work aims to provide a useful tool for preoperative evaluation: stability, facet forces
and bone integrity have been studied as key factors to achieve a successful fusion
surgery.
Historically, supplementary fixation has proved to provide greater stability, how-
ever, recent clinical studies have shown successful fusion using stand-alone cages
[10][357]. In this study, a stand-alone cage was tested using a patient specific geometry
and a movement exceeding the physiological ROM was deemed unacceptable. Thus,
better stability was predicted for wider and longer cages in agreement with in vitro
and clinical findings [223][281]. Nonetheless, the maximum cage width would be ul-
timately determined by the risk of neural injury during the insertion. Cage placement
has also demonstrated a high impact in segmental stability. As seen in clinical prac-
tice an anterior positioning of the cage makes for a more stable construct [58]. In our
study, all rotations were reduced when the cage was anteriorly placed except for ex-
tension movement. Similarly, previous studies reviewed elsewhere [264] have shown
greater instabilities in extension. In these studies, the instability may be caused by the
removal of stabilizing structures such as ALL and facet joints while, here, these struc-
tures were preserved, simulating a minimally invasive surgery, and allowed to achieve
a stable construct by varying the device design and placement.
Besides, an alteration in the load transmission through the posterior elements
was observed with the variation of the interbody cage design. In their study, Schmidt
et al. [316] showed how these forces strongly depend on the total disc replacement de-
sign. Our results showed that the higher the stabilization achieved the less the forces
except for position variation. However, facet forces were higher than the intact ones
for most of the analysed cases, which seems to be inconsistent with the idea of load
sharing between posterior elements and a stiff interbody spacer. This inconsistency
may be explained by the displacement of the ICR. In axial rotation, where the highest
load increment was reported, the ICR moved towards the centre of the disc, in agree-
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ment with Schmidt’s findings, changing the motion pathway of the upper vertebra
and, therefore, the contact through the facet joints. In fact, when the cage was pos-
teriorly placed the facet forces significantly decreased in all movements because the
load was mainly transmitted through the implant.
Finally, cage subsidence risk has been previously predicted based on contact pres-
sures [109], Von Misses stresses [62] and total reaction forces [150]. However, none of
these outcomes account for bone failure which is the actual cause of subsidence. Here,
the maximum peak pressures were similar to those obtained previously [109], but no
constant trend was found with the variation of the cage design parameters. The irreg-
ularities of the endplates naturally result in small contact areas with high loads, which
may explain why the pressures did not show any trend when varying the design. Thus,
they hindered the discussion of which parameters will enhance subsidence resistance.
However, these pressures provoke stresses in the underlying bone which may cause
inelastic strains. In our model, the implementation of a Drucker-Prager cap plasticity
material behaviour allowed to predict bone failure and, therefore, cage subsidence.
Contrary to other studies [170] which found more inelastic strains in extension or lat-
eral bending, in our model plastic strains were more prone to occur in the anterior
part of the caudal vertebra during flexion. This difference may be related to the use of
posterior fixation by Jalil et al. which restricted the flexion motion decreasing the com-
pressive force on the anterior part of the endplates. Regarding the cage parameters,
the inelastic strains increased for cages with: high radius, high curvature and an an-
terior position. Thus, a wider cage enhanced stability at the same time that increased
the risk of subsidence, and the same occurred with an anteriorly placed cage. So an
equilibrium between stabilization and subsidence should be reached to determine
the best cage design. In agreement with our results, previous FE studies showed that a
higher cage stiffness would increase the risk of subsidence [109]. By contrast, clinical
studies have shown that a wider cage increases the subsidence resistance [223][202]
because they lay in the peripheral region where the structural properties of the lum-
bosacral endplates are superior [213]. This disagreement is due to the fact that in
this study uniform properties have been considered due to the lack of material data.
Lastly, in extension, the yield zone moved backward to the vertebral arch and is mainly
caused by tensile stresses. Here a constant cortical thickness was considered for the
entire vertebra, however, the arch has actually a thicker cortical layer and, therefore,
the stiffness of this part is higher and the inelastic strains would decrease.
This study has a number of limitations. Firstly, a high friction coefficient at the
cage-endplate interface was used, assuming that the surfaces of the cages are pre-
pared with a serrated geometry or roughness to avoid slippage of the device [68]. Nev-
ertheless, this parameter would be more important for the risk of cage migration than
for cage subsidence which is the goal of this work. Secondly, when modelling the
mechanical behaviour of the endplates linear elasticity and constant thickness were
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assumed. Modelling using a hyperelastic material and irregular thickness would al-
low for a more accurate analysis of endplate behaviour. Regarding the facet joints,
the properties were taken in accordance with other previous studies, however, slight
changes in the gap distance, the degree of curvature or the facet orientation can lead to
different results. In this study, the results have been normalized with the intact data for
comparison. In the model, the cage insertion canal was not explicitly modelled. Given
that the simulated surgery corresponded to a TLIF approach an anterolateral annular
defect should have being included for a more actual prediction. However, although it
is expected to cause some asymmetry in the results, the largest part of the load was
transmitted through the cage and the posterior elements so it was assumed that the
difference would not be significant. Furthermore, the distraction of the segment due
to the cage press-fit was not included. If the cage height would be higher than the
initial disc height, all the surrounding structures such as ligaments, muscles and an-
nular fibres would present a pre-strain which would increase the load in the cage and,
therefore, the contact pressures on the endplates. Nevertheless, considering that this
pre-strain would affect all the cases, the predicted trends with varying parameters is
expected to be unaltered. For a more deep understanding of the effect of segment dis-
traction, a further parametric study should be performed varying cage height, and also
considering that the segment would adapt to the cage differently in each position de-
pending on the specific geometry, so that the pre-strain state of each structure would
change from one to another. Furthermore, subsidence is directly related to bone qual-
ity which must be cautiously evaluated preoperatively. In this model, the material
properties chosen for bone modelling corresponded with the lowest ones found in the
literature [187] to create the worst possible scenario. Moreover, they were considered
uniform along the endplates. A characterization of the local thickness and bone min-
eral density of the cortical and cancellous bone would improve the subsidence pre-
diction. Besides, as was shown in other studies [9] the vertebral endplate morphology
follows the bone remodelling principles. When an implant is placed, the load sharing
among the different regions of the endplate modified the mechanical environment of
the bone forming cells initiating a remodelling process which may lead to a new situ-
ation. In further studies, the adaptive bone response to mechanical alterations should
be studied in combination with its inelastic behaviour. Finally, a quasistatic load was
applied to cross compare among implants while the physiologic environment of the
lumbar segment would be better reproduced by a cyclic loading. It is expected that the
elements which underwent inelastic strains accumulate damage over time driving to
the progressive sinking of the implant into the vertebral body. Nevertheless, this study
aims for the comparison between cage designs, so it is expected that the higher the
inelastic strains in the static case, the higher the accumulated damage during time.
This model goes a step forward in subsidence prediction with the possibility to
discern if the bone will fail under the cage pressure or not. It was seen that cage design
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and placement played an important role in the biomechanical behaviour of the FSU
after lumbar surgery. A compromise between stabilization and bone integrity should
be reached by modifying the width, length, curvature and position of the cage for each
specific patient. For that purpose, the model presented above may be a useful tool for
the preoperative evaluation of patient-specific surgery outcome.
5.4.3 3D-printed cages
A bean shape cage was printed with a geometry similar to those cages previously
studied (1)(Fig 5.12). Posteriorly, a porous structure was added into the gaps with a
mean pore size around 300-400µm, which is thought to promote bone growth (2).
Finally, transversal holes were made in the mid-height of the cage varying the cage
stiffness and the possibility of bone growth (3).
1) Bean 
shaped cage
2) Bean 
shaped cage
+ Porous 
structure
3) Bean shaped 
cage with 
transversal holes
+ Porous 
structure
3D printed scaffold FE model
Fibre 
spacing=0.35mm
Fibre 
thickness=0.2mm
Fibre 
spacing=0.35mm
Fibre 
thickness=0.2mm
Bean shape (blue)
Holes (orange 
 & green)
3D printer parameters
Figure 5.12: Three different designs for 3D-printed cages and their corresponding FE models,
built with the listed printer parameters.
A 3D bioplotter from RegenHU (3D Discovery) was used to print two cages of
each type. Polycaprolactone (PCL), Mw = 45,000 (Sigma-Aldrich) was melted at 68°Cin
the printing chamber. A screw driven piston (24rev/min, screw diameter 1cm) ex-
truded the PCL onto a coverslip at a pressure of 0.45MPa. A 25 Gauge straight nee-
dle was used throughout to plot PCL resulting in fibre diameters of approximately
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200µm. Compressive mechanical tests were performed using an INSTRON 3366 (In-
stron®, Massachusetts, USA) with a 10kN load cell until 50% of strain or 4,000N load
was reached.
A FE model was built for each cage and inserted into the lumbar spine model to
study the mechanical behaviour of the structure under lumbar loads.
10mm
10mm
1mm
1mm
1mm
1mm
B
B C C
A
A *
Figure 5.13: Microscopic images of the porous structure. All the images correspond to the cage (2)
but the one marked with *, which shows the transversal hole of the cage (3).
A compressive mechanical test was performed to the printed cages as explained
in Section 5.2.3 obtaining the stress-strain curves showed in Figure 5.14a. After the
toe region, a similar elastic modulus was recorded for all the samples, giving a higher
value for one of the cages (1) and (2). However, the elastic limit was clearly lower for
the cages with transversal holes (3), which were not able to withstand lumbar physio-
logical loads without inelastic strains.
A FE analysis of each structure was run assuming uniform properties of the PCL
(E=470MPa), which were experimentally measured by a traction test of a single fibre.
Similar to the results obtained in the experiments, the porous structure introduced
in (2) did not affect the effective elastic modulus as it did the transversal holes. In all
the cases, the effective modulus was underestimated using FE models. This may be a
consequence of the manufacturing method because the melted PCL fibres may fused
with the previous layer during the process decreasing the pore size.
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Figure 5.14: a) Stress-strain curves obtained from the compressive mechanical test of the PCL
cages. b) Von Misses stresses in the PCL fibres of the different FE models.
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TISSUE HEALING DURING LUMBAR FUSION
After lumbar surgery, the blood clots and progenitor cells liberated by the dam-
age of the surrounding tissues create an environment prone to generate new tissues.
In this chapter, two algorithms for tissue healing were implemented. A mechano-
regulated theory and a bio-mechano-regulated theory were used to predict fusion af-
ter nucleotomy, internal fixation, anterior plate placement and stand-alone cage in-
sertion. Additionally, the bone remodelling inside the vertebral bodies due to changes
in the mechanical environment was predicted.
6.1 Introduction
Bone healing can occur through two different pathways depending on the condi-
tions. If primary healing takes place, usually under optimal conditions, the bone tis-
sue is directly repaired without the formation of a fracture callus. However, the most
common pathway is the secondary healing which consists of three main phases: in-
flammatory, reparative and remodelling phase. When the tissue is damaged, it’s in-
flammatory response, together with the blood influx, formates a granulation tissue in
the area around the damage. After that, the mesenchymal stem cells (MSC) invade the
granulation tissue and differentiate, driven by biological and mechanical factors, into
different cell phenotypes. During the reparative phase, those cells formate fibrous tis-
sue, cartilage or bone. Finally, the unnecessary areas of regenerated bone are resorbed
during the remodelling phase [55].
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Several computational models have tried to predict the secondary healing pro-
cess from two points of view: mechanical and biological [40]. The mechano-regulated
models relate the mechanical variables with the phenotype to which the cell would
morph. For instance, the model proposed by Claes & Heigele [72] determines whether
bone, cartilage or fibrous tissue will be formed based on the hydrostatic pressure
and the strain. Differently, Lacroix & Prendergast developed a model based on the
poroelastic behaviour of the tissues. In particular, shear strains and fluid velocity
are the variables which control the differentiation process [197]. On the contrary,
the bio-regulated models are controlled by biological factors such as precursor cells
and growth factors, and some of them introduced processes as angiogenesis [26][114].
However, there are some models in the literature that combine both approaches such
as the one developed by Andreikiv et al. [18]. Starting from the mechano-regulation
theory proposed by Prendergast et al. [290], they included cells diffusion, proliferation
and differentiation as well as tissue formation applied to a long bone callus.
Big efforts have been made to computationally simulate the healing process of
different structures for the widely studied long bone callus [197][164], to mandibular
symphyseal distraction [41] or lumbar vertebral fracture [40]. However, the fusion pro-
cess, which takes place after lumbar surgery, has ussually been neglected, although
the pattern of bone growth or the appearance of fibrotic tissue are key factors for
surgery success or failure. Only one model was found in the literature that studied
the development of lumbar fusion after different cages insertion in an asisymmetric
mechano-regulated model [286][29].
With a long and distinguished history, the nucleotomy is considered a gold stan-
dard for the surgical treatment of disc herniation [225][285]. Although widely debated,
up to now there is no consensus about the amount of nucleus tissue to be removed
during surgery to find the ideal compromise between the beneficial relief of painful
nerve root impingement and potential adverse effects like segmental instability that
boost the degenerative cascade and thus the recurrence of pain [165]. The endplate
between the vertebral body and the intervertebral disc is an important structure for
the nutrition of the disc [143][354], which is also known to deform significantly un-
der compressive loads [47]. It seems reasonable that abnormal deformation patterns
following nucleotomy [99] may induce remodelling processes in the endplate and un-
derlying trabecular bone, thus affecting nutrition pathways.
To avoid the progression of disc degeneration following nucleotomy dynamic sta-
bilization systems were shown to be a promising tool [291]. However, different an-
imal model studies have shown a recovery of segmental stability without the need
of additional stabilizing instrumentation [79][347]. Rather, controlled instability (by
allowing 2 mm of anterior-posterior segmental translations) was found to enhance
bone formation in sheep [97]. Additionally, in humans, facetectomy is a part of non-
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instrumented posterolateral fusion approaches with equal postoperative patients’satisfaction
compared to instrumented surgeries [287] and can result in stabilization in patients
with proven degenerative spondylolisthesis [274]. Making use of the natural repara-
tive capacities of the body would avoid implant-related complications with significant
reductions of surgical time, blood loss etc. [247][345].
Intervertebral disc cages appeared in an attempt to supplement the dynamic sta-
bilization increasing the stability of the segment and enhancing the bone formation.
When they were used in a stand-alone fashion, the non-fusion rate was a source of
disagreement, with varying rates from 5% to 40% depending on the use of additional
fixation [13][223], cage material [254], cage design [175][332] and the type and amount
of bone graft used [378][20].
Recent animal studies on sheep have shown a stiffening effect of spinal segments
after destabilizing interventions like facetectomy and nucleotomy six month postop-
eratively [297]. With regard to nucleotomy, various hypotheses for the initiation of
a remodelling cascade have been proposed: i) osteoblastic progenitor cell invasion
due to the opening of the subchondral vascular network as a consequence of endplate
damage, ii) the osteogenic transformation of residing cells within the nucleus pulpo-
sus due to degeneration by increased OPG levels and immunopositivity of Runx2, the
presence of ALP activity and/ or iii) a progressive ossification of the peridiscal liga-
ments due to increased segmental motion with subsequent inflammation, fibrosis,
calcification by significant up-regulation of angiopoietin-like protein 2 (Angptl2) and
TGF- β [246][365].
The overall goal of this chapter was to describe comprehensively the mechanics
of the lumbar functional spinal unit and to search for possible explanations that may
trigger the bone formation. To this end, two different approaches have been devel-
oped:
• A mechano-regulated model based on the theory presented by Claes & Heigele
[72] including vertebral bone remodelling according to the theory of Huiskes et
al. [153]. With this model, the possibility of segmental fusion after nucleotomy,
internal fixation, and anterior plate placement was investigated, as well as the
role of disc height loss.
• A bio-mechano-regulated model based on the theory proposed by Prendergast
et al. [290] adding the diffusion, proliferation, and differentiation of different
cell’s populations. The fusion after stand-alone cage placement was analysed
with this model under different loading conditions.
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6.2 Materials & Methods
6.2.1 Mechano-regulated model
6.2.1.1 Finite element model
Due to the high computational cost associated to the iterative process imple-
mented in this Chapter and the complexity of the patient specific model, a finite ele-
ment model of an intact L4-L5 ligamentous FSU was built based on anatomical land-
marks instead of using the segmented geometry. The geometrical parameters were
taken from [270][268]. Since both, the anatomy and the loading conditions, were sym-
metrical with respect to the sagittal plane, only half of the structure was simulated.
The model consists of distinct structural regions, namely cancellous bone, cortical
bone, posterior bony elements, annulus fibrosus (AF), nucleus pulposus (NP), carti-
laginous and bony endplates (EP) and seven major ligaments. Additionally, an an-
terior plate (AP) and an internal fixator (IF) were modelled to simulate two different
stabilization scenarios after nucleotomy.
Except for the collagen fibres and ligaments, first-order hexahedral elements were
used for the intact model. The annulus fibres, organized in concentric layers, and the
spinal ligaments (anterior and posterior longitudinal ligaments, intertransverse, in-
terspinous and supraspinous ligaments, capsular ligament and ligamentum flavum)
were represented by membrane elements with rebar nonlinear properties. Twelve
criss-cross annular fibre layers were considered in the radial direction where each
layer contained nonlinear tension-only fibres. The fibre angles to the disc mid-height
plane varied from ±45°at the innermost layer to ±30°at the outer periphery [144]. The
articulating facet surfaces were modelled using frictionless surface-to-surface con-
tacts. For the current study, the initial gap between the articulating surfaces was taken
to be 0.2 mm. After mesh convergence studies, the model consists of 28.324 solid el-
ements and 1.996 membrane elements with a total of 1.387.496 degrees of freedom
(Fig. 6.1). The AP was modelled using 6 mm-thick shell elements while the posterior
screws and rods were meshed with 5 mm-diameter beam elements.
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Figure 6.1: Finite element model of the intact, nucleotomized and instrumented FSU (a). The
fusion zone delimitates the region where new tissue can be formed. (b) Flow chart of the
bone remodelling and tissue healing processes. The remodelling process and the mechano-
differentiation algorithm are based on the works of Huiskes et al. [154] and Claes & Heigele [72],
respectively.
The annulus ground substance and the nucleus pulposus were modelled using
Mooney-Rivlin hyperelastic material model (Eq. 6.1). The stress-strain behaviour of
the annular fibres and ligaments were described by non-linear curves taken from pre-
vious elastostatic studies [315][314]. The material properties are summarized in Table
6.1.
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W =C1(I1−3)+C2(I2−3)+D(J −1)2 (6.1)
Table 6.1: Material properties used for the different spinal structures, new formed tis-
sues and implants in the healing model.
Materials E [MPa] ν Ref.
Cortical bone 10,000 0.325 [22]
Cancellous bone 100 0.325 [22]
Posterior elements 3,500 0.325 [22]
Cartilaginous endplates 23 0.4 [214]
Facet cartilage 35 0.4 [317]
Titanium 100,000 0.33 [373]
C1 C2 ν Ref
Nucleus pulposus 0.12 0.09 0.499 [331]
Annular matrix 0.56 0.14 0.45 [118]
Annular fibres non-linear stress-strain curves [324]
Ligaments non-linear stress-strain curves [63][282]
Tissue healing E [MPa] ν Ref
Granular tissue 0.2 0.167 [197]
Fibrous tissue 2 0.167 [197]
Cartilage 10 0.167 [197]
New bone 1,000 0.325 [197]
6.2.1.2 Bone remodelling algorithm
An adaptive bone remodelling algorithm [153] was implemented to regulate the
bone mineral density (BMD) ρ of the vertebrae according to the strain energy den-
sity (SED) [53][243]. A cubic relationship between BMD and Young’s modulus E was
employed according to Carter and Hayes [54] (Eq. 6.2):
E = 3790ρ3 (6.2)
The SED divided by the cube of the BMD was used as the mechanical stimulus
to avoid diverging solutions typical for stress-driven models. A piecewise-linear rela-
tionship between the stimulus and the rate of BMD change (Fig. 6.1b) was assumed
(Eq.6.3):
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dB MD
dt
=

4tC (1+ s+h) Si ≥ (1+ s+h)Sr e f
4tC (Si /Sr e f − (1+ s)) (1+ s+h)Sr e f > Si > (1+ s)Sr e f
0 (1+ s)Sr e f ≥ Si ≥ (1− s)Sr e f
4tC (Si /Sr e f − (1− s)) (1− s)Sr e f > Si > (1− s−h)Sr e f
4tC (1− s−h) Si ≤ (1− s−h)Sr e f
(6.3)
Where C is the slope of the remodelling rate, h is the width of the positive slope
zones and 2s the width of the “lazy zone”, in which bone structure stays unchanged
and the rate of BMD change is likely limited by mechanical strength [52][32]. Here, C
was set to 0.1 and the value of both h and s, was set to 0.15. The reference stimulus was
computed as the average of the stimulus in the intact model. The simulations with the
intact model started with a uniform BMD of 0.4g/cm3 and run until an equilibrium
density distribution was reached. Upper and lower limits of 1.6g/cm3 and 0.1g/cm3
were defined, beyond which no change in bone density was allowed.
6.2.1.3 Tissue healing algorithm
In the nucleotomized models, the space left by the removed tissue (nucleus, car-
tilage endplates and annular defect) as well as a 5-mm-thick area around the segment
were assumed eligible for new tissue formation. Except for the remaining annulus
tissue, fully vascularized granulation tissue was assumed to initially occupy these re-
gions. Precursor cells migration from the bone marrow into the granulation tissue was
modelled as a diffusive process (Eq. 6.4).
dn
dt
=DO2n (6.4)
where the cell density n is determined from the diffusion coefficient D, which was
specifically chosen as D=0.8mm/iteration for the granulation tissue and as D=0.2mm/
iteration for the remaining annulus [177]. The cell origin was modelled as a constant
concentration at the center of the vertebral endplates, whereas the maximal cell den-
sity was normalized to 1.
In each iteration, the mechanical stimuli (distortional equivalent strain εd and
hydrostatic strain εH , equations (6.5), (6.6)) were calculated according to the adapted
mechano-regulation theory proposed by Claes and Heigele [72]:
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εd =
2
3
√
[(ε1−ε2)2+ (ε2−ε3)2+ (ε1−ε3)2] (6.5)
εH = 1
3
tr ace(²) (6.6)
where ε1,ε2 and ε3 are principal strains and ² is the strain tensor. The threshold
values of ±1% for hydrostatic strain and 5% for equivalent strain were used for bone
formation. The resorption limits were set to 0.1% and 1% for hydrostatic strain and
for equivalent strain, respectively [286]. Additional empirical rules defined by Shefel-
bine et al. [323] were added to complement the model. i.e., hydrostatic strains higher
than 5% or equivalent strains beyond 15% were considered to cause tissue destruction
morphing any tissue into granular tissue and a differentiation was made between in-
tramembranous and endochondral bone formation as indicated in Figure 6.1b. Based
on the mechanical stimulus the precursor cells could differentiate into fibroblasts,
chondrocytes, and osteoblasts and produce their respective tissue phenotypes. At the
same time, cartilage could also turn into bone during endochondral ossification and
fibrous tissue could morph into cartilage. The differentiation rates are 0.1 it−1, 0.1 it−1
and 0.2 it−1 for the precursor cells, chondroblast and, fibroblast, respectively, while
the resorption rate was 0.05 it−1, adjusted from [163] to avoid instabilities.
The Young’s modulus was calculated depending on the volumetric fractions of
the tissues, according to [53] (Eq. 6.7):
E = Eg r anc3g r an +E f i bc3f i b +Ecar t c3car t +Ebone c3bone (6.7)
where cg r an , c f i b , ccar t , and cbone are the volumetric fractions of granular tissue,
fibrous tissue, cartilage, and bone, respectively, in an element. Poisson’s ratio ν was
calculated as follows [323] (Eq. 6.8):
ν= νg r ancg r an +ν f i bc f i b +νcar t ccar t +νbone cbone (6.8)
with cg r an + c f i b + ccar t + cbone = 1. It was assumed that new bone formation
only occurs on the surfaces of extant bone (in the initial fusion phase at the vertebral
surface), similar to the fracture healing processes [72][350][311]. Therefore, bone ap-
position was allowed when the concentration of bone in a neighbouring element was
above 25%.
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6.2.1.4 Boundary and loading conditions
An iterative procedure (Fig. 6.1b) was implemented to model bone remodelling
and tissue healing processes in a lumbar FSU. The load was applied in two steps: first
axial compression of 500N was applied as a follower load; then, flexion moment of
7.5Nm was added in the following step. The stimulus was calculated as the weighted
average of the results considering 75% of pure compression and 25% compression
plus flexion. To investigate the role of annular fibres, the bone remodelling simula-
tion of the intact segment was run with and without fibres. After BMD reached the
equilibrium, the entire NP and cartilaginous EP were removed, a 1cm-wide defect was
created in the posterior portion of the AF and an external region for possible osteo-
phyte formation was added. Consequently, the disc height was reduced to 75 and 50%
of the initial height to mimic the disc height loss caused by material removal. In addi-
tional simulations, the models were supplied with either AP or IF to study the effects
of these devices in the healing process. The described algorithms were implemented
in python and the simulations were run in ABAQUS 6.13 (SIMULIA, Providence, RI,
USA).
6.2.2 Bio-Mechano-regulated model
To simulate the bio-mechano-regulated healing process, an iterative process was
implemented with two separate analyses in each iteration: a mechanical analysis to
calculate the mechanical stimulus; and a diffusion-differentiation model to compute
the evolution of cell’s concentration. Both analysis were solved using the FE method.
A user defined code was used to manage the data exchange between both analyses
in each iteration, which represented one day. The flow-chart outlined in Figure 6.2a
shows the implementation of the model. At the beginning, all the gap was assumed to
be filled with granular tissue. After the mechanical simulation, the mechanical stim-
ulus was calculated and used as an input for the diffusion-differentiation model. An
initial condition of MSC saturation in the endplates was set during the first seven days.
Once the cell concentrations and tissue fractions were updated, the material proper-
ties used in the granular tissue were recalculated according to the rules of mixtures.
The models are explained in detail below.
6.2.2.1 Finite element model
The 3D finite element models were built using linear hexahedral elements with
a couple pore-displacement formulation in Abaqus6.13 (SIMULIA, Providence, RI,
USA).
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Figure 6.2: a) Flow chart of the bio-mechano-regulated tissue healing model based on the study
of Prendergast et al. [290]. The biological and mechanical parameters were calculated for
i=granular, fibrous, cartilage and bone precursor cells (c) and mass fractions (m). b) Finite el-
ement model of the FSU used for the mechanical analysis. Only the granular tissue was used in
the diffusion-differentiation analysis.
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The FE model (Fig 6.2b) consisted on two vertebrae modelled according with the
average geometry of a L4-L5 segment [270], an intervertebral cage laying at the center
of the space and the region defined for possible tissue formation. Each vertebra was
considered to be formed by an outer layer of cortical bone and an inner core of cancel-
lous bone. The bony endplates, as well as all the IVD (nucleus, annulus and cartilage
endplates), were removed before the insertion of the PEEK stand-alone cage. The in-
tervertebral disc space and an additional area around were assumed to be filled with
granular tissue and, therefore, eligible for tissue formation. All the tissues were char-
acterized as poro-elastic materials with the properties summarised in Table 6.2. The
properties (elastic modulus, Poisson’s coefficient and permeability) of each element
of this region were updated in each iteration according to the rules of mixtures (Eq.
6.7, 6.8 and 6.9).
k = kg r ancg r an +k f i bc f i b +kcar t ccar t +kbone cbone (6.9)
Symmetry boundary conditions were applied at the mid-sagittal plane while the
bottom surface of the vertebra was constrained. The healing process was simulated
for two different loading conditions: an axial load of 500N applied on the upper part
of the vertebra in 0.5s and a 10Nm rotation combined with 500N axial preload. All
the parts were assumed to be tied but at the bone-cage interface, where a surface-to-
surface contact with a friction coefficient of 0.5 was defined. Additionally, the fluid
flow at the cage/granular and bone/cage interfaces was not allowed.
Table 6.2: Poroelastic mechanical properties characterizing the tissues in the bio-
mechano-regulated model [332][197][29][72][290].
E [MPa] v k [m4/Ns] Porosity
Cortical bone 15,750 0.325 1e-17 0.8
Cancellous bone 400 0.325 1e-14 0.04
Granular tissue (gran) 0.4 0.167 1e-14 0.8
Fibrous tissue (fib) 2 0.167 1e-14 0.8
Cartilage (cart) 10 0.167 5e-15 0.8
New bone (bone) 6,000 0.325 3.7e-13 0.8
PEEK 3,600 0.4 - -
6.2.2.2 Tissue healing algorithm
When secondary healing process takes place the cells migrate and differentiate
depending on the local mechanical and biological environment. In this model, the
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relationship between mechanical stimulus and cell differentiation defined by Pren-
dergast et al. [290] was used. Therefore, the mechanical stimulus was defined by the
octahedral shear strain (γ) (Eq. 6.10) and the relative fluid/solid velocity (ν) as defined
by Equation 6.11.
γ= 2
3
√[
(ε1−ε2)2+ (ε2−ε3)2+ (ε1−ε3)2+6
((ε12
2
)2
+
(ε23
2
)2
+
(ε13
2
)2)]
(6.10)
S = γ
a
+ ν
b
(6.11)
where a=0.0375 and b=3µm/s [152]. According to the model, a low stimulus (S <
Smi n) would promote bone tissue formation, a medium stimulus (Smi n < S < Smax )
would stimulate cartilage formation and a high stimulus (S > Smax ) would benefit
fibrous tissue formation. With the thresholds Smi n and Smax equal to 1 and 3 respec-
tively. Additionally, a resorption limit (Sr esor p = 0.01) was set to avoid bone formation
when the mechanical stimulus was not enough to stimulate tissue production [164].
For the differentiation analysis, only the region initially filled with granular tissue was
considered eligible for tissue formation. The MSC migrated from the endplates into
the region depending on the tissue composition. A bone border condition, similar to
that explained for the mechano-regulated model was included to force bone apposi-
tion in the surrounding of extant bone.
Similar to the model presented by Andreykiv et al. [18], the concentration of MSC
and fibroblast were considered as the degrees of freedom in each integration point
giving a total of 16 degrees of freedom in each element. Both cell phenotypes were
able to diffuse, proliferate and differentiate. In the case of MSC, they could morph into
fibroblast, chondroblast and osteoblast (Eq. 6.12). Meanwhile, fibrous progenitor cells
could differentiate into cartilage or bone forming cells and apart from diffusion and
proliferation their density increase because of differentiation from MSC (Eq. 6.13).
dcm
dt
=DmO2cm +Pm(1− ctot )cm −F f (1− c f )cm −Fc (1− cc )cm −Fb(1− cb)cm (6.12)
dc f
dt
=D f O2c f +P f (1− ctot )c f +F f (1− c f )cm −Fc (1− cc )c f −Fb(1− cb)c f (6.13)
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Where cm and c f represent the concentration of MSC and fibroblasts, respec-
tively. The diffusion coefficients (Di ) and proliferation rates (Pi ) were assumed to
vary with the tissue composition at each time point as Di = Di ,0(1−mc −mb) and
Pi = Pi ,0(1−mc −mb) being i = m and b, respectively.
In turn, chondroblasts and osteoblasts were not considered to diffuse, so they
were calculated as explicit parameters in accordance with Eq. 6.14 and 6.15.
dcc
dt
= Pc (1− ctot )cc +Fc (1− cc )(cm + c f )−Fb(1− cb)cc (6.14)
dcb
dt
= Pb(1− ctot )cb +Fb(1− cc )(cm + c f + cc ) (6.15)
With cc and cb the concentration of chondroblasts and osteoblasts, respectively.
On the other hand, the tissue fractions were determined as a function of the cell
densities and the tissue fractions in the previous iteration as defined by Eq. 6.16, 6.17
and 6.18.
dmb
dt
=Qb(1−mb)cb (6.16)
dmc
dt
=Qc (1−mb −mc )cc −Rbcbmc mtot (6.17)
dm f
dt
=Q f (1−mtot )c f − (Rbcb +Rc cc )m f mtot (6.18)
Where mtot = m f +mc +mb and the granulation tissue fraction was calculated
as mg = 1−mtot . The parameters used to characterize the model are summarized in
Table 6.3.
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Table 6.3: Cell’s diffusion, proliferation and differentiation coefficients and tissue
production and resorption rates to characterize the bio-mechano-regulated heal-
ing model. The non-stimulated (N-S) value refers to the value that takes the pa-
rameter when the mechanical stimulus is under the threshold of each specific cell
phenotype.1[127]; 2[26]; 3[327]; 4[239]; 5[382][374]; 6[18]
MSC Fibroblast Chondroblast Osteoblast
Diffusion coef.
Di ,0 [mm2/day]
0.34561 0.11522 - -
Proliferation rate
Pi ,0 [day−1]
1.2 (N-S)3 0.1 (N-S)4 0.75 (N-S)5
0.756
0.53 0.64 0.9255
Differentiation rate
Fi [day−1]
- 0.016 0.36 0.156
Production rate
Qi [day−1]
- 0.066 0.26 0.16
Resorption rate
Ri [day−1]
- - 0.26 0.16
The diffusion-differentiation algorithm presented above was implemented in an
Abaqus user subroutine (UEL) defining a linear hexahedral element with eight inte-
gration points.
According with the weak formulation, the Eq. 6.12 and 6.13 were multiplied by
an arbitrary function (wm and w f respectively) and integrated over the whole domain
(Eq. 6.19 and 6.20).
∫
wTm
[
dcm
dt
−DmO2cm −Pm(1− ctot )cm
+F f (1− c f )cm +Fc (1− cc )cm +Fb(1− cb)cm]dΩ= 0
(6.19)
∫
wTf
[
dc f
dt
−D f O2c f −P f (1− ctot )c f
−F f (1− c f )cm +Fc (1− cc )c f +Fb(1− cb)c f ]dΩ= 0
(6.20)
The degrees of freedom were approximated by multiplying the nodal values by
the shape functions (Eq. 6.21) an the divergence operator eliminated applying Green’s
theorem (Eq. 6.22). Besides, the time derivatives were discretized with finite differ-
ences and in each equation a variable was solved implicitly (Eq. 6.23)
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Ni = 1
8
(1±ξ0ξ)(1±η0η)(1±µ0µ) i = 1..8 (6.21)
∫
Ω
wOqdΩ=
∮
Γ
qndΓ−
∫
Ω
Ow qdΩ (6.22)
dci
dt
= 4ci4t =
(ci ,n+1− ci ,n)
4t (6.23)
Obtaining (Eq. 6.24 and 6.25):
C
(cm,n+1−cm,n)
4t +Kmcm,n+1
− [Pm(1− cc,n − cb,n)−F f −Fc (1− cc,n)−Fb(1− cb,n)]Ccm,n+1
+ (Pm −F f )pmix(cm,n+1,cf,n)+Pm pn(cm,n+1)= 0
(6.24)
C
(cf,n+1− c f ,n)
4t +Kfcf,n+1
− [P f (1− cc,n − cb,n)−Fc (1− cc,n)−Fb(1− cb,n)]Ccf,n+1
+F f Ccm,n + (P f +F f )pmix(cm,n ,cf,n+1)+P f pn(cf,n+1)= 0
(6.25)
With:
C=
∫
Vel
NT N dVel (6.26)
Ki =
∫
Vel
ONT Di N dVel i =m, f (6.27)
pn =
∫
Vel
NT (ciN)
2 dVel i =m, f (6.28)
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pmix =
∫
Vel
NT (cmN)(cfN) dVel (6.29)
Finally, the non-linear terms (pn and pmix) were linearized. The resultant finite
element formulation of the problem is shown in Eq. 6.30
[
Kstiff;m 0
0 Kstiff;f
][
cm,n+1
cf,n+1
]
=
[
FI;m
FI;f
]
(6.30)
Where Kstiff;m and Kstiff;f were introduced in the stiffness matrix (AMATRX) and
the residual vector (RHS) was defined as the difference between the external force
vector and the internal force vector evaluated at the current iteration as defined by Eq.
6.31
RHS= FI;i−Kstiff;iUi (6.31)
6.3 Results
6.3.1 Mechano-regulated model
6.3.1.1 Bone remodelling of the intact segment
The remodelling process started with a uniform increase of BMD in the whole
vertebral body. Progressively, dense cortical shells and endplates formed around a
softer inner core (Fig 6.3). In the last stages, bone resorption occurred in the anterior
and posterior portions of the cancellous bone close to the endplates of the adjacent
segments. After 100 iterations the equilibrium had been reached in the intact models
with and without fibres. Although in some areas of the cortical shell and the endplates
the stimulus remained high (Fig 6.3a), the maximum BMD had been already reached
in those regions and no further density change was possible (Fig 6.3b). Removal of the
fibres shifted the load sharing in the disc towards the annulus from 43.8% to 49.6%.
Accordingly, the BMD decreased in the middle region and increased in the periphery
except in the posterior part of the top vertebra, where a decreased was seen (Fig 6.3c).
However, the variation of the median values was less than 3% in the intact model and
the difference was even lower after nucleotomy. Since the fibres showed only minor
influence in the intact and nucleotomy models, in the following only results from the
models with fibres are shown.
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the bone remodelling process of the intact segment with fibres. (c) BMD in different regions of the
endplates, cortex and cancellous bone (P-posterior; M-middle; A-anterior; L-lateral) with and
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6.3.1.2 Tissue healing after nucleotomy with and without stabilization.
New bone formation, as well as BMD distributions in the vertebrae, showed dif-
ferent patterns for each investigated case (Fig. 6.4). When retaining the initial disc
height (100% DH) in the nucleotomy without instrumentation and with IF, both mod-
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els failed to converge after 15 iterations due to excessive distortion of the anterior an-
nulus elements. On the contrary, AP produced solid bone within the annular defect,
which resulted in unloading of the facets and reduction of BMD in the pedicles. With
increasing DH loss, a gradual increase of BMD in the pedicles was predicted indicat-
ing higher facet loads. In turn, while AP resulted in a higher bone density posteriorly,
IF predicted higher BMD anteriorly. A simple nucleotomy showed little differences
to IF. With 50% DH reduction, marked anterior and posterior osteophyte formations
were predicted in both NUCL and IF while a layer of cartilage and fibrous tissue re-
mained in the mid-height disc region. The models with AP did not show any signs of
osteophytes.
Intact Nucleotomy Anterior plate Internal fixator
1
0
0
%
 D
H
7
5
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 D
H
5
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Figure 6.4: Bone mineral density images of the intact FSU and after equilibrium (no further
changes in either vertebrae BMD nor new tissue formation) for each treatment and disc height
reduction. ∗Simulation failed due to excessive distortion resulted from the loss of stiffness.
The tissue composition at the end of each simulation was analysed in different
regions of interests (RoI) (Fig. 6.5). These were defined to cover the anterior portion of
the intact AF, the annular defect in the posterior region, the space left by the NP and
endplates, and the area around the segment.
Considering the intact disc height after nucleotomy, annular tissue destruction
was predicted anteriorly due to high strains without instrumentation and with IF. By
reducing the disc height to a 75%, bone fusion occurred in the posterior and central
parts of the intervertebral space (RoIs II and III), with bone volume fractions between
40 and 50%. Adding anterior instrumentation the mechanical stimulus was highly
reduced promoting intramembranous ossification in the posterior part of the annulus
(RoI II).
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Figure 6.5: Tissue distribution in each RoI after reaching the equilibrium in each simulated sce-
nario. The posterior annulus corresponds to the annular defect. The values were calculated as
percentage of the total volume of each RoI. Bone existing in RoI IV indicates osteophyte forma-
tion.
Figure 6.6 illustrates the healing process for the NUCL model with 75% DH. The
mechanical stimulus (1st row) determined the tissue phenotype that could potentially
be formed in each element in each iteration, however, the progenitor cells diffusion
(2nd row) limited the tissue formation in the initial stage of the process. In turn the
vascularization, which was kept constant throughout the simulation in the granular
tissue and the outermost layer of the annulus (3rd row) and the bone neighbour con-
dition (4th row), which was activated when bony tissue filled 25% of element volume,
were necessary for bone formation. In this case, cartilage was formed in the spaced left
by the resected tissue and then it was replaced by new bone through an endochondral
ossification process which started in the vertebral endplates and progressed towards
the mid-height disc section until fused the segment. No bone formation occurred in
the remaining annulus due to the lack of vascularization.
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Figure 6.6: Tissue healing evolution in the model with nucleotomy and 75% DH. When all con-
ditions for a tissue phenotype were met in an element, this tissue was formed proportional to the
amount of precursor cells available.
Immediately after nucleotomy, the mechanical environment of the segment changed
determining the progression of tissue healing (Fig 6.7). Tissue destruction due to ex-
cessive strains led to a progressive increase in the flexibility for NUCL and IF models
with the intact disc height (Fig. 6.7) and, consequently, to a failure of both models.
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However, the reduction in disc height resulted in increased stiffness of the FSU, which
developed further with tissue formation in all models. For NUCL, axial displacement
initially increased to ∼130% for 75% DH and gradually decreased to ∼18% as the pro-
cess progressed. Segmental rotation decreased initially to ∼70% and further to ∼13%
of the intact value. Placing an IF for 75% DH both axial displacement and segmental
rotation decreased after the surgery and were reduced down to 13 and 9% once the
tissue healed. For the models with 50% DH the axial and rotational stiffness stayed
nearly constant throughout the simulation as a result of predicted non-union. On the
other hand, AP resulted in stabilisation of the FSU under all DH conditions with re-
sulting axial displacement and segmental rotation below 10% of the intact values for
100 and 75% DH and 3% for 50% DH.
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Figure 6.7: Temporal evolution of axial displacement under compressive load and rotation under
flexion moment with respect to the corresponding ranges of motion of the intact segment.
6.3.1.3 Bone remodelling after surgery
The models predicted the BMD adaptation within the vertebrae according to the
altered mechanical environment to favour the force flow through the FSU (Fig. 6.4). In
general, the BMD increased in the areas above and underneath the bone bridge and
decreased in the regions where no bone formation was predicted. As such, application
of the AP resulted in bone resorption anteriorly and increased BMD posteriorly (Fig.
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6.8a). The changes were not symmetrical about the disc mid-plane. So, AP resulted in
a decrease in BMD in the central part of the lower endplate, but in an increased BMD
in the central part of the upper endplate. For 50% DH most of the models predicted
maximal BMD in all endplate regions. Only the IF predicted lower BMD in both end-
plates anteriorly for 50 and 75% DH. On the other hand, the endplates deformation
decreased in the regions where the tissue was resected (NP and Post AF) (Fig 6.8b) and
increased in the anterior portion of the annulus just after nucleotomy. The adaptive
response of the bony endplates tried to restore the intact deformation state. However,
the formation of osteophytes provoked deflection of the cranial endplate in the model
with 50% disc height leading to denser endplates.
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Figure 6.8: (a) BMD in different regions of the top and bottom endplates (EP) at the end of tis-
sue healing. Median and ranges values are shown. ∗Simulation failed due to excessive distortion
resulted from the loss of stiffness, therefore the corresponding values are not representative. (b) Ax-
ial displacement profiles in the mid-sagital plane for the nucleotomy models just after the surgery
and after the healing process.
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6.3.2 Bio-Mechano-regulated model
New tissue formation occurred in a different manner depending on the loading
protocol (Fig. 6.9). When a cage is placed in a stand-alone fashion, some flexion ro-
tation may take place in addition to pure compression. Bone grew uniformly from
the vertebral endplates towards the mid-height disc plane when only pure compres-
sion was considered reaching a solid bone bridge in the circumferential part of the
space. By contrast, adding flexion movement, the pattern of bone growth changed
considerably. It started to grow inside the cage and then it extended radially creating
osteophytes bigger in the anterior than in the posterior part.
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Figure 6.9: Bone mineral density images of the fusion process after cage insertion with the bio-
mechano-regulated model. The anterior part corresponds to the left side of the images.
The tissue composition at the end of each simulation was analysed in different
RoI (Fig 6.10). These were defined to cover the region inside the cage, the anterior,
posterior and lateral part of the annular region and the area around the segment.
In agreement to what was shown in the X-ray images, a solid and uniform bone
bridge was formed in all the annular region with 90% of the volume filled with new
bone. However, only 70% of the region inside the cage was ossified. Neither cartilage
nor fibrous tissue formation was predicted when pure compression was applied. On
the other hand, when flexion was added, bone apposition was more pronounced in
the anterior part (98% of the volume), while the posterior part was formed by a mixture
of bone (64%), cartilage (19%) and granular tissue (17%). Furthermore, almost 50%
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of the exterior region was composed by new bone, which reflects the big osteophyte
formation predicted.
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Figure 6.10: Tissue distribution in each RoI after reaching the equilibrium under different load-
ing conditions with the bio-mechano-regulated model. The values were calculated as percentage
of the total volume of each RoI. Bone existing in RoI I indicates osteophyte formation.
Figure 6.11 ilustrates the healing process after stand-alone cage insertion con-
sidering a compression and flexion as athe loading protocol. The mechanical stimu-
lus (1st row) determined the proliferation and differentiation rates of the different cell
phenotypes. In turn, the bone neighbour condition (2nd row) limited the elements
in which new bone could be formed depending on the surrounding elements com-
position. In this case, MSC diffused from the vertebral endplates filling all the region
during the first 25 iterations and then morphed into different cell types. Bone forming
cells were also distributed throughout the entire region, however new bone formation
was limited by the bone neighbour condition. Cartilage was firstly developed in the
posterior region and, further on, an endochondral ossification turned it into bone.
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Figure 6.11: Tissue healing in the bio-mechano-regulated model under flexion+compression. The
mechanical stimulus conditioned the differentiation of the cells which, together with the bone
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6.4 Discussion
The self-repairing ability of the tissue is a key factor to achieve a stable bony fu-
sion of a lumbar segment. The conditions which may trigger this healing from a me-
chanical point of view has been analysed together with the effect that each surgery
has on the vertebral bone density. An excessive ROM has shown to lead to tissue de-
struction and segment instability. Conversely, a lack of strains prevented from tissue
formation. Bone bridging promotion was shown to be possible by changing the me-
chanical scenario adding instrumentation and/or decreasing the disc height.
The adaptive bone remodelling of the intact segment predicted denser bone in
the anterior than in the posterior part of the vertebrae in agreement with previous FE
studies [126] and medical image observations [19][325]. However, contrary to previ-
ous findings, a higher BMD appeared at the central region of the endplates than at
the periphery, which may be explained by the imposed lower thickness of the central
endplate. Furthermore, the loading conditions, which were chosen to represent the
average daily load, influenced the bone density distribution.
On the other hand, small influence (less than 3%) of the annular fibres in the
bone density distribution was seen in the intact model and it was even lower after
nucleotomy. Therefore, the hypothesis stated by Reitmaier et al. [297], that the bone
bridging could be initiated by chronic inflammation due to increased segmental mo-
tion and microtrauma in the AF and peridiscal ligaments could not be proven with
the current model. The inclusion of biological events such as possible fibrosis and
calcification of the ligaments may help to shed light on this particular issue.
Progenitor cell invasion due to the opening of the subchondral vascular network
as a consequence of endplate damage shown to be a possible trigger for bone bridging.
So, as was seen in animal studies a nucleotomy with access to the vertebral vascular
network might be as successful as instrumented fusion approaches [79][347][97][297].
Not only animal studies have shown the possibility of self-fusion, but some clinical
studies have been focus on the ability of the tissue to heal itself showing similar out-
comes with and without additional fixation [287][169]. In the present study, similar
radiographic results were predicted for lone nucleotomy and internal fixation. Con-
sidering an intact disc height, the segmental instability after both surgeries was too
high preventing tissue healing. A higher diameter rod in the IF may help to reduce the
ROM and promote bone fusion, but may also increase the risk of fixation loosening or
breakage. Therefore, if the goal is to restore the disc height the use of an intervertebral
spacer may be necessary. By contrast, anterior plate placement was stiff enough to
promote posterior bony fusion.
The removal of intervertebral disc tissue, together with possible tissue damage
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and further degeneration was thought to cause a decrease in height. McGirt et al.
[232] found that large annular defects and less disc removal increased the risk of re-
herniation while higher disc volume removal accelerated disc height loss (up to 26%
two years after surgery). Thus, two different scenarios were simulated decreasing the
intact disc height to 75 and 50%. A degree of controlled instability, as shown in the
models with 75% DH, enhanced endochondral ossification in agreement with ovine
fusion models [97]. However, a strong reduction of the disc height may lead to hetero-
topic bone formation, as was the case of the osteophytes formed with 50% DH, similar
to the last stages of disc degeneration [344].
Endplate defection is a defining feature of vertebral fracture and is associated
with properties of the underlying trabecular bone [166]. After surgery, endplates den-
sification occurred in the regions above and underneath the bone bridge while resorp-
tion took place where no bone was formed in accordance with clinical observations
[19] and other FE studies which shown the correlation between the endplate’s BMD
and the state of the disc [9][146]. This bone remodelling restored the deformation of
the endplates which was reduced following surgery. However, while the bone resorp-
tion in case of 100% DH increased the inward deflection of the endplates with respect
to the intact ones, the osteophytes formation in case of 50% DH caused an outward de-
flection on the cranial endplate. Those abnormal deformation patterns may increase
the risk of fracture and affect the nutrition pathways [99].
On the other hand, when a bio-mechano-regulated model was used to simu-
late the lumbar fusion after stand-alone cage insertion, solid fusion was predicted.
In agreement with other FE studies [286][29], under pure compressive loads, the for-
mation of bone started at the vertebral endplates in the proximity of the cage and
developed along the intervertebral space to the transversal mid-plane. Subsequently,
the bone apposition continued toward the periphery.
However, despite the large amount of studies adressing for the fusion rate [10][252],
few of them have analysed the bone growth pathway. Marchi et al. [223] showed how
the bone grew initially inside the cage and then towards the anterior region. In agree-
ment with these results, in this chapter the same behaviour was predicted in case of
applying compression plus flexion, which may indicate the necessity to consider a
loading protocol representative of the mean daily load.
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6.4.1 Limitations and assumptions
6.4.1.1 Mechano-regulated model
Although computational models may provide insight into bone healing after surgery
they have some assumptions and limitations. Given that stress-driven models have
a positive feedback system [367], which usually leads to a diverging solution and are
therefore not suitable for macro scale simulations, the mechanical stimulus S has been
calculated in each element as the quotient of the SED divided by the cube of the BMD
[308][349]. The mentioned stimulus as well as the values chosen for the parameters C,
s and, h influence in the final BMD distribution. A future sensitivity analysis should be
performed to study this influence. The loading and boundary conditions also affected
the final bone distribution. A single FSU was modelled, so the loads applied by the
adjacent discs, ligaments and facet joints were not considered. Therefore, the results
could only be interpreted in the central region far from the boundaries.
The tissue healing algorithm employed was based on the theory of Claes & Heigele
[72] defining linear elastic materials. Other healing theories proposed the inclusion of
fluid flow [290] to calculate the mechanical stimulus taking into account time depen-
dent effects in the behaviour of the tissue. However, since both theories have shown
to be able to predict spinal fusion [286], the less expensive computationally was em-
ployed.
The vascularization progress was not explicitly modelled and was maintained
constant throughout the simulation preventing from bone formation in the remain-
ing annular tissue. The degeneration of the tissue could cause tissue disruption and
blood income, allowing for additional bone formation in those regions. The sensitiv-
ity of the result due to changes in the threshold for bone neighbour activation and
the boundaries of the differentiation diagram should also be address in future studies.
Finally, a constant source of progenitor cells was considered at the endplates, which
may cause and overestimation of cell’s concentration and tissue formation. Since the
goal of this study was to investigate for possible explanations that trigger the bone for-
mation, all the above mentioned assumptions were considered acceptable to cross-
compare among different mechanical scenarios. Validation with clinical data would
be necessary for more reliable predictions.
6.4.1.2 Bio-mechano-regulated model
The bio-mechano-regulated model presented in this chapter is a preliminary study
of the suitability of this kind of models to predict the healing process after lumbar
surgery. For that reason, the geometry used was simplified idealizing the segment ge-
ometry to cylindrical shape and removing the posterior elements and ligaments. For
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a more accurate prediction, the inclusion of the posterior elements and ligaments,
which would modify the load requirements, would be mandatory.
All the parameters used to characterized the model (cell diffusion, proliferation,
formation rates, etc.) were mostly taken from bone healing in long bone callus studies.
More clinical studies in the field of radiologic outcomes of lumbar fusion would be
necessary to adjust and validate the model.
In conclusion, this study showed that fusion may be self-induced by controlling
the mechanical stabilization without the need of additional fixation. Thus, reducing
surgery costs and implant related complications. It was also seen that both models
were able to predict fusion patterns, however whether the higher computational cost
introduced by the bio-mechano-regulated model, increases or not the quality of the
prediction can not be discuss without the necessary clinical data to validate the mod-
els. Further studies should be focused on the following questions arisen from this
chapter, can the bone fusion be triggered by altering the mechanical environment? Is
it possible to control the mechanical environment by resecting disc tissue? And if so,
which is the optimal amount of nucleus tissue to be removed to promote this fusion?
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GENERAL CONCLUSIONS
A brief summary of the work developed along with the main conclusions drawn
as a result of this thesis is presented in this chapter. Furthermore, the original con-
tributions to the field of intervertebral lumbar surgery are enumerated. Finally, the
future work lines are outlined.
7.1 Conclusions
Several FE models have been developed over the course of this thesis to com-
prehensively understand the biomechanical behaviour of the lumbar spine. First of
all, the degenerative process of the intervertebral disc has been studied from different
points of view. An in-vivo animal model was used to examine the biological and me-
chanical changes which underwent the discs structures. Then, a FE model of the ani-
mal spine was built to correlate the alterations and to search for possible explanations
that may trigger the initiation of the disease. Further on, human FE models were used
to analyse the influence of the disease on the disc and lumbar spine biomechanics
covering three different aspects: the influence of the biphasic properties, the changes
in morphology, and the effect of the degeneration over the adjacent segments.
Later on, the available surgical processes for lumbar fusion were analysed. In
particular, posterior screw fixation, intervertebral disc cage supplemented with pedi-
cle screw fixation and intervertebral disc cage in a stand-alone fashion. The main
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drawbacks of these surgeries were deeply investigated. First of all, a hybrid loading
protocol was used to analyse the possibility of adjacent disc disease with each type of
surgery. Then, a parametric FE model of a single segment with a complex bone char-
acterization was used to search for the parameters which would decrease the risk of
subsidence in case of stand-alone cages.
Finally, the fusion process in itself was simulated. To this end, two different al-
gorithms were proposed: a mechano-regulated model and a bio-mechano-regulated
model. The healing response after nucleotomy, internal fixation, anterior plate place-
ment and stand-alone cage was predicted.
A combination of the findings derived from this thesis could be a powerful tool
for the preclinical evaluation of surgery outcomes. Furthermore, a patient-specific
surgery design is possible insofar this allows to predict the potential risk of subsidence,
adjacent segment disease and non-union, leading to the best-personalised option for
a specific subject.
The main conclusions extracted from this work are listed bellow:
• The in-vivo animal study provided quantitative and qualitative measures on
the bio-mechanical alterations during degeneration of the rabbit intervertebral
disc. It was seen that the degeneration altered the mechanical properties and
the stress patterns of both the degenerated and the adjacent discs by decreasing
its water content and increasing its stiffness.
Notwithstanding the fact that the extrapolation to humans should be carefully
made, the developed methodology could give new insight into the human inter-
vertebral disc degeneration knowledge and serve as a tool for the evaluation of
new treatments.
• Through the study of the degenerative process of the intervertebral disc it was
concluded that both, material behaviour and geometry, had an important role
in the pathology, and therefore they should be considered in combination. In
fact, a relation may be found between the less capacity of swelling and the re-
duction of the disc height.
Finally, an effect of the degeneration over the adjacent segments was predicted.
This change in the IVD’s mechanics may lead to a cascade of degeneration which
might be aggravated by the use of posterior fixation.
• By the use of different FE models to compare among surgical options it was con-
cluded that stand-alone cages could be a minimally invasive alternative to pos-
terior screw fixation in carefully selected patients without previous signs of in-
stability.
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Special attention should be taken when choosing the cage size to cause a certain
amount of ligament pre-strain and avoid cage migration but without provoking
damage to the ligaments or the bony endplates.
• The parametric FE model allowed for subsidence prediction with the possibility
to discern if the bone will fail under the cage pressure or not. It was seen that
cage design and placement played a key role in the biomechanical behaviour
of the FSU after lumbar surgery. A compromise between stabilization and bone
integrity should be reached by modifying the width, length, curvature and po-
sition of the cage for each specific patient. A preoperative evaluation of the
patient-specific geometry and bone quality using this tool would predict the op-
timal cage design.
• Regarding the healing process after lumbar surgery, it was shown that fusion
may be self-induced by controlling the mechanical stabilization without the
need of additional fixation. Thus, reducing surgery costs and implant related
complications.
• Mechano-regulated model as well as bio-mechano-regulated model were able
to predict fusion patterns. However, whether the higher computational cost in-
troduced by the bio-mechano-regulated model improves or not the quality of
the prediction can not be discuss without the necessary clinical data to validate
the models.
7.2 Original contributions
The original contributions carried out during the period of this thesis are exposed
below:
• Animal study of the degenerative changes induced in a single disc and how they
influence on the cranial and caudal segments.
• Quantification of morphological changes which underwent IVDs with progres-
sive degeneration.
• Simulation of the healthy and degenerated lumbar spine biomechanics, empha-
sizing the alterations in the segments adjacent to the affected disc.
• Computational simulation of different segmental fusion procedures (TLIF and
PLIF cages supplemented with pedicle screw fixation or in stand-alone con-
struct) and comparison of the biomechanical changes in the entire lumbar spine.
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• Analysis of the role of ligament pre-strain after cage insertion on the stability of
the operated segment.
• Inclusion of a Drucker-Prager Cap plasticity formulation to characterize the in-
elastic behaviour of the transversal isotropic vertebral bone.
• Parametric study of cage design features and placement when used as stand-
alone. Analysis of the stability, facet joint forces and risk of cage subsidence.
• Design and mechanical testing of PCL scaffolds to use as lumbar intervertebral
spacer in fusion surgeries.
• Implementation of a bone remodelling theory to study the vertebral bone den-
sity distribution and its evolution after fusion surgery.
• Study of the role of annular fibres in the vertebral bone density distribution.
• Development of an algorithm to predict lumbar fusion after nucleotomy, inter-
nal fixation and anterior plate fixation based on a mechano-regulation theory.
Study of the role of disc height on the healing process.
• Development of an algorithm to predict lumbar fusion after stand-alone cage
insertion based on a bio-mechano-regulation theory. Study of the role of the
loading protocol on the healing process.
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7.3 Future work
As exposed throughout the entire document, a large number of studies have been
done over the last decades in relation to the biomechanical behaviour of the lumbar
spine from animal, clinical and computational points of view. However, there is still
a high controversy regarding the use of one or another fusion surgical procedure. In
this thesis, those conflicting topics have been tackled with the aim of discuss the suit-
ability and indications of each technique. Nonetheless, the results found in this thesis
opened new questions that may be addressed in future works:
• The study of degeneration including biphasic, morphologic and tissue changes
in a broad range of patients would allow for the statistical analysis of the proba-
bility of adjacent segment disease occurrence.
• Building a data base of the alterations derived from progressive lumbar disc de-
generation may help to predict, using machine learning tools, the possibility of
severe degeneration by the analysis of medical images at the first signs of the
disease.
• A multidisciplinary project combining clinical trials and computational simula-
tions to study the healing process after different surgeries with frequent follow-
ups would allow for the validation of the implemented models which may serve
as a predictor tool of the successful fusion rate.
• The development of a software combining the different models presented in
this thesis (patient-specific geometry, bone inelastic behaviour characteriza-
tion, bone remodelling algorithm and tissue healing algorithm) would allow for
the preclinical evaluation of different intervertebral spacers with and without
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supplementary instrumentation in each specific cage providing personalized
treatment guidance.

RESUMEN Y CONCLUSIONES
De acuerdo a la normativa vigente para la obtención de mención de doctorado
internacional, en el presente capítulo se recoge el resumen, las principales conclu-
siones de la tesis y sus aportaciones originales en español.
7.4 Resumen
Esta tesis tiene como objetivo arrojar luz en el proceso que tiene lugar en la
columna lumbar como resultado de la degeneración de disco intervertebral y las difer-
entes cirugías lumbares, prestando especial atención a los principales factores de ries-
go y como superarlos.
El dolor de espalda es el trastorno musculo-esquelético más frecuente en todos
los países desarrollados generando grandes costes a los sistemas sanitarios. La degen-
eración de disco intervertebral es una de las causas más comunes del dolor lumbar.
Cuando los tratamientos conservativos no consiguen mitigar este dolor es necesario
recurrir a la cirugía. Y, en este aspecto, la fusión lumbar es la técnica más utilizada
para recuperar la estabilidad y descomprimir las raíces nerviosas.
La enfermedad degenerativa del disco ha sido estudiada a través de dos aproxi-
maciones diferentes. Un modelo animal fue reproducido en vivo y seguido con imá-
genes de resonancia magnética y ensayos mecánicos para observar cómo, con el pro-
greso de la degeneración, decrecía el contenido de agua y aumentaba la rigidez del
tejido. Después, esta degeneración fue inducida en un disco de la columna lumbar
humana y sus efectos sobre los discos adyacentes fueron investigados utilizando mo-
delos de elementos finitos.
Más adelante, se simularon computacionalmente diferentes procedimientos para
la fusión del segmento. Una comparación entre diferentes cajas intersomáticas, su-
plementadas con fijación posterior o colocadas sin fijación, mostró cómo el uso de
fijación suplementaria redujo drásticamente el movimiento del segmento afectado
incrementando el riesgo de degeneración en los segmentos adyacentes. Sin embargo,
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una de las mayores preocupaciones acerca del uso de cajas sin fijación adicional es la
posibilidad de hundimiento del dispositivo en el hueso vertebral. Un estudio paramé-
trico de las características y el posicionamiento de las cajas apuntó a la anchura, la
curvatura y la posición como los parámetros más influyentes en la estabilidad y el
enclavamiento.
Finalmente, dos algoritmos diferentes para la cicatrización de tejido fueron im-
plementados y aplicados por primera vez a la predicción de la fusión lumbar en mode-
los 3D. La capacidad auto-reparadora del hueso fue comprobada tras una nucleotomía
simple y tras la instrumentación con fijación interna, placa anterior y colocación de
caja intersomática. De acuerdo con estudios previos tanto en animales como en casos
clínicos, se predijo que la instrumentación podría no ser necesaria para promover la
fusión del segmento. En particular, se vio que la altura del disco intervertebral juega
un papel importante en la formación de puente óseo o de osteofitos.
Resumiendo, esta tesis se ha centrado en los temas más controvertidos relativos
a la degeneración del disco intervertebral y la fusión lumbar como son: el proceso
degenerativo, la progresión de la degeneración a los segmentos adyacentes, la estabil-
idad del segmento, el enclavamiento de la caja intersomática o la formación de puente
óseo. Todos los modelos descritos en esta tesis pueden servir como una poderosa her-
ramienta para la evaluación pre clínica de la respuesta a la cirugía de cada paciente
dando apoyo a la decisión del cirujano.
7.5 Conclusiones
Varios modelos de elementos finitos han sido desarrollados a lo largo de esta tesis
con el propósito de entender de forma exhaustiva el comportamiento biomecánico
de la columna lumbar. En primer lugar, el proceso degenerativo del disco interver-
tebral ha sido estudiado desde diferentes perspectivas. Se utilizó un modelo animal
in-vivo para examinar los cambios biológicos y mecánicos que sufrieron las estruc-
turas del disco. Después, se construyó un modelo de elementos finitos de la columna
del animal estudiado para correlacionar las alteraciones observadas y buscar posibles
explicaciones a los desencadenantes de la enfermedad. A continuación, se utilizaron
diferentes modelos de elementos finitos para analizar la influencia de la degeneración
en el disco intervertebral y en la biomecánica de la columna lumbar cubriendo tres as-
pectos: la influencia de las propiedades bifásicas, los cambios en la morfología, y el
efecto de la degeneración sobre los segmentos adyacentes.
En el siguiente estudio, se analizaron los procedimientos quirúrgicos disponibles
para la realización de la fusión lumbar. En particular, la fijación de tornillos poste-
rior, la caja intersomática suplementada con fijación de tornillos pediculares, y la uti-
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lización de la caja intersomática sin fijación. Las principales desventajas de cada una
de estas técnicas han sido investigadas en profundidad. En primer lugar, se utilizó un
protocolo de carga híbrido para analizar la posibilidad de inducción de la enfermedad
en los discos adyacentes con cada tipo de cirugía. Luego, un análisis paramétrico de
elementos finitos con una caracterización compleja del hueso permitió determinar
que parámetros reducirían el riesgo de enclavamiento en cajas intersomáticas colo-
cadas sin fijación adicional.
Finalmente, se simuló el proceso de fusión en sí mismo. Para ello, se propusieron
dos algoritmos diferentes: un modelo mecano-regulado y un modelo bio-mecano-
regulado. Ambos permitieron predecir la respuesta de la cicatrización tras las cirugías
de nucleotomía, fijación interna, fijación con placa anterior y caja intersomática sin
fijación adicional.
La combinación de los resultados derivados de esta tesis puede conformar una
potente herramienta para la evaluación pre-clínica de los resultados quirúrgicos. Además,
permitiría el diseño personalizado para un paciente específico en tanto en cuanto per-
mite predecir el riesgo de enclavamiento, la posibilidad de degeneración en los seg-
mentos adyacentes y el riesgo de no-unión.
Las principales conclusiones extraídas de este trabajo se listan a continuación:
• El modelo animal in-vivo permitió obtener medidas tanto cualitativas como
cuantitativas de las alteraciones biomecánicas que tuvieron lugar durante el
proceso de regeneración del disco intervertebral. Se observó como la degen-
eración alteró las propiedades mecánicas y los patrones de tensión tanto de los
discos degenerados como de los adyacentes, decreciendo la cantidad de agua e
incrementando la rigidez del tejido.
A pesar de que la extrapolación de los resultados al caso humano debe hac-
erse de forma cuidadosa, la metodología desarrollada puede aportar nueva luz
al conocimiento de la degeneración del disco intervertebral y servir como her-
ramienta para la evaluación de nuevos tratamientos.
• A través del estudio del proceso degenerativo del disco intervertebral se con-
cluyó que ambos: el comportamiento del material y la geometría, tuvieron un
papel importante en el desarrollo de la patología y, por tanto, en adelante deben
ser considerados conjuntamente. De hecho, quizá sea posible establecer una
relación entre la menor capacidad del disco para hincharse y la reducción de su
altura.
Finalmente, se observó un efecto de la degeneración sobre los segmentos ady-
acentes. Este cambio en la mecánica del disco podría conducir a un efecto de
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degeneración en cascada que sería agravado con el uso de fijación posterior.
• Mediante el uso de diferentes modelos de elementos finitos se comparó entre
distintas técnicas quirúrgicas llegando a la conclusión de que una caja inter-
somática podría ser colocada de forma mínimamente invasiva sin la necesi-
dad de fijación posterior en pacientes cuidadosamente seleccionados sin signos
previos de inestabilidad.
Especial atención debe ser tomada al elegir la altura de la caja para producir la
cantidad de distracción de los ligamentos adecuada para evitar la migración del
dispositivo sin provocar daños en los ligamentos o en las placas óseas.
• El modelo paramátrico de elementos finitos permitió la predicción del enclava-
miento, brindando la posibilidad de discernir si el hueso fallará o no bajo la pre-
sión creada por el espaciador. Se vio cómo el diseño de la caja intersomática, así
como su posicionamiento, son esenciales en el comportamiento biomecánico
del segmento lumbar después de la cirugía. Se debe alcanzar un compromiso
entre la estabilización y la integridad del hueso mediante la modificación de la
anchura, longitud, curvatura y posición del implante para cada paciente. Además,
la evaluación pre-clínica de la geometría del paciente, así como de la calidad
ósea de las vértebras permitiría, utilizando esta herramienta, conocer un di-
seño óptimo personalizado.
• En cuanto al proceso de cicatrización tras la intervención quirúrgica. Se ha
mostrado como la fusión puede ser auto-inducida controlando la estabilización
mecánica sin necesidad de introducir fijaciones adicionales. Esto implica la re-
ducción de costes relacionados con la cirugía así como las complicaciones rela-
cionadas con el implante.
• Tanto el modelo mecano-regulado como el bio-mecano-regulado fueron ca-
paces de predecir patrones de fusión, sin embargo, discutir si el coste computa-
cional añadido al implementar el modelo bio-mecano-regulado es necesario o
no para mejorar la precisión de la predicción no es posible debido a la falta de
datos clínicos que permitan la validación del modelo.
7.6 Contribuciones originales
Las contribuciones originales aportadas durante esta tesis se exponen a contin-
uación:
• Estudio animal de los cambios degenerativos inducidos en un solo disco y cómo
influyen en los segmentos caudal y craneal.
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• Cuantificación de los cambios morfológicos que experimentan los discos inter-
vertebrales a lo largo del proceso de degeneración.
• Simulación de la columna lumbar sana y patológica enfatizando las alteraciones
producidas en los segmentos adyacentes al disco afectado.
• Simulación computacional de los diferentes procedimientos de fusión segmen-
taria (cajas intersomáticas para TLIF y PLIF suplementadas con tornillos pedic-
ulares o sin fijación adicional) y comparación de los cambios biomecánicos ex-
perimentados por la columna lumbar completa.
• Análisis de la influencia de la pre-tensión de los ligamentos tras la inserción del
espaciador intersomático en la estabilidad del segmento intervenido.
• Inclusión de la formulación Drucker-Prager modificada para incluir el compor-
tamiento inelástico del hueso transversalmente isótropo con el que se caracter-
izan las vértebras.
• Estudio paramétrico de los aspectos de diseño y posicionamiento de la caja in-
tersomática cuando se coloca sin fijación adicional. Análisis de la estabilidad,
las fuerzas facetarias y el riesgo de enclavamiento.
• Diseño y examen mecánico de los scaffolds de PCL para ser utilizados como
espaciador intervertebral en las operaciones de fusión.
• Implementación de un modelo de regeneración ósea para el estudio de la dis-
tribución de densidad mineral ósea vertebral y su evolución tras la cirugía.
• Estudio de la influencia de las fibras del anillo del disco intervertebral en la dis-
tribución de densidad mineral ósea.
• Desarrollo de un algoritmo para predecir la fusión lumbar tras una nucleotomía,
una fijación interna y una fijación con placa anterior, basado en una teoría de
mecano-regulación. Estudio del papel que tiene la altura del disco en el proceso
de cicatrización.
• Desarrollo de un algoritmo para predecir la fusión lumbar tras la inserción de
una caja intersomática sin fijación basado en una teoría de bio-mecano-regulación.
Estudio del papel que tiene el protocolo de carga en el proceso de cicatrización.
7.7 Futuras líneas de investigación
Como se ha expuesto a lo largo de todo el documento, un gran número de es-
tudios han sido realizados a lo largo de las últimas décadas en relación con el com-
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portamiento biomecánico de la columna lumbar desde el punto de vista de experi-
mentación animal, ensayos clínicos y trabajos computacionales. Aun así, sigue ex-
istiendo una gran controversia en cuanto al uso de una cirugía u otra. En esta tesis,
se han abordado los temas más conflictivos con el propósito de discutir acerca de la
idoneidad e indicaciones de cada una de las técnicas. Sin embargo, los resultados
obtenidos en la presente tesis abren nuevas preguntas que pueden ser respondidas
en futuros trabajos:
• El estudio de la degeneración incluyendo los cambios bifásicos, morfológicos y
de tejido en un rango amplio de pacientes permitiría el análisis estadístico de la
probabilidad de ocurrencia de degeneración de los segmentos adyacentes.
• Construir una base de datos de las alteraciones derivadas de la degeneración
progresiva del disco lumbar que pueda ayudar a predecir, utilizando técnicas
de aprendizaje automático, la posibilidad de degeneración avanzada mediante
el análisis de imágenes médicas ante los primeros signos de la enfermedad.
• Un proyecto multidisciplinario combinando ensayos clínicos y simulaciones
computacionales para el estudio del proceso de cicatrización tras diferentes
cirugías con una alta frecuencia de seguimientos permitiría la validación de los
modelos implementados. Y a su vez, podría ser una herramienta de predicción
de éxito de la cirugía.
• El desarrollo de un software que combine los diferentes modelos presentados
en esta tesis (geometría paciente-específica, caracterización inelástica del com-
portamiento del hueso, remodelación ósea y cicatrización de tejidos) permitiría
la evaluación pre-clínica de diferentes espaciadores intervertebrales con y sin
fijación suplementaria en cada paciente de forma específica proveyendo guías
para el tratamiento personalizado.
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